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The African Journal of Clinical Legal Education and Access to Justice (ISSN 
2315-5728) is published by the Network of University Legal Aid Institutions 
(NULAI Nigeria) in October annually. Articles, commentaries and contributions 
to the journal are peer- assessed. The Journal is devoted to law and legal 
education of significant research value, especially on developments on clinical 
legal education, justice education, and access to justice. It is sponsored by The 
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. 
 
Unsolicited articles including essays, commentaries, case reviews and book 
reviews are welcome from all parts of the globe on law and legal education of 
significant research value, especially on developments on clinical legal 
education, justice education, and access to justice. Authors are requested to 
follow the guidelines listed below: 
1. Articles should be submitted as an email attachment to The Editor-in-Chief, 

Ernest Ojukwu, via email to: africanjournal-cle@nulai.org 
2. Articles submitted must not be more than 12,000 words; formatted on A4 

paper with 2.5cm margins, 1.5 line spacing, and Times New Roman font 
size 12; 

3. Title(s), name(s), affiliations, addresses and degrees of author(s) should 
appear only on the cover page of the article;  

4. Articles should be submitted with an abstract of not more than 200 words;  
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email that an article has not been and will not be submitted elsewhere for 
publication until a decision is made by the editors not to publish. The 
contributor shall also be deemed to have granted exclusive licence to 
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6.  Authors undertake responsibility to adhere to the public ethics for the 
accuracy of references; 

7.    Spelling shall be English (UK); 
9. Citation of sources should be placed in footnotes using MS Word auto-
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placed in the text serial.  
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EDITORIAL 
 
I am privileged to write the editorial introducing the maiden issue of 
African Journal of Clinical Legal Education and Access to Justice. This 
is the 9th year of the work of Network of University Legal Aid 
Institutions (NULAI Nigeria) promoting clinical legal education, legal 
education reform, legal aid and access to justice in Nigeria and the sub-
region of West Africa. Clinical legal education had earlier taken root in 
some other parts of Africa especially South Africa and there has is a 
wave of change blowing over the rest of Africa such as Kenya, Uganda, 
Ethiopia, Somaliland, Benin, Morocco, Namibia, Zambia, Mozambique, 
Sierra Lone, Senegal, Cameroun, Egypt, The Gambia, Ghana and a few 
others. 
 
African Journal of Clinical Legal Education and Access to Justice is 
therefore an important introduction to the mission of reform of legal 
education in Africa. It will serve the goal of capacity building for law 
teachers, students and legal education administrators; an advocacy tool 
for the legal education reform project and a platform for networking 
among clinicians in Africa and with other clinicians globally.  
 
African Journal of Clinical Legal Education and Access to Justice is 
published by the Network of University Legal Aid Institutions (NULAI 
Nigeria) in October annually. Articles, commentaries and contributions 
to the journal are peer- assessed. The Journal is devoted to law and legal 
education of significant research value, especially on developments on 
clinical legal education, justice education, and access to justice 
 
In this maiden edition Frances Gibson discusses “Community 
Engagement in Action: Creating Successful University Clinical Legal 
Internship.” Frances explores the benefits of experiential learning 
especially the use of internships for law students and concludes that 
“these programs offer students an incredibly valuable opportunity to 
develop legal knowledge as well as ethical and professional awareness” 
and ...  “allow students an unparalleled chance to critically analyse the 
operation of the law in practice. The author makes far-reaching 
suggestions based on empirical research using case studies in Australia 
on how to develop and sustain a successful internship programme. 
Omolade Olomola, Folake Olaleye and Oluyemisi Bamgbose write on 
“Community Lawyering: An intervention of the University of Ibadan 
Women’s Law clinic in the case of stray bullet killings at Arulogun-Idi 
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EDITORIAL 
  
Omo Community: a Case Study.” This paper exposes the role and 
importance of community or public interest lawyering in clinical legal 
education with the use of a case study from a university-based law clinic. 
Adenike Aiyedun and Ada Ordor explore the subject of “Accessing 
Justice within Plural Normative Systems in Africa: Case Study of South 
Africa”. The paper defines clearly the issues and challenges that confront 
the application of internationally formulated human rights norms such as 
the concept of fair trial in the context of African communities.  In 
examining the subject, the paper draws mainly on case law from 
traditional courts in South Africa, but also from customary and religious 
law in West Africa, highlighting aspects of this engagement that define 
certain human rights differently for women.  Uche Emelonye deals with 
“the Principle of Proportionality: Framework for Juvenile Justice in 
Nigeria.” This article examines the principle of proportionality as a 
cardinal framework for juvenile justice administration. Fola Adeleke  
reviews  "Access to Justice and Freedom of Information” using the Case 
of South Africa. He concludes in the article that South African courts 
have demonstrated a commitment to the task of promoting access to 
justice in the context of FOI where it has been called to do so but that  
despite this success, the litigants on FOI have largely been the media and 
civil society organisations who can afford the resources to go to court; 
and there is a long way to go, in equipping ordinary citizens with the 
necessary knowledge to use PAIA effectively to exercise and protect 
other socio-economic rights and in providing the opportunity to dispute 
the outcome of decisions that are adverse to an information requester 
who does not have the luxury of time or money for litigation. C. K. 
Nwankwo writes a review of the Nigerian New Legal Aid Act in terms 
of its summary of contents, structure and organization of the Legal Aid 
Council, scope, eligibility, operations and challenges. 
 
Though the Journal is Africa based, it is open to receiving manuscripts 
from all over the globe. I must thank The John D. and Catherine T. 
MacArthur Foundation for supporting financially the publication of this 
journal. I also acknowledge the help of the following NULAI staff 
towards the publication of the Journal- Odinakaonye Lagi, Yusuf 
Mahmud, Linda Nwosu; and Temitola Ojo Arasi who assisted with the 
typeset and communications.  
 
Ernest Ojukwu 
October 2012 



 

 

Community Engagement in Action: Creating 
Successful University Clinical Legal Internship 

 
 

Frances Gibson* 
 
 

Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. 
Working together is success. Henry Ford 

 
 

Introduction 
Clinical legal education is well recognised as a method of teaching 
law, ethics and professional development. In clinical internship 
subjects, students enrolled in clinical subjects in law courses are 
placed in legal and policy positions in workplaces. In the 
classroom component of the course, students reflect on their 
experiences, are given some skills training and critique the 
operation of the legal, policy and organisational systems. Through 
interviews of the staff of Australian host organisations, advantages 
and disadvantages for organisations that are used as internship 
placement sites are explored. Problems and potential solutions for 
placement organisations are identified and discussed along with the 
recognition of and definition of any benefits. 
 
Experiential education is becoming a familiar part of legal 
education and in various forms is offered at every law school in 
Australia. This method of teaching law provides students with 
many benefits including an opportunity to see how the law 
operates in various forms of legal practice1, experience and 
                                                            
* BA/LLB, Dip Crim, LLM, Director of Experiential Learning, University of 
New South Wales, Kensington, Sydney Australia 2052. 
1 Backman, James .H (2006), ‘Where Do Externships Fit?  A New Paradigm is 
Needed: Marshaling Law School Resources to Provide an Externship for Every 
Student’ 56 Journal of Legal Education 615. 
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exposure to different styles of lawyering and ethical issues and in 
many cases opportunities to assist and learn from clients. As the 
2007 Carnegie Report, Educating Lawyers: Preparation for the 
Profession of Law pointed out, a teaching goal that is common 
across professional training in medical schools, nursing schools, 
engineering, the seminary and law schools is professionalism: 
‘[P]rofessional education aims to initiate novice practitioners to 
think, to perform, and to conduct themselves (that is, to act morally 
and ethically) like professionals.’2  It is vital that law students are 
able to work with legal professionals to begin to understand what 
this notion actually means.  
 
The partnership that law schools enter into with legal professionals 
to facilitate this learning has rarely been examined. This article 
examines not only the reasons that law schools may set up 
internship programs for students but why external organisations 
such as legal aid offices who often have limited resources and 
capacity to take on extra tasks are willing and interested in taking 
on students. If law schools understand organisational motivations 
in this respect, not only more opportunities for students can be 
produced but higher quality learning situations. 
 
Clinical Legal Education 
Clinical legal education (CLE) programs, one type of experiential 
learning, are a method of teaching substantive law, skills and ethics 
to students. In Australia these courses are primarily conducted 
through work with and for real organisations and clients and come 
in many different forms. It is of course possible to run clinics 
through courses using simulations but this is unusual in Australia 
and in this article the term clinical is used to refer to live client 
work. In addition to the classroom component, CLE takes students 
and places them in a situation where they have the opportunity to 
participate in assisting or working with real clients or organisations 
in legal casework, policy work or community legal education. 

                                                            
2 Sullivan William, Colby Anne, Welch Wegner Judith, Bond Lloyd, Shuman 
Lee (2007), Educating Lawyers: Preparation for the Profession of Law 186  
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Clinics are the law school sites where ‘students learn and use 
cognitive, skills and ethical practice and encounter real life 
challenges of working directly with clients to diagnose and treat 
their legal problems.’3 
 
Many clinical programs have social justice objectives as a goal. A 
strong relationship has been found between clinical training and 
career choice for young lawyers who say they came into law 
hoping to improve society or help individuals. It seems that clinical 
training may sustain such ambitions or speed up their entry into 
this type of work.4  It has been noted that law school too often has 
an effect that student commitment to work for the public good is 
crushed or changed to reflect more mainstream aspirations. A 
study of Harvard law students describes law school as a time when 
they ‘dissociate themselves from previously held notions of justice 
and replace them with new views consistent with the status quo.’ 5 
A study of the fate of public interest commitment during law 
school at the University of Denver found that only half of students 
who started law school wanting to pursue public interest law 
sustained that aspiration through to graduation. Stover and 
Erlanger describe the law school process in these terms:  
 

The erosion of professional altruism began early, as 
students directed their attention to coping with the 
hectic, emotionally draining first year of law school. 
. . . [A]ltruistic values might have reasserted 
themselves during the second and third years, but 
the dominant professional culture – as manifested in 
both the law school and in the conventional law 
firms where many students worked – largely 
ignored altruistic concerns. At the same time, the 
dominant culture emphasized a broad range of 

                                                            
3 Rebecca L. Sandefur, Jeffrey Selbin (2009)  , ‘The Clinic Effect’, New York 
Law School Clinical Research Institute Research Paper Series No. 09/10 # 8. 
4Ibid. 57. 
5 Robert Granfield (1992), Making Elite Lawyers: Visions of Law at Harvard 
and Beyond (1st ed.), 73. 
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competing values. As a result, students not finding 
refuge in a public interest subculture were not likely 
to leave law school with their altruistic values 
intact....6 

 
The clinical movement began with mostly 'in-house' law clinics 
(law practices situated in and run by Law Faculty members), but 
clinical internship programs7 placing students in established 
government, judicial and non-profit law offices with supervision of 
non-faculty attorneys soon ‘became a recognized method of 
providing clinical education.8’ These clinical internship sometimes 
known as externship programs are differentiated from work based 
placements in an external organisation which are not part of the 
law school curriculum, where there is not regular reflection in 
lectures and seminars run by Faculty staff. This article does not 
address those programs though indeed many issues from an 
external organisation's point of view may be similar. 
 
Benefits for Law Schools and Students of Clinical Internship 
Programs 
There are numerous benefits for students in clinical internship 
programs.9 They can be offered participation in a wide variety of 
legal work in very different organisations and can get exposure to 
many different styles of lawyering. Together with in house clinics 
they are seen as the best law school response to reports such as 
McCrate Report in the USA to ‘narrow the gap between law school 
                                                            
6 Stover, R. (1989), Making It and Breaking It: The Fate of Public Interest 
Commitment during Law School, University of Illinois Press, Urbana xix-xx. 
7The term clinical internship programs is used to differentiate internship 
programs run as subjects in the law school with assessments, significant 
classroom component and opportunities for reflection from internship programs 
outside this system where students are just placed with an organization for work 
experience. 
8 Feeley, Bernadette T., (2007) ‘Examining the Use of Not for profit placements 
in School Externship Programs’, 14 Clinical Law Review 37, 40. 
9 The terms internship and externship are used interchangeably in Australia with 
apparently no difference in meaning. In this article I have used the term 
internship except in direct quotes. 
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education and professional practice.'10 Students may make contacts 
that lead to later employment in the agency and can make a 
valuable contribution to their community. Links can be 
strengthened between the university and the community through 
participation in the program.  
 
Internship programs offer a number of advantages to law schools 
in contrast to university run clinics. Internship programs allow law 
schools to significantly increase the numbers of students offered a 
clinical experience, as supervision is done by on site supervisors 
(paid by the host organisation) and therefore these programs are 
significantly less expensive than in house clinics. This allows more 
students to further career objectives in public interest and other 
areas and to be exposed to different styles of legal practice. 
Students can focus on areas of law they are particularly interested 
in. They can work with leading experts in their fields and develop 
links and networks outside the university. For the university this all 
adds a ‘distinct value from that available in the developing in-
house clinics’.11   
 
Universities can use the links and networks provided by the 
internship programs to further their connections with the 
community, they can utilise the knowledge and skills of the 
experience of those in the host organisations by including them as 
invited guests in teaching programs both in and outside the clinics. 
In Australia and the USA, in house clinics usually follow 
university staff to student ratio of around 1 to 8. In internship 
programs arguments have been made that the proportion should be 
1 to 15/20 where there is a classroom component.12  
 
Internship programs have the potential to develop not only the 
students' substantive legal knowledge but skills such as oral and 
written communication, advocacy skills, report and letter writing, 

                                                            
10 Backman, above n 1 ,616. 
11 Feeley, Ibid. 37, 40. 
12 Backman, above  n 1 , 621. 
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understanding of office procedures. These programs give students 
a chance to develop their ethical approach to lawyering. As a side 
benefit, these courses can also of course positively affect a 
student’s employment prospects and may serve to develop 
graduate attributes endorsed by the university as a whole. 
 
Non-Profit or For Profit Organizations 
Traditionally in Australia, clinical lecturers have concentrated on 
developing internship clinics in governments and non-government 
organisations that are not for profits. Students’ involvement in 
these clinics can provide much needed assistance to disadvantaged 
clients and communities, raise consciousness in the students about 
the level of legal needs and provide career opportunities for 
students interested in public interest law. These placements can 
provide the ‘refuge in the public interest subculture’ described by 
Stover and Erlanger as that which preserve and nourish student 
objectives to be involved in justice initiatives.13 
85% of people employed in the legal services industry in Australia 
are employed in private practices14 though; so many students are 
also interested in experiencing private practice whether in a large 
or smaller firms. This leads to debates about whether to use 
organisations that operate for profit such as private law firms, 
financial institutions etc when considering law student placements. 
There are potential problems as Feeley points out: 
 

such as the potential exploitation of unpaid student 
labour, the possibility of moving clinical education 
away from historical social justice goals, and other 
potential political and pragmatic difficulties. Yet 
there are benefits that may outweigh these concerns 
in some contexts.15  
 

                                                            
13 Stover above n 6, 103-115. 
14 Australian Bureau of Statistics 8667.0 - Legal Services, Australia, 2007-08. 
15 Feeley above n 8, 38. 
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Placements in these sites can provide valuable opportunities for 
critical analysis of ethics and lawyering skills in day to day legal 
practice where many students will choose to finally work. 
Although public interest and publicly funded organizations are 
seen as the leaders in providing services to people in poverty, ‘the 
private bar has carried and hopefully will carry more of our 
society's responsibilities to the under-represented.’16 Perhaps an 
ideal situation would be for students to be able to experience both 
types of legal practice as part of law school enabling critical 
informed reflection on the different experiences. 
 
There is now a large body of work published on internships and 
benefits to students and the law school are clearly established17 
though there continues to be debates about their value as opposed 
to that of in house clinics and even to what extent law school 
academics need to be involved in such placements at all for 
learning to occur.18  
 
Areas of Concern for Law Schools/Students 
There is however areas of concern for law schools in the notion of 
internships. Internships have been described as ‘an uncoordinated 
system of instructions that places a premium on skills separated 
from the exercise of judgment and prevents an exploration of the 
larger questions of justice that unite theory practice and true 
democratic ideals.’19 In internships as opposed to in house clinics, 
organisations are not run with the students’ benefit as a primary 
consideration.  
 

                                                            
16 Feeley, Ibid. 37, 53.   
17 Feeley, Above n 8. 
18 Note one study that 'cast doubt on the belief…that legal educators must 
participate actively in (if not control) a work experience in order for learning to 
occur see Daniel Givelber,Brook Baker,John McDevitt and Robyn Miliano 
(1995), ‘Learning Through Work: An empirical Study of Legal Internship’s’, 45 
J Legal Education 1, 3. 
19 Email from Wallace J Mlyniec to Law clinic list {lawclinic-
bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] 17th March, 2010. 

mailto:%7Blawclinic-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu
mailto:%7Blawclinic-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu
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Since one of the primary goals of the clinical experience is critical 
reflection on issues such as access to justice, ethics of lawyering 
and the way the legal system operates particularly in relation to 
disadvantaged clients, it is important that opportunities for the 
examination of these matters are available to students. This can be 
done in many ways but probably the most common is through 
reflective journals, and regular small classes where a Faculty 
member can facilitate students’ discussion and lead them through 
relevant academic readings which can give a context to their work 
experience. 
In an internship placement, the student may not see all aspects of 
legal practice - the decision making by the solicitors about case 
planning, discussions by solicitors about cases/clients, client 
interviews, costing processes etc.  As Blanco and Buhai recognise 
‘the primary concern of the supervising attorney must be the work 
of the agency or the judicial chambers, while the concern for the 
education of the field extern must by nature be a secondary goal.’ 
Off-campus internships are inherently problematic as an 
educational experience because there is necessarily a fundamental 
conflict of goals for supervisors and students. The field supervisor 
must answer to the primary demands of the employer and the 
employment.20 
 
Is this really a problem? It has been argued that it is only according 
to the arrogance of the university 'which seems to demand that law 
school faculty control every aspect of the student’s learning; that 
faculty should review all work done by students in the field, that 
the field supervisors do not know how to teach….’21 
 

                                                            
See for instance Backman, James H., (2007) ‘Practical examples for establishing 
an externship program available to every student’, 14 Clinical Law Review 1. 
20 Barbara Blanco and Buhai, Sande, (2004) ‘Externship Field Supervision: 
Effective Techniques for Training Supervisors and Students’, Loyola Law 
School  Public Law and Legal theory Research Paper No. 2004-9,901. 
21 Stickgold Mark, (1989) ‘Exploring the Invisible Curriculum: Clinical 
Fieldwork in American Law Schools’, 19 New Mexico Law Review 287,317. 
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The amount of resources a law school may put into an internship 
program will vary. As Katz comments 'In a perfect world, we 
would counsel each student at regular intervals, consult with each 
supervisor frequently, conduct teaching workshops for supervisors, 
recruit and inspect new potential placements, coordinate our efforts 
with the law school career offices and pro bono staff and with local 
bar groups, write thoughtful and useful scholarship, and tap 
dance.'22 
 
Supervision is at the heart of concerns by Faculty about internship 
placements.23 Effective supervision is the most essential element 
of law student training in an off-campus setting or internship.24 
Supervision can be defined as 'the process of directing the 
completion of work assigned to law students and implicit in the 
definition is the expectation that the employer will provide 
guidance, constructive criticism and a final critique of the students’ 
work product in a timely and meaningful fashion.'25 
 
Supervision is a problem as often employers are not clear on what 
they are doing.26 Lawyers and other staff are expected to provide 
effective supervision in a constructive manner that assists students’ 
learning- often without any training. 'Too frequently supervision is 
accomplished on a hit or miss basis resulting in uneven 
performance and disappointing work products.'27 Alexander and 
Smith note that effective supervision is easily inhibited where 
students are 'neither expected nor encouraged to participate 

                                                            
22 Katz, Harriet (2009), ‘Counseling Externship Students’, 15 Clinical Law 
Review 239. 
23 See Alice Alexander and Jeffrey Smith, (1988), ‘A Practical Guide to Co 
operative Supervision for Law Students and Legal Employers’, 29 Law Office 
Economics and Management 207. 
24 Barbara Blanco and Buhai, Sande (2004) ‘Externship Field Supervision: 
Effective Techniques for Training Supervisors and Students’, Loyola Law 
School Public Law and Legal theory Research Paper No. 2004-9.902. 
25 Alexander above n 23, 208. 
26 Alexander above n  23, 207. 
27 Alexander  above n 23, 207. 
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actively in the process of their practical legal education.'28 Liz 
Ryan Cole states that an effective clinical supervisor should both 
supervise and mentor the students.29 And supervisors/ mentors 
should be selected for their 'excellence, their experience, their love 
of their work, and their passion to convey what they know to 
others.'30  
 
How does the Law School test for this in potential supervisors and 
indeed how many lawyers actually fit these criteria? In many cases 
the supervisor lacks the time or motivation to effectively supervise 
students and/or provide the level of positive feedback, critique and 
evaluation to improve the student’s performance. Despite the 
willingness and ability of most to educate students, field 
supervisors are often so inundated with their primary workload that 
they are unable to properly supervise students effectively, 
particularly by offering the student feedback and evaluation at 
consistent and appropriate intervals.31 
 
The American Bar Association in the USA has a standard applying 
to externships - Standard 305 Study outside the Classroom.32 This 

                                                            
28 Blanco above n 24,904. 
29 Liz Ryan Cole, ‘Training the Mentor: Improving the Ability of Legal Experts 
to Teach Students and New Lawyers’, 19 New Mexico Law Review 163, 164 
30 Ibid. Liz Ryan Cole,163, 164. 
31 Ibid. Barbara Blanco and Buhai, Sande, No. 2004-9,913. 
32 American Bar Association 2011-2012 Standards and Rules of Procedure for 
Approval of Law Schools Standard 305 (e) A field placement program shall 
include: 
“(1) a clear statement of the goals and methods, and a demonstrated 
relationship between those goals and methods to the program in operation; 
(2) adequate instructional resources, including faculty teaching in and 
supervising the program who devote the requisite time and attention to satisfy 
program goals and are sufficiently available to students; 
(3) a clearly articulated method of evaluating each student’s academic 
performance 
involving both a faculty member and the field placement supervisor; 
(4) a method for selecting, training, evaluating, and communicating with field 
placement supervisors; 
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allows law schools to grant credit for internship programs. 
Academic achievement in the program must be evaluated by 
academic staff, programs must have a clear statement of their goals 
and methods, and a demonstrated relationship between those goals 
and methods to the program and a method for selecting, training, 
evaluating, and communicating with field placement supervisors. 
 
What Duty Do Universities Owe to Placement Organisations? 
There have been many studies of various internship programs and 
how they operate33 but these focuses generally on benefits for 
students and the demands on faculty and staff– with less attention 
to the effect /issues for the placement organisations.  
 
There are no requirements or statements in the ABA's Standard 
about university’s duty to the placement organisation. Blanco and 
Buhai argue that the key to a successful student/law 
school/supervisor relationship begins with a 'structured externship 
program that states in writing the goals, objectives and methods of 
achieving the mutual benefit the relationship requires, but in such a 
way that the supervisors 'consider the educational purpose of [the] 
externship to be at least equal in importance to their own service 

                                                                                                                                     
(5) periodic on-site visits or their equivalent by a faculty member if the field 
placement 
program awards four or more academic credits (or equivalent) for field 
work in any academic term or if on-site visits or their equivalent are otherwise 
necessary and appropriate; 
(6) a requirement that students have successfully completed one academic year 
of study prior to participation in the field placement program; 
(7) opportunities for student reflection on their field placement experience, 
through aseminar, regularly scheduled tutorials, or other means of guided 
reflection. Where a student can earn four or more academic credits (or 
equivalent) in the program for fieldwork, the seminar, tutorial, or other means of 
guided reflection must beprovided contemporaneously”. 
33 See for instance Backman, James H., (2007) ‘Practical Examples for 
Establishing an Externship program available to every student’, 14 Clinical Law 
Review 1. 
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needs.'34 While it is of course the case that in an internship 
program one needs to identify the goals of the program for students 
and Faculty 35- how much thought is given to the goals of the 
placement organisation. It is also a fact that usually the goals of the 
placement organisation on the face of it are significantly different 
to that of the university program.36 
 
There are inherent difficulties to be managed in law school 
internship programs.  
 
Field supervisors are usually not compensated for the job as 
student supervisors, and who agree to accept the supervision of a 
law.  
 
Student must incorporate the component of the law school’s 
institutional goals and objectives of education and mentoring of a 
student to a busy law practice and calendar.37 The academic 
calendar raises problems for placement organisations. The 
organisation rarely has a chance to select students and it’s hard to 
get rid of them in case they don’t work out; they are often only 
around for 3 or 4 months and usually one day a week. They are not 
flexible about their days of work and many not be available when 
important developments occur or the matter is in court. Many 
students have little experience of office work and have to be taught 
even how to answer the phone. Their drafting skills usually leave a 
lot to be desired. Most students are fabulous and keen to learn and 
assist but they may have strong opinions about the deserving 

                                                            
34 Barbara Blanco  and Buhai, Sande, (2004)  ‘Externship Field Supervision: 
Effective Techniques for Training Supervisors and Students’ Loyola Law School  
Public Law and Legal theory Research Paper No. 2004-9,910. 
35 Backman, James H, (2006) ‘Where Do Externships Fit?  A New Paradigm is 
Needed: Marshaling Law School Resources to Provide an Externship for Every 
Student’ 56 Journal of Legal Education 615, 627. 
36 Simon Rice Interview with F. Gibson 10th June, 2010.  
37 Barbara Blanco and Buhai, Sande, (2004) ‘Externship Field Supervision: 
Effective Techniques for Training Supervisors and Students’ Loyola Law School 
Public Law and Legal theory Research Paper No. 2004-9,910. 
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nature of clients usually based on little knowledge or experience. A 
few are lazy, horrifically shy or incompetent. A few may react with 
incomprehension or anger when receiving feedback about their 
work on placement. Some have no knowledge or background to be 
able to comprehend the nature of the work or the values of their 
supervisors. 
 
All of this leads to the question: why do they do it? Why do 
community legal centres, legal aid offices, Public Defenders 
offices and other organisations often with limited resources take on 
students in these programs? If one accepts the premise that 'The 
underlying premise of a successful program of practical legal 
education is that employers and students provide mutual benefits to 
each other',38 what are the benefits as seen by the placement 
organisations?  
 
This is an important question if we are to ensure the sustainability 
and development of these clinical programs and tailor clinical 
internship programmes to achieve maximum benefits for the 
organizations and students. 
 
In an effort to answer these questions, interviews were conducted 
with lawyers and supervisors in clinical legal education internship 
style programs across Australia. 
 
The interviewees come from very different organisations involved 
in different types of programs. Some were just about to set up; 
others have been running for many years. Some had university 
paid supervisors on site - most didn’t. Interviews were conducted 
in Australia, in Melbourne, Sydney and 2 regional and rural areas. 
Interviews were conducted with 12 people who have been involved 
in supervising students in clinical placements in Australia. 

                                                            
38 Alice Alexander and Jeffrey Smith, (1988) ‘A Practical Guide to Co operative 
Supervision for Law Students and Legal Employers’ 29 Law Office Economics 
and Management 207,211. 
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University ethics approval was sought and granted.39Supervisors 
were chosen using ‘snowball’ sampling. Snowball sampling is an 
approach for locating information rich informants. In this 
approach, a few potential respondents are contacted and asked 
whether they know of anybody with the characteristics that are 
relevant to the research. 40 Supervisors were approached by email 
and requested to participate in a short face to face or telephone 
interview (approximately 20 minutes).The interviews were 
conducted by the author and interviewees were asked to respond to 
a set of broad general questions about the effect of clinical 
placements on the organisations. A list of these is at the end of this 
article. They were invited to raise any issues they thought relevant. 
Obviously due to the limited numbers and non-random sampling 
the results are to be treated as preliminary lines of inquiry for 
further research. The results are as follows.  
 
Interviewees raised a large number of matters. Their responses 
have been categorized and are divided into areas of concern for 
placement organizations and identified benefits for organisations. 
These included advantages and disadvantages for clients, staff and 
the day to day running of the organisation and the work they are 
engaged in. By identifying areas of concern and benefits in student 
placements, law schools can better plan new courses in a way that 
can decrease problems for organisations, enhance student learning 
experiences and increase student capacity to use their skills and 
energy to assist the community. Potential placement organisations 
too can better understand what type of problems they may face and 
plan to avoid these. They can also see the identified benefits for 
them in taking clinical students and may be encouraged to consider 
doing so. 
 
 

                                                            
39 The author was employed by La Trobe University Victoria Australia at the 
time of these interviews. 
40 Michael Patton, (1990) Qualitative evaluation and research methods, Sage 
Publications, Newbury Park, California. 
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Areas of Concern for Placement Organizations 
There were a number of areas of concern identified by placement 
supervisors about the clinical programs. These related to the effect 
of taking students on clinical placements could have on the clients 
of the organisation, potential effect on staff, and the eternal 
concern of all organisations engaged in justice and human rights 
work - how to best use limited resources. 
 
It was clear that in organisations which take clinical students and 
volunteers, organisational supervisors did not see much distinction 
between the 2 categories of students though they identified there 
were more processes requiring feedback to clinical students. This 
lack of distinction can be a problem and was noted by one 
academic clinical supervisor as 'an indication of organisations not 
recognising the value these clinical students can add' and that 
students are motivated to perform at a higher level than volunteers 
to get high marks 41 and that the opportunities for reflection and 
classes on relevant issues and skills in a good clinical program 
would add value to the student’s placement for the organisation. 
 
Unsurprisingly, probably the most frequently mentioned issue by 
interviewees was that of resources needed to put into the student 
programs. For placement organisations there are obvious resource 
implications. Clinical students require more paper work and their 
supervision is time consuming.42 Students open files, raise client 
expectations and then disappear. In some cases supervisors are 
involved in giving marks to students and in all cases are required to 
give feedback to students.43 To deal with this, organisations need 
to be able to build student feedback into the supervisors’ job 
description and recognise that it takes time and thought. One 
lawyer said they don’t actually quantify the time/space taken up by 
clinical students but it is certainly an extra demand on time of the 
                                                            
41  Interview with an academic clinical supervisor, 28th May, 2010. 
42 Interviews with clinical supervisors have been unidentified to preserve 
confidentiality. The author has a list of interviewee names. Interview with 
clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
43 Ibid. 
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legal aid lawyers. This is however part of the staff performance 
plan and certain continuing legal education obligations are met by 
the students program for staff.44 One interviewee in a program 
with an onsite university supervisor said the program could not run 
successfully without the presence of the university supervisor. 
 
A review of clinical placements at the Preston office of Victoria 
Legal Aid found that the students took up about 2 hours a week in 
interview sessions (though actually saving the duty lawyers’ time 
at court).45 One interviewee said that taking on the responsibility 
for providing a student with meaningful placement experiences can 
be difficult in a busy office.46 It could be said that universities are 
seeing CLCs and Legal Aid organisations as places to educate their 
students without putting in any resources. This interviewee was not 
prepared to take more than one student at a time without any 
assistance /resources from the university.47 
 
Physical space to put students was often cited as a problem as was 
providing infrastructure - computers, phones etc. In one 
organisation there had originally been plenty of space but as the 
organisation grew space for students was becoming more of an 
issue.48 Law Schools need to plan with the organisations to ensure 
there are adequate resources for students to do their work. 
One government legal aid manager said that lawyers worry about 
how many files the students are going to be leaving. In one 
practice, an interviewee said that the students are picking up civil 
files and running them and this is a different type of legal work 
than is usually done in the office. 49 On the whole she said the 
students probably don’t add to the resources given to clients but 

                                                            
44 Ibid. 
45 Judith Dickson and Mary Anne Noone, (1994) ‘Report of Clinical Legal 
Education Pilot Program’, (December) School of Law La Trobe University. 
46 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 25th May, 2010. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
49 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
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break even. Early in the semester work can be diverted to students 
but at the end of the semester it comes back to the staff lawyers.50  
 
One supervisor said that any clinical programs should have 
conditions attached for the university to fulfil – ‘to be given initial 
funding for infrastructure such as work stations and other 
consumables, on-going funding for having students, centres to be 
given some input into how applicants will be chosen, considerable 
license regarding course content and on-going support from an 
academic co-ordinator from the university whose role is made 
clear from the outset.’51 
 
The attitude of staff at the organisation can be important in a 
program's success. One interviewee who has run clinical programs 
at a number of sites said that while the upper hierarchy of his 
current organisation saw the student placement program as a 
benefit, the staffs on the ground have concerns about the impact on 
the office. Members of staff have directly challenged him with 
their concerns about being able to fix the time to supervise students 
into their work. He said that ‘running the student placement 
program has been quite a struggle at that office. In a busy office at 
a time when one lawyer is engaged on a single huge criminal 
matter and other lawyer is ill there have been serious concerns 
about taking the students and being able to fit it into their 
schedule’52. He believes that the benefits completely outweigh the 
disadvantages though so he has dealt with this by organising the 
students to just come on one day a week and arranges his client 
appointments around that. This means though that he is solely 
responsible for the program and at the current time it is not running 
for a semester as he was not available and other staffs though 
positive about aspects of the program were not willing to take on 
the extra work.53 

                                                            
50 Ibid. 
51 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 9th June, 2010.  
52 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 7th June, 2010. 
53 Ibid. 
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It is not only the legal staff who will be affected by students’ 
presence. Often it is the administrative staff that students will go to 
with all their questions. One interviewee said administrative staff 
were usually not too bothered about the students – ‘it would 
probably depend on their personality. Some might prefer things to 
remain the same without extra people around but this varied - It 
can even work out well - One student ended up being involved 
with the netball team with the administrative staff.'54  
 
At one organization, one staff member had to take on the role of 
coordinating clinical programs and volunteer students as part of 
their job so this took resources, They had to be involved in 
selection guidelines, criteria e.t.c.55 In most organisations it is seen 
as vital that students had a designated supervisor as 'otherwise 
further burdens could fall on administrative workers'.56 A 
supervisor described a program as an example of one not set up 
well when it started. The staff of the organisation could not get 
meetings with the Faculty who did not seem interested. The 
organisation itself had staffing changes which made things 
difficult. There was no structured program and no method of 
getting feedback from students about the success of the program. 
The Centre was under enormous work pressure and many staff was 
out of the office. All of this ended up with the students 
complaining. Basically the students’ expectations were unrealistic 
and Faculty had done a poor job of managing this. To deal with 
this the Centre drew up a structure and program- allocated students 
to particular solicitors and matters improved.57 It is not appropriate 
though for NGO's and poorly funded organisations to have to 
design university courses to fill in Faculty omissions and the 
university should take responsibility for proper set up and liaison 
with placement organisations. 
 

                                                            
54 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
55 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 26th May, 2010. 
56 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
57 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
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Quality of work can be an issue. In one organisation, the staff were 
complaining that the work of students was not of a high enough 
standard and they spent too much time fixing up their mistakes. 
This problem was remedied there by introducing a training system 
on matters from taking phone messages to preparing briefs to 
Counsel and this helped staff.58 One interviewee said his Centre 
had problems with students who are difficult to supervise, either 
because of poor progress or lack of motivation.59 This can be a 
problem in a minority of cases and structures should be set up 
through liaising between Faculty supervisor and placement 
supervisors to identify such problems early on in the students’ 
placement. 
 
In an office where the Law Faculty had placed an academic lawyer 
supervisor, an interviewee said ‘As you don’t see the files being 
run you have to have a great deal of faith in the clinical supervisor 
where they are employed by the university’. As she stated if any 
problems arise 'It is Legal Aid’s reputation affected not the 
students.'60 Though, as another interviewee pointed out ‘clinical 
students are covered by university insurance. There seems to be no 
greater risk of any mistakes in their work and in fact most 
placement supervisors note that students are more careful than 
many practitioners.’61 Another pointed out that the quality of the 
students’ work varies a lot - some have to seek instruction from 
solicitors constantly.62 One lawyer was concerned that clients 
come to see lawyers and it has to be very clear that they are seeing 
students under supervision and not lawyers.63 
 
Suitability and fit with the organisation was identified as important 
for placement sites. As one interviewee said ‘the student’s actions 

                                                            
58 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 26th May, 2010. 
59 Email interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 10th June, 2010. 
60 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
61 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
62 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 5th, June, 2010. 
63 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
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can change the dynamic of the organisation’.64 This lawyer had 
had one student who was a ‘walking disaster, arrogant, didn’t 
respond to staff correctly, thought he knew everything and the 
lawyer was forced to terminate the placement after a week. 
Another student struggled with boundaries and overstepped them - 
giving clients advice and overlaying her world experience on other 
people’s legal issues.65 It is incumbent on law schools to set up 
clear procedures for grievances both by students and the 
organisation. 
 
Personal issues related to staff and students must be considered. 
One lawyer was concerned about the responsibility of the 
organisation for the students. Staff in placement sites needed to be 
cognisant of the student’s capacity and resilience in relation to 
what they come across - the types of clients and the potential for 
harm from the stories they hear.66 Lawyers themselves can stress 
about whether the interview they conducted with the client under 
the student’s watchful eyes was model behavior.67 There are 
difficulties constantly being watched as you go about your daily 
job. 
 
The university timetable and inflexibility of the course is always a 
limitation on the students’ activities. One organisation undertaking 
refugee work has students one day a week for 11 days. As one 
supervisor pointed out you can’t really teach the students much 
about complex areas of law in 10 days and in a very busy office, 
students end up being given research and administrative tasks and 
spend time observing. This can lead to students feeling they are 
being underutilised and wasting opportunities for learning and 
productive work. 
 

                                                            
64 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 25th May, 2010. 
65 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 25th May, 2010. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
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The turnover of students was seen as a problem but it was noted 
that good students might often carry on as volunteers.68 One 
interviewee was concerned that the community adds value to the 
students and then they go out and don’t come back. There is a 
sense of loss and that in that organisation there is no system of 
using the services of those clinical students after their placement. 
69 He did note though that the students may use their knowledge 
and skills to go out and do good work in other places. 
 
Students often discuss their placements with academic supervisors 
as part of the clinical program. In some cases issues about the 
placement organisation will become known and if the organisation 
has problems or is not running well they may not want this made 
public. The discussion with academic advisors does expose the 
organisation's internal workings but usually students sign 
confidentiality agreements70 and are very careful about observing 
this.  
One interviewee identified concerns that by accepting students in 
return for the services of a university employed solicitor /clinical 
supervisor there was a possibility that the university could dictate 
what work the community legal centre would do. This however has 
never happened however in over 15 years 71 and does not appear to 
be a live issue in Australian clinical programs. 
 
Benefits of clinical programs for host organizations 
All interviewees were clear however that despite concerns, the 
clinical programs had tangible benefits. Benefits for organisations 
identified by supervisors were substantial and seemed for all 
interviewees to outweigh the problems that can be caused by the 
student programs. Staff development and staff job satisfaction, 
clients’ welfare and even the organisation's reputation and 

                                                            
68 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 26 May, 2010. 
69 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28 May, 2010. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
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connections in the community can be enhanced by running a 
clinical program. 
 
Many lawyers want to participate in law school internship 
programs because they enjoy the role of mentor and teacher, they 
want to contribute to the profession by helping to train lawyers, 
they enjoy the continued contact with a law school and perhaps 
their alma mater and they like the positive energy student interns 
bring to their office. A number of the supervisors were themselves 
products of a clinical legal education program. As one said, ‘I am a 
firm believer that the clinical program is amazing in the exposure 
for students to the practical application of the law.’72  
 
One interviewee noted that the teaching opportunities for staff 
almost could be characterised as 'professional development for 
staff'.73 Staff can get experience in supervision and training.74 
Lawyers like passing on their knowledge to others particularly the 
younger lawyers in the office.75 One lawyer said it varies with the 
lawyers who respond to students differently. As she says ‘lawyers 
do see value in the program-they were students at one point and the 
program gives students valuable experience'.76  
 
Some organisations obtain resources from universities or the 
Commonwealth government or private law firms directly as a 
result of running a clinical program. Universities can supply 
solicitors who supervise the students’ work (see for instance La 
Trobe University programs in Melbourne), premises (see 
University of Sydney program with Refugee Advice and Casework 
Service) or provide funding to the organisation directly (UNSW's 
Administrative Housing clinic and Hong Kong refugee clinic). The 
Australian Commonwealth Government also has a program of 

                                                            
72 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
73 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
74 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
75 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 25th May, 2010. 
76 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
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clinical legal education funding which funds placement 
organisations to employ solicitors as clinical supervisors.77 
 
If placement sites are well organised they actually get a significant 
work benefit from the students. One interviewee gave as an 
example a legal centre which recently got 3 students to write their 
submission to the Human Rights Consultation with minimal 
supervision. One interviewee said that on a personal level when 
working with clinical students he might get more done without 
them but the Centre as a whole gets much more done with the 
students. As he noted, ‘Students can add value in unexpected ways. 
They have eyes and pick up things solicitors miss.’ 
 
Some clients get more attention from the students than they would 
get from the busy legal aid lawyers. Students can actually expand 
the areas of work for the organisation and clients may be able to 
get assistance for matters the organisation wouldn’t usually deal 
with. One lawyer said that there was a huge unmet need for civil 
law assistance in his area that the organisation was currently not 
meeting. Part of his strategy to get a civil lawyer for the office was 
to demonstrate the unmet need for civil assistance. He has used the 
student program to do this by setting up a program where the 
students do interviews on civil matters under his supervision. In 
the long term he is hoping for legal aid or university funding to 
employ a clinical supervisor to do civil cases which would provide 
a great benefit for the community.78 
 
One solicitor with a Community Legal Service said the people in 
the community ‘like’ the students. ‘They like telling the law 
students their problems and know that they are helping the students 
as well’79 He says that there is a ‘sense of equality between 
students and the community. You don’t see the same relationship 

                                                            
77 See Giddings, Jeff (1999) ‘A Circle Game: Issues in Australian Clinical Legal 
Education’, 10(1) Legal Education Review 33. 
78 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 7th June, 2010. 
79 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
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between the staff and the community. Members of the community 
can confide in the students.'80 He also noted that this has a benefit 
for the students. It 'redefines the relationship between lawyer and 
client as a contract of a client relationship based on money'.81 
 
Students participating in a clinical program will often volunteer to 
stay on and do volunteer work at the organisation after placement 
finishes. Some students volunteer to do task such as clerking at 
court after the program.82 The placements were described by one 
interviewee as a 'happy hunting ground' for employees. A few of 
the employed lawyers in the organisation had previously been 
there as students.83 The students can and were on occasions a 
source of staff for the organisations as managers had the 
opportunity to assess their work and work with them. 
Organisations can use the placements as part of their work in 
'spreading the words about public interest lawyering as a career 
option.'84 
 
An interviewee from a regional area said that it was ‘important to 
support kids from regional areas and tertiary education in a rural 
setting’ and the placement organisation could play a role in that. 
This helps students to realise there is work in regional areas and 
they can get work that is as good in RRR areas as in a metropolitan 
area. Another interviewee pointed out that it was very difficult to 
recruit lawyers in the country and particularly lawyers to 
community legal centres so they hoped that in allowing students to 
spend time at the Centre they will gain possible staff members in 
the future.85 
 
Student placements can give students ‘a view of what legal aid 
does and promotes legal aid to them and disseminates information 
                                                            
80 Ibid. Interview conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
81 Ibid. Interview conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
82 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
83 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
84 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 26th May, 2010. 
85 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
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about legal aid into the profession.’86 It allows students to have a 
better understanding of what the organisation does and maybe later 
on in their career the students will get involved in the type of work 
legal aid does. One interviewee said they wanted to expose law 
students to the issues that arise in community legal centres so they 
would make better lawyers.87 Another stated 'I get sick of how 
members of the private legal profession have no idea what 
community legal centres do - this affects us as we like to work 
closely with legal service providers.'88 
 
A number of interviewees pointed out that being associated with a 
university can bring status and legitimacy to a small NGO. A 
supervisor in an organisation assisting refugees said the link with 
the University was important. As she said 'the organisation is seen 
as different from many other legal services and is really a bit of an 
outsider. This link with an established university gives us a better 
reputation and attracts interest from law firms academics and other 
NGOs. One regional supervisor who was about to start a clinical 
program said she could already tell in conversations with the 
Federal Magistrates Office that the program was going to increase 
the profile of the Centre.89 
 
Interviewees said that having students in a program can actually 
create opportunities and connections for the organisation.  In a 
regional clinic that was being established, private lawyers and 
members of other organisations were taking an interest and 
offering opportunities to have students involved in their work.90 
One supervisor saw potential opportunities for staff to get involved 
in the curriculum development and teaching in the university 
though this had not yet eventuated.91 One program expected the 
student connection and the partnership with the university to look 
                                                            
86 Interview  with clinical supervisor conducted on 25th May, 2010 
87 Interview  with clinical supervisor conducted on 7th June, 2010 
88 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
89 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
90 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
91 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
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more attractive to a corporate law firm who may support the centre 
by offering secondees etc.92 
 
Interviewees often stated that staff liked having more people 
around.  
 
This was a small organisation so new people added 'colour and 
movement to the workplace’.93 One solicitor said that having 
students gave the Centre a student feel to the place- ‘an 
acknowledgment in all the work that there is still a lot to learn’.94 
Without the students he said ‘it would become just a job’ and the 
students made the centre feel alive - ‘you’ve got to have young 
people around making noise'.95 Another said there was definitely a 
social aspect to the program and it was good having young 
enthusiastic students floating around the office though 'there can be 
a downside when you have a stressful day and the lawyers are not 
in the mood to deal with the enthusiasm'.96 Another noted the 
‘enjoyment and intellectual stimulation of student contact’.97 One 
interviewee noted that the students did things that others didn’t in a 
busy office adding to the life of the office like bringing cakes.98 
 
Conclusion 
It is clear that there are significant benefits for students, the Law 
Faculty and the placement organisations in well run clinical legal 
education internship programs. ‘It’s onerous but the effort is 
worthwhile’,99 ‘they are extremely worthwhile, if challenging’100 
are two typical comments by host organisations.  
 

                                                            
92 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 6th June, 2010. 
93 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 26th May, 2010. 
94 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
95 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 28th May, 2010. 
96 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May, 2010. 
97 Email interview with clinical supervisor on 10th June, 2010. 
98 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on 19th May. 2010. 
99 Interview with clinical supervisor conducted on June 2010. 
100 Email interview with clinical supervisor on 10th June, 2010. 
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These programs offer students an incredibly valuable opportunity 
to develop legal knowledge as well as ethical and professional 
awareness. They allow students an unparalleled chance to critically 
analyse the operation of the law in practice. At the same time 
university law schools are given the opportunity of engagement 
and participation in a joint enterprise with leading justice 
advocates as well as expert practitioners in law and related fields. 
Probably most importantly though these programs, at their best, 
offer the university through their students the privilege to meet and 
work with people in the community and offer the benefit of their 
skills to assist others. 
 
The research indicates that in structuring a clinical internship 
program, the university needs to consider a myriad of issues.  All 
of these matters identified by the clinical supervisors above should 
be taken into account when universities are designing internship or 
clinical programs and are entering into partnerships with 
organizations in the community. There should be consideration of 
the practical resource issues. Just as in the classroom, students 
need somewhere to sit and computers, desks, phones etc to do the 
work. The university may need to contribute to the cost of these in 
some, particularly large programs. Good thorough induction 
processes and an understanding of the objectives of the 
organisation are important for students. The placement supervisor 
should be familiar with the aims and objectives of the course and 
want to participate. Supervision training should be offered to the 
placement supervisors.101 Supervision manuals should be provided 
to give staff all the relevant information and contact points. If 
possible the organization should be involved in selection of 
students or be allowed to prescribe relevant selection criteria. Good 
channels of communication should exist between the University 
and supervisors to detect and deal with any problems. Law Schools 
should appreciate and respect the needs of the organisations as it is 

                                                            
101 See for instance the Professional Placement Education course offered to 
external clinical placement supervisors by the University of New South Wales 
<http://teaching.unsw.edu.au/pped>  at 26 March 2012. 

http://teaching.unsw.edu.au/pped
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their partnership with the University that has the potential to give 
students one of their finest learning opportunities while at law 
school. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 
 
Questions for interviewees 
 

1. Describe your participation in a student program 
2. Why did you decide to take students into your organisation 
3. Did you have concerns about doing this? What were these? 
4. What problems have arisen in the course of the program 

for your organisation 
5. Have you worked out any solutions to these? 
6. What are the benefits of your participation in the program 

for your organisation? 
7. Has your relationship with the university developed as a 

result of the program? 
8. Would you recommend to other similar organisations that 

they participate in an internship program? 
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Introduction  

“Public interest litigation is about using the law to 
empower the people, to knock down oppressive 
barriers of justice, to reclaim and restore the right of 
a justice for the majority of people, to attack 
oppression and denials that disenfranchise our 
people, and about winning back human dignity for 
the people...using law for the benefit of the 
collective, not just individual or private interests”.1  
 

For many decades in the practice of law, individual clientele had 
been the feature, nature and scope of practice. Clients’ personal 
claims for injury, loss or redress in any matter is usually a 
relationship with a solicitor or barrister or a group of barristers and 
solicitors as the case may be and in whatever way the case presents 

                                                            
∗ Lecturer Faculty of Law University of Ibadan, Ibadan. Nigeria. 
♦ Lecturer Faculty of Law University of Ibadan, Ibadan. Nigeria. 
π Professor of Law, Dean Faculty of Law and Director, Women’s Law Clinic 
University of Ibadan, Ibadan. Nigeria. 
1 Per  Joseph Chuma Otteh, Executive Director, Access to Justice cited  in 
Taiwo E, (2009) ‘Enforcement Of Fundamental Rights And The Standing Rules 
Under The Nigerian Constitution: A Need For A more Liberal Provision’ 9 
African Human Rights Law Journal at  page 558. 
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itself. Lawyering in this 21st Century has gone beyond individual 
or personalised practice, single clientele, and fee focused practice.  

Although consolidated suits have been a part of legal practice, the 
practice of taking on cases on behalf of communities or group 
clients whose interests have been affected by governmental or 
other authority has not been a very interesting area of lawyering 
for practicing lawyers or a desired area of practice for intending 
lawyers and students.  

However, in the wake of fundamental human rights and the 
recognition of the need for access to justice, traditional unilateral 
lawyering model can no longer serve the interest of the poor or 
indigent community.  

This paper attempts an exposition of the role and importance of 
community or public interest lawyering in clinical legal education 
for the 21st century would be lawyer and law student, while also 
emphasizing the need for a re-orientation of focus or mind set of 
law students from fee focused practice to ‘social justice’ lawyering 
and pro bono community clientele.  

In an attempt to critically analyze the topic, the following 
questions will be considered: 

Whether law has a role to play in improving the lives and 
conditions of people?  

If it does, what is or should be the role of the lawyer?  

What means or tools can be adopted or employed?  

What is community lawyering or public interest lawyering?  

How veritable a tool is community lawyering or public interest 
lawyering to the lawyer in the protection and promotion of 
peoples’ interests and rights?  
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What has clinical legal education got to do with community or 
public interest lawyering?  

What are the limitations and challenges to community or public 
interest lawyering in Nigeria?  

Community lawyering or ‘The people’s lawyer’, ‘public interest 
lawyer’ or ‘cause lawyering’ is litigation filed in a court or the 
adoption of other lawyering strategies by a lawyer to protect and 
promote the greater interest of the public, a section or community.2 
In community or public interest lawyering, the community or class 
of it have a pecuniary interest or some interest by which their legal 
rights or liabilities are affected.3 In nature and in scope, 
community or public interest lawyering is different from the 
traditional model which is mainly adversarial in nature; it is a 
challenge, a strategy to precipitate change or opportunity to 
address the abuses or violations against poor or indigent, deprived 
or vulnerable people or sections of a community.4  

Public interest lawyering or community lawyering involves 
casework on issues of public importance affecting wider sections 
of the society, it is usually aimed at improving the law, seeking 
redress, relief or compensation for victims. It is sometimes also 
referred to as “social action litigation”5 
 

                                                            
2 Obiagwu E. (2003) ‘Promoting Economic, Social and Cultural Rights Using 
Domestic Legal Mechanisms’ in Nweze C. & Nwankwo O. (ed.) Current 
Themes in the Domestication of Human Rights Norms, Enugu, Fourth 
Dimension Publishers, p 176. 
3 Janata Dal v HS Chowdhary AIR 1993 SC 892 (para 51); (1992) 4 SCC 305; 
Taiwo E., (2009) ‘Enforcement of Fundamental Rights and the Standing Rules 
under the Nigerian Constitution: A Need For A more Liberal Provision’ 9 
African Human Rights Law Journal page 558. 
4 Public Interest Litigation, Legal Resources Consortium Nigeria, available at 
http://Ircnigeria.org/Public%20Interest%20Litigation.html, accessed on 
11/10/10. 
5 Supra note 2 at Page 177. 
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However, in terms of remuneration, community lawyering or 
public interest lawyering is not fee focused practice but at the same 
time must be distinguished from the provision of pro bono or free 
legal services to poor or indigent communities. It is a ‘cause’ 
oriented and ‘cause’ focused legal practice.  
 
The role and importance of Community Lawyering in modern 
day legal practice: Justice or Human Rights Imperative?  
Community lawyering or ‘The people’s lawyer’, ‘public interest 
lawyer’ or ‘cause lawyering’, is now an area of practice for the 
21st century lawyer. Public interest litigation is an important tool 
in the legal protection of human rights.6 
 
Public interest lawyering is strategy that can be used to bring about 
greater social justice to indigent, poor or vulnerable communities. 
The public interest or community lawyer may be an individual or a 
public interest law organization, such individual or organization is 
a public defender that provides pro bono services. Community or 
public interest lawyering entails, personal sacrifice and 
commitment to the cause of justice and humanity, victims or 
vulnerable persons to whom public interest or community 
lawyering services are provided are usually unable to pay the huge 
costs of litigation. They are usually afraid, intimidated and 
reluctant to bring action against their violators for fear of social or 
political reprisals.7In Nigeria, though the situation is improving, 
there have not been many lawyers in this area of legal practice, 
since it is more of community or public service with little or no 
remuneration in monetary terms, there is therefore a dire need for a 
reorientation in teaching and practice through  
 
Clinical legal education for law students as would be practicing 
and practicing lawyers as well.  
 

                                                            
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
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The Nigerian Constitution, Community Lawyering and Access 
to Justice  
Community lawyering or public interest litigation remains a 
veritable tool for the lawyer to bring about good governance, 
accountability, quality and responsive leadership in governance.8In 
Nigeria, there is marked social inequalities, many of the ordinary 
citizens live in economic poverty, denied of basic necessities of 
life such as food, shelter, healthcare, water, land and livelihood, 
and generally have less access to the protection of the state.9 
Although the Nigeria Constitution provides for legal aid or free 
legal services,10 access to justice remains a myth rather than a 
reality to the many citizens, particularly the indigent and 
vulnerable.11 Litigation and access to court remains prohibitively 
expensive and intimidating.12 Apart from poverty, other factors 
militating against access to justice includes mass illiteracy, 
corruption, delay in the court system, lawlessness of the executive 
arm of government and its agents, procedural rules( criminal and 
civil) and constitutional limitations.13 Section 46(4) of the 1999 
Nigeria Constitution14 provides that the National Assembly shall 
make laws to provide for financial assistance to any indigent 
citizen whose fundamental rights are violated, with a view to 
enabling him or her to engage the services of a legal practitioner, 
for a long time no such law was made and neither was there any 

                                                            
8Adedimeji, A., ‘Nigeria: Judicial Activism and Public Interest Litigation’ 
Available at allafrica.com/stories/200908130402.html accessed on 12/10/10. See 
also Daily Independent, 13th August, 2009 available at 
http://www.dailyindependentng.com accessed on 12/10/10. 
9  Supra. 
10 S. 46(1) of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 
(Promulgation) Act, Cap. C23, Laws of the Federation 2004. 
11 See Comptroller of Prisons v Adekanye & Ors (1999) 10 N.W.L.R (Pt. 623) 
Page 400 at 426. 
12 Supra note 2 at page 178. 
13 Section 46(4)(b) (ii) of the 1999 Nigeria Constitution which require that 
allegations of infringement must substantial and the requirement or need for 
financial or legal aid is real. 
14 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria (Promulgation) Act 2004 
Laws of the Federation 2004. Cap.C23 
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effective legal aid programme in Nigeria until the enactment of the 
Legal Aid Act.15 The preamble to the repealed Act16 provides for 
an Act establishing a Legal Aid Council which will be responsible 
for the operation of a scheme for the grant of free legal aid in 
certain proceedings to persons with inadequate resources.17 The 
words ‘certain proceedings’ and ‘persons with inadequate 
resources’ seem to create an ambiguity as to what proceedings, the 
category of proceedings, category of persons and the quantum that 
can be used to determine or measure what is inadequate or 
adequate resources.18 In addition, the second schedule to the Legal 
Aid Act19 limits the scope to specialized offences and persons 
whose income does not exceed five thousand Naira (N5, 000.00) 
per annum.20 Initially, the Legal Aid Act provided legal assistance 
in respect of capital offences and serious criminal cases, it has 
however, been amended to cover ‘cases involving the infringement 
of fundamental human rights under the Constitution’, but there 
were still a number of restrictions with respect to some rights since 
these rights are not and cannot be absolute.21 The Legal Aid 
Council established under the Act is mandated by law to provide 
legal representation to persons who cannot afford legal services.22 
 

                                                            
15 Legal Aid Act 1976, Cap. L9, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 2004. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Preamble to the Legal Aid Act of 1976 (No 56), Cap L9, Laws of the 
Federation of Nigeria 2004. 
18 Ibid. 
19 See Section 7 of Legal Aid Act of 1976 (No 56), Cap L9, Laws of the 
Federation of Nigeria 2004. This section is on the scope of the Legal Aid to be 
given. 
20 Section 9 (1) Legal Aid Act of 1976 (No 56), Cap L9, Laws of the Federation 
of Nigeria 2004. 
21 Taiwo, E (2006), ‘Enforcement of Fundamental Rights and the Standing Rules 
under the Nigerian Constitution: A Need For A more Liberal Provision’, supra 
note 1; page 559. See also Hassan Baba, U (August 21-25) ‘Report on the 
Operation of the Legal Aid Council of the Federal Republic of Nigeria’ Paper 
presented at the Annual General Conference of the Nigerian Bar Association, 
Abuja, Page 2. 
22 Supra note 18. 
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Although the repealed Act23 did not expressly use the word 
‘indigent’ in its interpretation section,24the scope of the repealed 
Law excludes many Nigerians who are genuinely unable to afford 
legal services.25 The legal aid scheme under the repealed Act was 
not only deficient but also limited in scope.26 The repealed Act 
does not adequately address the intent and purpose for section 
46(4) of the Constitution.27 Similarly, the Legal Aid Council is not 
only grossly under-funded but in addition lacks the required 
personnel to fulfil the responsibility placed upon it under the Act 
and the Constitution28, hence the imperative for community 
lawyering and public interest litigation or legal practice in Nigeria.  
Another leaf has been turned in the history of legal aid in Nigeria 
with the passing of the Legal Aid Bill. This Bill was passed by the 
sixth National Assembly on the 1st of June 2011.29 The Bill was 
signed as law on the 3rd of June, 2011. The new Act essentially 
repeals Cap L9, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 2004 in line 
with international standards.30 
 
With the repeal of the Legal Aid Act 2004, the horizon of the 
Legal Aid Council has been broadened. With the new Act, Legal 
Aid Council now has the mandate to provide legal representation 

                                                            
23 Cap L9, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria (2004) as amended. 
24 See generally Section 19 of the Repealed Legal Aid Act, Cap L9 Laws of the 
Federation (2004). 
25 Supra note 18. 
26 This is by virtue of Section 7 supra. 
27This section confers special powers on the Chief Justice of Nigeria and the 
National Assembly for the rendering of financial assistance to any indigent 
citizen of Nigeria where his right has been infringed or with a view to enabling 
him to engage the services of a legal practitioner to prosecute his claim. 
28 It is a notorious fact that the economic situation has affected every facet of the 
Nigeria polity including parastatals and sectors Legal Aid Council is like any 
other Government parastatals which derives its funding from the federation 
account. 
29 www.legalaidcouncil.org.ng/index.php  accessed on 01/04/2012. 
30 Aboyade O., “Justice Sector Reform Key to Jonathan’s Transformation 
Agenda” of July 26th, 2011, available at www.thisday.com/articles/justice-
sector-reform-key-to-jonathans-transformation-agenda/95688/ 

http://www.legalaidcouncil.org.ng/index.php
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on virtually all matters both criminal and civil. The Legal Aid 
Council is also vested with the power to create Legal Aid Fund by 
which it is hoped that Government, socially responsible corporate 
bodies and well meaning citizens will make meaningful financial 
contributions towards providing wider Access to Justice.31The new 
Legal Aid Act, 2011 provides amongst others‘ for the 
establishment of legal aid and access to justice fund into which 
financial assistance would be made available to the Council on 
behalf of indigent citizens to prosecute their claims in accordance 
with the Constitution.’32  
 
The Act essentially now empowers the Legal Aid Council to 
operate a scheme for granting legal aid, as well as access to justice 
to indigent persons. That aid is in three broad areas: criminal 
defence service, advice and assistance in civil matters including 
legal representation in court, as well as community legal services. 
 
In addition the Act empowered the Council to conduct inspection 
of prisons, police cells  and other places where suspected persons 
are held in order to assess the circumstances under which such 
persons are detained and equally liaise regularly with the judiciary, 
Attorney-General, the department of Public prosecution, the 
Inspector-General of Police, the Commissioner of Police, Prison 
Authority or other agencies as may be appropriate, in order to 
avoid unnecessary delay in the prosecution of cases.33  It further 
empowers Legal Aid Council to make Regulations for involvement 
of Para-legal in the course of providing its services. 
 
The new Law also encourages Community Legal 
Services.34Members of the Bar  are now encouraged to handle 
cases pro bono as it is now expected that a Legal practitioner who 
applies to be appointed to the rank of Senior Advocate of Nigeria 
                                                            
31 Ibid. 
32 Exploratory Memorandum. 
33 Section 19 of Legal Aid Act 2011. Laws of the Federation 2004 as amended. 
34 Section 8 (7) of Legal Aid Act, 2011. Laws of the Federation 2004 as 
amended. 
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shall be required to show evidence of diligent conduct of not less 
than three pro bono cases in the legal year immediately preceding 
his application.35   
 
Community lawyering or public interest litigation in Nigeria is 
very recent. Public interest litigation or community lawyering in 
Nigeria, unlike in other jurisdictions such as India is an 
underdeveloped legal strategy36, but it is not out rightly foreign or 
new to legal practice in Nigeria. In the political struggle against 
oppressive military regime and the fight for the entrenchment of 
democratic rule, quite a number of Nigeria legal practitioners and 
human rights groups, have under the label of human rights and 
rights activism, had recourse to community or public interest 
lawyering.37 Public interest litigation in Nigeria is mostly 
undertaken by public spirited individuals or groups to enforce the 
rights of vulnerable or indigent persons and indigent 
communities.38 A common feature of this type of clientele is that 
they are victims of human rights abuses or denial of human rights 
and generally lack access to justice. They are poor and cannot 
afford to pay the huge cost of litigation and or are most times 
reluctant to pursue a cause for fear of political or social reprisals.39  
 
However in Nigeria, like in many other common law jurisdictions, 
community or public interest lawyering is an area of practice that 
is faced with many limitations and challenges. One of such 
challenges facing practitioners in public interest or community 
lawyering is the issue of Locus Standi. Locus standi is fundamental 
and it has a lot to do with the competency of the person or party to 
bring an action and the jurisdiction of the court to entertain an 
                                                            
35 Ibid.  
36 Supra note 4.   
37 Nigerian lawyers, human rights activists with community lawyering bias 
includes, Late Gani Fawehinmi, Femi Falana, Olisa Agbakoba, Joseph Otteh, 
Clement Nwankwo, Campaign for Democracy. See also Abacha v Fawehinmi, 
[2000] 6 N.W.L.R. (Part 660) 228 at page 326.  
38 Supra note 28. 
39 Supra note 1 at page 559. 
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action.40 A party is required to disclose sufficient interest in a 
matter before he or she can be accorded standing to sue in an 
action.  
 
The issue of locus standi is particularly problematic for litigants or 
parties wishing to bring action on public interest basis, and 
Nigerian courts have been rather restrictive41 and inconsistent on 
the issue of locus standi42. Failure to disclose locus standi is not 
only fatal, but also comparable to a failure to disclose a reasonable 
cause of action.43 The rationale for locus standi is to prevent and 
discourage meddlesome interlopers, professional litigants and the 
likes from suing in matters that do not directly concern them.44 
 
Legal Education in Nigeria: Clinical Legal Education and 
Community Lawyering 
Clinical legal education provides and significantly contributes to 
the continuum of legal education.45 
 
The importance of clinical legal education in the acquisition of 
skills and values needed to make a competent and conscientious 
lawyer from a societal perspective cannot be overemphasized. 
Clinical legal education through legal clinics also exposes law 
students to professional and societal responsibilities such as 

                                                            
40 See the case of Adesanya v President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 
(1982) 1 N.C.L.R. 324. 
41 Supra. The Supreme Court of Nigeria adopted a liberal approach to locus 
standi in the case of Col Halilu Akilu v Chief Gani Fawehinmi (No 2) 1989 2 
NWLR Part 102 pp 122; Law Pavillion electronic Law report-SC 215/88-SC 
216/88 and some constitutional cases, this is an exception rather than the rule, 
the interpretation and application of locus standi in civil and public cases remain 
very restrictive. 
42 Supra. 
43 Col Halilu Akilu v Chief Gani Fawehinmi (No 2) [1989] 2 NWLR Part 102 pp 
122. Taiwo, E. ‘Enforcement of Fundamental Rights and the Standing Rules 
under the Nigerian Constitution: A need for a more liberal provision’, supra 
note 1 at 552 
44 Supra note 41. 
45 MacCrate (1992) Report of the American Bar Association, page 1. 
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community or public interest lawyering to meet the legal needs of 
the poor and underrepresented in the society, particularly in 
communities with indigent persons where the standard of living is 
generally low.46  Through clinical legal education, law students as 
would be practicing community or public interest lawyers are 
exposed to other lawyering strategies that can be employed to 
pursue a cause other than litigation which can easily be frustrated 
by limitations and challenges such as locus standi.  
 
These Lawyering strategies include but not limited to the 
following: 

a) Alternative lawyering methods such as 
alternative dispute resolution (ADR), and other 
non traditional lawyering methods such as 
lobbying, monitoring and community education. 

b) In terms of practice and professional 
responsibility, a re-orientation from the 
traditional lawyering strategy to embracing 
advocacy and appreciating legal practitioner’s 
responsibility as society’s ombudsmen, public 
defenders and educators. 

c) Street law programme.47 
 
In Nigeria legal education, a new curriculum on clinical legal 
education was introduced as part of the undergraduate LL.B. 
programme at University of Ibadan during 2008/2009 session. The 
Clinical Legal Education Curriculum was developed for Nigerian 
Universities’ Law Faculties/ Clinics by the Network of University 
Legal Aid Institutions (NULAI)48. This same  curriculum has been  
adopted in some universities such Adekunle Ajasin University, 
Akungba Akoko, Ondo State, Abia State University, Uturu and 
                                                            
46Network of University Legal Aid Institutions (NULAI) (2010), Training 
Manual on Clinical Legal Education Teacher Training Workshop for Law 
Teachers., University of Ibadan. 26th -27th February, 2010.  p.5. 
47All these strategies are being adopted by the Women’s Law Clinic of the 
University of Ibadan, Nigeria. 
48 Supra note 46 pg.5-6. 
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University of Maiduguri, Borno State to mention a few. Prior to 
the introduction of clinical legal education into the law curriculum 
in Nigeria, “the law faculties continued to function with strict and 
conservative attitudes towards the training programme”.49 
 
According to Ernest Ojukwu,50 “The law faculties taught only the 
theories of law without imparting practical or application skills. 
The only semblance of practical training to which the Nigeria law 
student is exposed is at the Nigeria Law School. Although the 
curriculum in the Nigeria Law School provides for courts and 
chamber attachment during the one year, a lot of skill subjects are 
taught in theory only without exposing the students to practical 
training. The faculties and the Law School curriculum do not 
expose the students to practice skills such as interviewing and 
counselling. Also the exposure to litigation and oral advocacy 
skills in moot and mock trials are also limited. The need for the 
introduction of clinical legal education stemmed from the 
realization that there must be a holistic approach to the training 
process of law students in order to produce a well- rounded 
professional lawyer. Furthermore, exposure to live cases and 
practical situations during the 5 years LL.B. programme and the 
one year programme at the Nigeria Law School will afford the 
students opportunity to experience the realities of legal practice 
and understand the context in which laws develop and towards 
what role and end.”  
 
 

                                                            
49 Network of University Legal Aid Institutions (NULAI) Clinical Legal 
Education Curriculum for Nigerian Law Faculties and Law Schools. 
50 ‘Taking Practical Legal Training into the 21st Century: Proposal for the 

Reform of 
the Nigerian Law School Programme’, Abia State University Law Journal, 

1997, 
Vol. 1 P. 91; See also Network of University Legal Aid Institutions (NULAI) 
Clinical Legal Education Curriculum for Nigerian Law Faculties and Law 
Schools. 
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The Women’s Law Clinic, University of Ibadan: Access to 
Justice through Community Lawyering 
The Women’s Law Clinic was formally inaugurated on the 18th of 
July, 2007 with very good publicity both within the university and 
in the immediate environment.51 
 
The clinic is a law school based in –house clinic located in the 
Faculty of Law, University of Ibadan. The clinic focuses on the use 
of interactive teaching methodology, development of practice and 
practical skills such as interviewing, counselling, negotiating and 
oral advocacy, while also placing emphasis on the ethical 
dimensions of legal practice.  
 
Students and law teachers are exposed to wider experiences in 
lawyering skills and legal practice.   
 
The goals of the Women’s Law Clinic are to train law students in 
the practice of law, utilizing techniques of Clinical Legal 
Education; and to provide legal services to the less advantaged 
women in society. It is a specialized clinic in the sense that it is for 
women and it started off in the areas of human rights and family 
law, which are in fact very wide areas and has since expanded to 
accommodate other areas of law. 
 
In order to create awareness to womenfolk on the existence and 
activities of the clinic, the Women’s Law Clinic regularly embarks 
on sensitization drives and outreaches. These outreaches are held 
on regular basis in various communities, markets, religious houses, 
hospitals and schools as these places have a higher population of 
indigent women. Since the inception, the clinic has also organized 
                                                            
51 The Broadcasting Corporation of Oyo state (BCOS) in a popular Yoruba 
phone-in programme tagged “Eyiara” relayed the activities of the Women’s Law 
Clinic through the interview of some Staff clinicians (Folake Olaleye and 
Kevwe Omoragbon) on Saturday 21st July, 2007 at 10am. The Interview was 
covered by the main news broadcast of the day in English and Yoruba version. 
From time to time, the producer of the programme calls on the clinic to 
showcase their activities and the market place outreaches.  
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a Clinical Legal Education Teacher Training Workshop for all Law 
Teachers in the Faculty of Law of the University of Ibadan, 
Nigeria. The academic teachers have since changed to the Clinical 
method of teaching, for example role playing, practical 
demonstrations and illustrations. The classes are now more 
interactive and very lively.  
 
The Clinic makes information about legal rights widely available 
to all members of the community, male and female, even as it 
focuses on educating women in particular. Often there are fears 
expressed when efforts are made to disseminate knowledge to all 
persons within a community because those with greater advantages 
might feel threatened; however we believe that such fears are 
unfounded.  
 
In indigenous societies there is a prevailing culture of respect and 
deference, this we observed in our field trips to the communities. 
The women defer to their husbands in decision making and prefer 
that the men are carried along in every interaction and activity with 
the Clinic.  
 
The young men also defer to the elders on all issues, while the 
younger women also defer to the older women. A knowledgeable 
society with knowledgeable women is an upwardly mobile 
society.52 
 
And, as women remain the primary caregivers in the society, their 
greater awareness will be clearly seen and felt in the younger 
generation. Going by the records and data gathered from the 
Women’s Law Clinic; the response shows that the clinic is a 
                                                            
52 The Preamble to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women 1979 otherwise known as Women’s Convention  
recognized that discrimination against women within any context is an obstacle 
to the participation of women, on equal terms with men, in the political, social, 
Economic and cultural life of their countries…. The International Conference on 
Population and Development (ICPD) Declaration of Action reiterates this fact. 
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welcome and positive addition to the communities of Ibadan and 
ultimately Nigeria. 
 
The Women’s Law Clinic is comprised of the Director, who is 
currently the Dean of the Faculty of Law, and other academic staff 
supervisors. The Clinic is run by a full time Clinic Administrator. 
The students are fully involved in the Clinic’s outreach 
programmes and the client counseling. 
 
The Case Study  
This case illustrates one out of many community lawyering 
practice cases that have been handled by students of the Women’s 
Law Clinic, Faculty of Law, University of Ibadan. The case is an 
exposition on the use of other non traditional lawyering strategies 
in community or public interest lawyering.  
 
The case is about stray or misfired bullets by soldiers of the 2nd 
Division of the Nigerian Army, Adekunle Fajuyi Cantonment at 
Ojoo, Ibadan (Odogbo Army Cantonment) during their shooting 
and target practices, affecting the residents of Alelerin and Idi omo 
communities of Arulogun Area of Ojoo, Ibadan in Oyo State, 
Nigeria.  
 
The case was reported to the Women’s Law Clinic by Wives of 
Landlord Association, Idi-Omo Community on the 10th of October 
2007.The affected community is a village close to the Army 
cantonment; and near the cantonment’s shooting range. The 
community is largely agrarian and had been in existence before the 
cantonment. 
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According to information gathered, the persistent shooting and the 
adverse effect on the community had been on for over 30 years and 
shooting practices is conducted 3 times a year. During such 
shooting practice exercise, the villagers were usually informed 
before hand and advised through the media to stay indoors for the 
period specified, however recently there had been no such 
information or warning, and for a period of 2 years the shooting 
had been more rampant than usual. 
 
These shooting practices conducted within the premises of the 
cantonment have consistently and continuously overtime gone out 
of range into the village and disrupted the daily social, economical, 
and religious activities of the villagers. Although at the time the 
case was reported to the Women’s Law Clinic, no killing was 
alleged, but informants claimed that killings had occurred in the 
past. The stray bullets have caused bodily injury, psychological 
trauma, damages to personal property, reduction of economic man-
power, and general stagnation of the community. The injuries 
caused by these bullets shows that the bullets are live bullets, and a 
considerable number of these bullets were brought as evidence to 
the Law Clinic.  
 
The community is largely agrarian, many residents who earned 
their living from farming and agricultural labour have had to 
neglect their farms, and many had fled out of fear for life and 
personal safety. The shooting practices not only affected life and 
personal safety but other activities such as transportation, 
schooling and construction. The few elementary schools in the area 
have closed down and workers on construction sites have fled or 
refused to return to the construction sites.  
 
Furthermore, the residents claimed that efforts and entreaties made 
to alleviate the problem have been abortive and is usually met with 
sternness from the cantonment. It was reported that some male 
villagers who made complaints to the cantonment were beaten up 
and detained. The Arulogun Idi-Omo community is a typical 
community or public interest lawyering client with all the features; 
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they have been victims of human rights abuses or denial of human 
rights and have not had access to justice during the long years of 
abuse, violation and infringement of rights. They are poor and 
cannot afford to pay the huge cost of litigation even if they so 
choose. 
 
It is also important to mention that due to the long years of 
oppression experienced by Nigerians under military rule; most 
times people are generally reluctant to pursue a cause against the 
military for fear of attacks and reprisals. This reason is particularly 
relevant in the case of the Arulogun Idi-Omo community. 
 
Intervention and Impact of the Arulogun Idi-Omo Case on 
Students of the Faculty of Law, University of Ibadan 
The Women’s law Clinic is a clinical programme model with a 
faculty of law based in- house clinic. The clinic is a live- client 
clinic and our students represent actual clients and work on real 
cases under the supervision of law teachers/ clinic supervisors to 
ensure that the students have a meaningful educational experience. 
The intervention of the Women’s Law Clinic was a combination of 
strategies. Alternative dispute resolution and other non traditional 
lawyering methods such as follow-ups and lobbying were 
employed. A letter was written to the General Officer 
Commanding the 2nd Division, Nigerian Army, Adekunle Fajuyi 
Cantonment on the issue. The Clinic also made a physical 
representation to the Cantonment as follow up. 
 
The Arulogun Idi-Omo case represents a classical exposition of 
our law students to community or public interest lawyering, its 
nature and importance as a social responsibility for lawyers.  
 
Interviewing and counselling of the informants and residents were 
handled by the students. The students were able to gather relevant 
information from the informants and were also able to analyse the 
problem and identify the needs of residents. Interviewing and 
counselling skills of the students were sharpened by this 
experience. The effectiveness of the interview conducted by these 
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students exposed the legal issues in the case, and the students were 
able to make informed decisions on the legal means suitable for the 
pursuit and proper representation of the residents. Public interest 
issues identified and outlined by the students includes environment 
(health and safety), human rights, development and poverty, land 
rights and compensation amongst other legal issues such as torts, 
criminal law issues and administrative law. 
 
The students were also exposed to basic drafting and writing skills. 
Similarly the public interest issues identified geared the interest of 
the students toward legal research and analysis into public interest 
issues and cases. 
 
The students learnt and developed skills in other strategies of 
public interest lawyering aside from litigation which is the 
traditional lawyering strategy. The students were exposed to 
alternative lawyering methods such as alternative dispute 
resolution (ADR), and other non traditional lawyering methods 
such as lobbying, monitoring and education. 
 
In terms of practice and professional responsibility, our students 
experienced a re-orientation from the traditional lawyering strategy 
and model of litigation, single clientele and fee focused practice to 
embracing and appreciating legal practitioner’s responsibility as 
society’s ombudsmen and public defenders. 
 
Apart from our students, this exercise has been beneficial to other 
university law students and practicing lawyers, making community 
or public interest lawyering more acceptable. The intervention of 
the Clinic and the resort to non traditional lawyering strategy in the 
case yielded prompt and positive results.  
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The community and the Nigerian Army were more comfortable 
with the non adversarial and non litigation approach employed by 
the Women’s Law Clinic. 
 
Presently the shootings have stopped, the use of the GPMB a long 
range weapon and the mobile firing which involves continuous 
firing has been discontinued. The Nigerian Army relocated the 
shooting range to a threat free zone, while there are ongoing plans 
for erection of a new and better fortified range. Since the resolution 
of the issue, there has been no report of shootings and killings by 
stray bullets, and the people of Idi-omo Arulogun community have 
lived safe and peaceably with the Nigerian Army cantonment. 
 
Conclusion 
Community or public interest lawyering is an indispensable area of 
practice for the 21st Century lawyer.  Public interest litigation is an 
important tool in the legal protection of human rights.53 
 
Public interest lawyering strategies can be used to bring about 
greater social justice to indigent, poor or vulnerable communities. 
 
The role and importance of clinical legal education in the 
acquisition of skills and values needed to make a competent and 
conscientious lawyer from a societal perspective cannot be over-
emphasized. Community or public interest lawyering is a 
professional and societal responsibility that must be imparted to 
law students to  meet the legal needs of the poor and 
underrepresented in the society, particularly communities with 
indigent persons. 
 
There is the need for a reorientation in teaching and practice from 
the traditional lawyering models and strategies to other models that 
would best serve and protect public interest issues. 

                                                            
53 Obiagwu, E ‘Promoting Economic, Social and Cultural Rights Using 
Domestic Legal Mechanisms’ in Current Themes in the Domestication of 
Human Rights Norms. Supra note 3. 
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Prioritizing community lawyering in the course content of clinical 
legal education for the training of the 21st Century law student and 
would be practicing lawyer will greatly impact on our students the 
obligation and role of lawyers in the representation and provision 
of legal services pro bono to indigent clients and communities.   
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Accessing Justice within Plural Normative Systems in 
Africa: Case Study of South Africa 
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Introduction 
The right of access to justice presupposes the existence of 
accessible dispute resolution systems and the application of fair 
standards of justice.  Providing this legal infrastructure has posed a 
challenge to African countries generally since their integration into 
western systems of justice.  Life in Africa is conducted under 
multiple normative frameworks, which sometimes intersect, but 
just as often diverge.  The principal sources of laws which 
construct the environment in which the majority of Africans live 
are customary, religious, constitutional, statutory and judicial. 
 
With the propagation of a universal canon of human rights, all 
judicial systems, including traditional (and religious) courts, are 
mandated to administer justice in adherence to certain formal rules. 
These rules are often not designed to accommodate the flexibility 
and dynamism that characterise traditional justice forums.  Perhaps 
this accounts for the fact that while they are formally recognised as 
part and parcel of the state apparatus, traditional courts are often 
treated as optional alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.  The 
challenge for the custodians of these traditional systems is to 
resolve disputes in line with constitutional standards of fair trial, 
which are themselves reflective of international bills of rights.  
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Prominent among the elements of fair trial is the right to equality 
which guarantees equal access to justice for all.  Often however, 
traditional judicial processes and the norms they apply are gender-
discriminatory, leading to different outcomes for men and women.  
This paper seeks to define more clearly the issues and challenges 
that confront the application of internationally formulated human 
rights norms such as the concept of fair trial in the context of 
African communities.  In examining the subject, the paper draws 
mainly on case law from traditional courts in South Africa, but also 
from customary and religious law in West Africa, highlighting 
aspects of this engagement that define certain human rights 
differently for women. 
 
The Normative Framework in South Africa 
Prior to colonisation in South Africa, dispute resolution in 
traditional African communities was solely administered through 
customary processes. With the colonisation of the country, the 
government introduced Roman-Dutch and English common law 
and the state adopted the concept of adjudication which was at the 
cornerstone of Western justice.1 The formal courts were based on 
the enforcement of Western rules and procedures, designed to 
ensure a fair and independent method of conflict resolution. 
Premised on the assumption that African systems were considered 
less just, customary law was given a marginal role in the legal 
system, while the received laws were considered superior.2    
 
Consequently in 1993, when the Interim Constitution was being 
drafted, its provisions were designed to uphold the rule of law.  In 
1996, with the coming into force of the Final Constitution, there 
were also provisions to ensure the rights to a fair trial, access to 
justice and equality in sections 35 (3), 34 and 9 respectively.  In 
addition to these rights, the Constitution recognized sections 30 
and 31 to protect the rights to culture and language. The 

                                                            
1 Roberts, S. and Palmer, M. (2005), Dispute Processes: ADR and the Primary 
Forms of Decision-Making, Cambridge University Press at 15. 
2  Ibid. 
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Constitution also provides for the institution of traditional 
leadership and the application of customary law in all courts.3 
These provisions now and again wrestle with other normative 
principles within a pluralistic framework, which is expected to 
reconcile the contest between the right to equality and the right to 
culture.4  
 
The Equality of Arms 
With the era of constitutional democracy in South Africa, courts 
are tasked with upholding justice in a system that operates within a 
unique mixed legal heritage.  In order for citizens to exercise their 
rights within the Constitution, the rights of access to courts and fair 
trial which are provided for in sections 34 and 35 (3) of the 
Constitution must first be observed.   
 
The right of access to courts and fair hearing in civil matters is 
provided for in section 34 which recognises ‘a right to have any 
dispute that can be resolved by the application of law decided in a 
fair public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another 
independent and impartial tribunal or forum.’  The state has a 
responsibility to promote and protect the rights of all individuals 
by providing legal services that do not discriminate against 
individuals regardless of their race, gender, religious or cultural 
contexts, among others.5   
 
In criminal cases, section 35 (3) provides for a host of fair trial 
rights including the right to be tried in person, in a public trial 
before an ordinary court, the right to legal representation and to the 
presumption of innocence, among others.  The Bill of Rights 
‘entrenches basic norms of criminal procedure and provides for the 

                                                            
3 See s.211 of the Constitution.  See also Bank, L. and Southall, R. (1996) 
‘Traditional Leaders in South Africa’s New Democracy’, Journal of Legal 
Pluralism nr. 37-38 at 427. 
4 See Christian Education South Africa v Minister of Education (2000) (4) SA 
757 (CC); (2000) 10 BCLR 1051 (CC) at para 26.  
5 See s.9 of the 1996 Constitution. 
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right of an accused person to a fair trial.’ 6  It requires criminal 
trials to be conducted in accordance with the ‘notions of fairness 
and justice’,7 because the right to a fair trial is central to the rule of 
law.8  This promotes the separation of powers and ensures the 
equal protection of other human rights including the right of access 
to courts.9     
 
Implicit in the right to a fair trial is the equality of arms.10  This 
right is provided for in section 9 of the Constitution and it 
guarantees state protection of people equally and prohibits unfair 
discrimination. These rights are considered as rights to formal and 
substantive equality conferring a duty on all courts and tribunals to 
ensure the equal treatment of all persons in law as well as ensuring 
equal outcomes to a case.11  In Prinsloo v van der Linde,12 the 
Constitutional Court described ‘discrimination’ as ‘treating people 
differently in a way which impairs their fundamental dignity as a 
human being’.   
 
The right not to be unfairly discriminated against in section 9(3) 
and (4) suggests that not only must parties have the equal right to 
appear in court but they must also get the same treatment.  If an 
accused person is not able to obtain justice under the same 
conditions as his or her opponent, the trial cannot be considered 
fair.  This is one of the issues that plague traditional judicial 
processes where different rules are applied in adjudicating cases 
that have women litigants or witnesses.   
                                                            
6 See Currie, I. and De Waal, J. (2005) The Bill of Rights Handbook Cape Town, 
Juta at 585. 
7 See the application of this principle in S v Zuma 1995 (2) SA 642 (CC) at p. 
652 per Kentridge A J. 
8 See Clayton R.(2010), Fair Trial Rights (reprinted and updated from the Law 
of Human Rights 2001) Oxford University Press, at 2.  
9 See Clayton Fair Trial Rights op. cit. at 2-10. 
10 See Bernstein v Bester NO (1996) 2 SA751(CC); (4) BCLR 449(CC).  See 
also Geoff Budlender (2004) ‘Access to Courts’, South African Law Journal 339 
at 344. 
11 See Currie and De Waal, The Bill of Rights Handbook, op. cit. at 200. 
12 (1997) 3 SA 1012 (CC) at para 31. 
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Traditional courts: an alternative forum of justice? 
The South African Law Reform Commission conducted research 
on the problem of access to justice and discovered that traditional 
courts are more accessible to ordinary people than the formal 
courts.13   The research showed that in rural areas,  traditional 
courts and other informal tribunals offer more effective means of 
dispute resolution.14  Parties prefer them to the formal ones, 
because they are considered quicker, cheaper, and more compatible 
with their cultural ideologies. Formal courts are perceived to be 
alien and confusing,15 while traditional courts resolve disputes in 
accordance with understandable customs.16    
 
Most rural litigants do not trust the formal courts because they are 
unfamiliar with the principles and the language of the court.17  
Thus informal forums, such as the traditional courts administered 
by traditional leaders, supplement the formal justice system and 
provide accessible means of dispute resolution to many rural 
litigants.18  However, human rights activists have accused the 
traditional courts of failing to adhere to international fair trial 
standards.19  This is in part because even though traditional courts 

                                                            
13 South African Law Commission Project 90 presented to Parliament by Dr P 
Maduna, former Minister of Justice in January 2003. 
14 Botha, T. in Konrad-Audenauer-Stiftung (1994) ‘Seminar Report: the Role of 
Traditional Leaders in Local Government in South Africa’ at 29. 
15 Oomen, B. (2005) Chiefs in South Africa: Law, Power and Culture in the 
Post-Apartheid Era, Oxford, James Currey at 205.  
16 Olivier, N. (2006) ‘Recent developments in respect of policy’, Manfred O 
Hinz and Helgard K Patemann ‘The Shade of New Leaves: Governance in 
Traditional Authority, A Southern African Perspective’, Berlin, Lit Verlag at 76. 
17 Oomen op. cit. at 205.  
18 Ibid. 
19 See The Dakar Declaration on the Right to a Fair Trial at para (1999) IV at 
www.chr.up.ac.za/test/images/files/…/fair_trial_dakar_declaration_1999.pdf 
accessed on the 29th March 2011. Also see Ewa Wojokwoska(2006),  ‘Doing 
Justice: how informal justice systems can contribute’, UNDP Oslo Governance 
Centre, the Democratic Governance Fellowship Programme at 20-24 accessed at 
www.undp.org/oslocentre/…/DoingJusticeEwaWojkowska130307.pdf accessed 
on March 29 2011. 
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serve as an alternative judicial system, they often deny women real 
and substantive access to justice, which creates friction between 
constitutional principles and traditional African customs, which are 
also recognised in the Constitution.20  This view contends that 
these courts violate the right to equality21 fundamentally through 
their gender discriminatory practices,22 but the Constitution does 
not exempt traditional courts from applying the provisions of the 
Bill of Rights relating to equality in section 9.23   
 
In a sense, it can be argued that by its very inclusivity, the 
Constitution reinforces pluralism, but does not reconcile its often 
complex manifestations.  Understandably, this is left to the 
legislature and the judiciary.  An attempt by the legislature to 
perform this reconciliatory role is found in section 4 of the 
Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework Act 2003 
which requires that:   

 
“A traditional community must transform and adapt 
customary principles and customs relevant to the 
application of this Act so as to comply with the relevant 
principles contained in the Bill of Rights in the 
Constitution, in particular by preventing unfair 
discrimination, promoting inequality; and seeking to 
progressively advance gender representation on succession 
to traditional positions.”  
 

                                                            
20 Bennett, T.W. ‘Customary Law in South Africa,’ Cape Town, Juta at 168-
169. 
21 The Harmonisation of Common Law and Indigenous Law: Traditional Courts 
and the Judicial Function of Traditional Leaders Discussion, Paper 82 Project 
90 at 2.2.  
22 Bennett, op. cit. at 166.   
23 See ‘African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, Principles and 
Guidelines on the Right to a Fair Trial and Legal Assistance in Africa’,  
DOC/OS(XXX) 247, reprinted in 12 International Human Rights Report 1180 
(2005). 
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The courts, including traditional courts, have to deal with both 
substantive and procedural challenges that emerge from the often 
unwritten provisions of customary law as discussed in the next 
section. 
 
Substantive and procedural challenges in traditional courts 
In pre-colonial times, most traditional justice systems were 
patriarchal24 and sexist in their composition and administration.  
Women were not allowed to participate in proceedings or to 
litigate unless assisted by men.25  In certain areas, culture and 
tradition hindered the pursuit of dispute resolution.  For instance, 
in the Mchunu group in KwaZulu- Natal, women were not 
permitted to bring cases before the traditional leaders.   They were 
denied contractual, proprietary and judicial rights and placed in the 
same category as children, in need of legal guardianship. While 
traditional leaders presumed that all adult males knew the law and 
had full locus standi, women could not claim their rights in these 
courts unless a male person agreed to represent them.26  
 
This situation led the colonial administrators to review the plight of 
women and consequently condemn patriarchal practices such as 
bride wealth, polygyny and forced marriages.   In the Cape, the 
officials introduced a common law concept of age of majority in 
the Transkeian territories.   In the Natal, they granted unmarried, 
widowed or divorced women freedom from guardianship ‘if they 
were of good character, education, thrifty habits or any other good 
and sufficient reason’.   Few women took advantage of this 
initiative because they were in dire need of financial support from 
their men and could not afford to antagonise them.  
 

                                                            
24This refers to the ‘control exercised by senior men over the property and lives 
of women and juniors’. See Bennett, ‘Human Rights and African Customary 
Law’ at 80.  
25See Oomen, op. cit. at 209 cited in ‘Policy Framework on the Traditional 
Justice System under the Constitution’ op. cit. at 2.1.4. 
26 Ibid. 
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Men, who constituted the majority of those administering justice, 
heavily influenced traditional meetings.  Indeed, some of their 
decisions were inconsistent with basic principles of fundamental 
human rights.  While the men were leaders in the community, 
women were relegated to run the family.  This divided female and 
male roles into public and private contexts, often denying women 
access to their legal rights.    For instance, it was widely believed 
that male circumcision and the payment of lobola gave men power 
over their women, who were considered to have been ‘paid for’.  
Hence it was considered acceptable for a married man, but not a 
married woman, to conduct extra-marital affairs.   
 
In cases where women wanted to leave abusive marriages they 
could not do so because their families could not afford to pay back 
the bride price.   In most instances, domestic violence was not 
supposed to be discussed outside the family, and sometimes this 
practice was not even condemned, since a ‘good’ woman could not 
report her husband to the state.   This male dominated society kept 
women in a subjugated position, as they were unable to challenge 
the status quo. 
 
In light of this history, there were many controversies around the 
inevitable conflict between the right to equality and culture during 
constitutional debates.27 The main issues raised were the 
patriarchal nature of the courts and the promotion of male interests 
over the interests of women and youths.   Many objected to the 
recognition of traditional courts within a democratic dispensation, 
but others believed they were the bedrock of African democracy.  

                                                            
27 See for example among others, Kerr, A.J. (1996), ‘The Choice of, and the 
Application of, Customary Law’ 113 SALJ at 408, Himonga, C.N. (1998),  ‘A 
Legal System in Transition: Cultural diversity and National Identity in Post 
Apartheid South Africa’, Recht in Afrika (Law in Africa) 1 at 3–6, 
Rautenbach(1999), ‘C. A Commentary on the Application of the Bill of Rights 
to Customary Law’, 20 Obiter at 113 and Pieterse, M. (2000), ‘The Promotion 
of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000: Final nail in 
the Customary Law coffin?’ 117 SALJ at 627.  
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The courts were later retained because of the low running costs, 
geographic proximity, familiar language and simple procedure.       
 
State intervention to procedural unfairness in traditional 
courts 
In 1999, after the decision to retain traditional courts in the South 
African justice system, several human rights organisations 
complained about their proceedings on several points, as follows: 
 

“When a woman has a complaint that she wants to 
report to the traditional court, she first has to report 
the complaint to one of the male elders in her 
family. The elder will act as her witness and 
representative and will report the case to the 
councilors at the headman’s court. During the court 
proceedings, a woman only talks when talked to or 
asked questions and is not allowed to give input 
during the court proceedings. Single women and 
girls are not allowed to attend a court session. In 
other instances after being asked questions, a 
woman will be told to leave. This means women are 
not allowed in courts when they are complainants. 
On the other hand according to our respondents, 
men can bring their cases to court without a witness, 
participate during the court proceedings and ask 
questions.”28 

 
Based on such complaints, the South African Law Reform 
Commission (SALRC) suggested that the processes in traditional 
courts be harmonised with the provisions of the Constitution to 

                                                            
28 1999 Joint submission by the Commission for Gender Equality (CGE), Centre 
for Applied Legal Studies (CALS) at Wits University and the National Land 
Commission (NLC) cited in Claassens, A. “Summary and Analysis of the 
Traditional Court Bill”pp4-5, accessed at 
http://www.lrg.uct.ac.za/usr/lrg/docs/TCB/2012/tcb_summary_analysis.pdf on 
29 February 2012.  

http://www.lrg.uct.ac.za/usr/lrg/docs/TCB/2012/tcb_summary_analysis.pdf
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bring them in line with human rights norms.  The 
Commission observed that: ‘in spite of the shortcomings in the 
system, they are not beyond repair but may be made to adapt to 
changing needs and the requirements of the Bill of Rights.’29  
 
In 2003, following the Commission’s recommendations, the 
Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework Act was 
created.   The Act attempted to improve the position of women in 
traditional African communities by providing that a third of the 
membership of the traditional council must be women.   Since this 
provision gave women decision-making powers, it indirectly 
enabled them to actively participate in court proceedings.   
However, the Act seems to have undermined its own value by 
stating in section 3 that women could be appointed by traditional 
leaders and not elected.  This reinforces the autonomy of 
traditional leaders and reduces the influence of other community 
members. Several women groups have problematised this 
provision and argue that rural women should be given 50 per cent 
representation in the traditional councils since they are more in 
number than men.30   
 
Therefore, the Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework 
Act mandate the restoration of traditional leadership in line with 
customary law and practices, but seek its transformation in line 
with constitutional imperatives and the dictates of democracy.  
This requires reconciliation between the rights to equality and 
                                                            
29 See Mokgoro, Y. (1993), ‘The Role and Place of Lay Participation, 
Customary and Community Courts in a Restructured Future Judiciary in 
Reshaping the structures of justice for a democratic South Africa’, proceedings 
of a conference organised by the National Association of Democratic Lawyers, 
Pretoria October, at 76 in South African Law Reform Commission Discussion 
Paper 82; ‘The Harmonisation of the Common Law and Indigenous Law: 
Traditional Courts and the Judicial Function of Traditional Leaders Project’ op. 
cit. at 1.1.   
30 Claassens, A. and Ngubane, S. (2008) ‘Women, Land and Power: The Impact 
of the Communal Land Rights Act’, in Claassens, A. and Cousins, B. (eds.) 
Land, Power and Custom: Controversies Generated by South Africa’s 
Communal Land Rights Act at 174.  
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culture.  To address this need, a Traditional Courts bill was 
proposed in line with the recommendations of the SALRC on April 
9, 2008. 31  This bill was to ‘affirm the values of the traditional 
justice system, based on restorative justice and reconciliation and 
to align them with the Constitution.’ 32  In other words, the bill was 
designed to transform traditional courts in accordance with the Bill 
of Rights.33  The spirit of this law reform initiative was to remove 
discrimination and especially gender discrimination from 
traditional justice and to promote full and equal participation by all 
members of the community in traditional courts.  Critics argue 
however, that the bill does not adequately protect women.34  The 
drafting process was critiqued for the non-involvement of women 
by the Department of Justice.35  
 
The Legal Resources Centre (LRC) reviewed the bill and argued 
that it needs to properly promote equal access to justice, by 
advancing practical ways of realising substantive equality for 
women.36  It observed that instead of promoting the rights of 
women, the bill further entrenched autonomous powers in 

                                                            
31 Bill 15 of 2008. 
32 Clause 2 (b) (ii). 
33 Stevens, J. (2000) ‘Access to Justice in sub-Saharan Africa: The Role of 
Traditional and Informal Justice Systems’, London Penal Reform International 
at 3. 
34 ‘Submission to the Portfolio Committee on Justice and Constitutional 
Development by the KwaZulu-Natal Rural Women’s Movement’, 6 May 2008 
at 4 in The Traditional Courts Bill of 2008: Documents to Broaden the 
Discussion to Rural Areas op. cit. at 208. 
35 See Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Status Quo Report 
on Traditional Leaders at 19.  Also see article 2.1 of Nhlapo’s Submission on the 
Traditional Court’s Bill.  The bill was subsequently withdrawn to allow further 
opportunity for consultation with stakeholders. 
36 Legal Resources Centre, ‘Submissions to the Portfolio Committee on Justice 
and Constitutional Development’ in ‘Re: Traditional Courts Bill 15 of 2008’, 6 
May 2008 at 3 in ‘The Traditional Courts Bill of 2008: Documents to Broaden 
the Discussion to Rural Areas’ (hereafter LRC Submissions to the PCJCD) at 
217. 
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traditional leaders, and inadvertently removed participation by the 
community, which guarantees accountability by the leaders.37  
 
The LRC strongly criticised the bill for not taking cognisance of 
the present conditions in the traditional courts.  For example, the 
drafters of the bill omitted the important role of village councils 
and headman’s courts in providing access to justice for disputants, 
a mistake which could affect the legitimacy of the traditional 
justice system, since traditional leaders could now perform their 
judicial functions arbitrarily.38  The headman’s courts allowed 
parties to forum-shop and ensured that traditional courts resolved 
disputes in an acceptable manner to all parties.39  This provided 
checks and balances on the powers of the traditional leaders.40  In 
this context, the freedom to forum-shop was not a negative thing.  
Also, the failure of the bill to denounce gender discrimination was 
seen to go against the values of equality, non-sexism and dignity in 
the Constitution.41  The critique of the bill was further predicated 
on the history that colonial and apartheid regimes accepted customs 
that were not representative of African communities as official 
customary law.  They discussed with the patriarchal heads, 
neglecting the views of women and thus documented oppressive 
laws:   
 

“Customary law took on a particularly authoritative 
and patriarchal cast because it was the product of 
negotiation between colonial and customary elites. 
It was in the interests of traditional leaders to 
provide an account of indigenous law which 
emphasized the privileges of senior men whose 

                                                            
37 Ibid.  The LRC Submission is available on the LRC website at 
http://www.lrc.org.za. and also at 
www.lrg.uct.ac.za/usr/lrg/.../Legal_Resources_Center_submission.doc accessed 
on 29 February 2012. 
38 LRC Submissions to the PCJCD op. cit. at 7/221.  
39 Ibid. See also Oomen op. cit. at 251. 
40 LRC Submissions to the PCJCD  op. cit. at 7/221.  
41 Ibid. at 4/218. 
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power was under threat, not only from colonial 
encroachments but also from increased 
opportunities for youth and women to achieve 
independence from tribal structures through 
migrancy and wage labour.”42 

Finally, the LRC commented on some clauses within the bill.  They 
argued that clause 2 (b), which provides for the enhancement of 
access to traditional justice, does not address how women can 
actually have equal access in traditional courts.  Clause 2 (b) (iii) 
promotes the preservation of traditions, customs and cultural 
practices in line with the provisions of the Constitution and clause 
3 (1) and (2) profess to remove non-sexism and unfair 
discrimination, but do not say how. 43   
 
While clause 9(2)(a)(i) promotes ‘full and equal participation in the 
proceedings’, clause 9(3)(b) also states that: ‘A party to 
proceedings before a traditional court may be represented by his or 
her wife or husband, family member, neighbour or member of the 
community, in accordance with customary law and custom.’  These 
seemingly contradictory provisions clearly reflect the ongoing 
contest between customary and constitutional normative systems 
and the potential of statutory interventions to further complicate 
matters.44 
 

                                                            
42 See Fishbayn, L., Goldblatt, B. and Mbatha, L. ‘The Harmonisation of 
Customary and Civil Law Marriage in South Africa’, paper delivered at the 9th 
World Conference of the International Society of Family Law in Durban 28-31 
July 1997. Cited in ‘Submissions to Portfolio Committee on Justice and 
Constitutional Development on the Traditional Courts Bill 2008’ by the 
Women’s Legal Centre at 8 in ‘The Traditional Courts Bill of 2008: Documents 
to Broaden the Discussion to Rural Areas’ op. cit. at 242.  
43 Ibid. 
44 See the Legal Resources Centre Submission on the Traditional Courts Bill op. 
cit. 
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Case law on the conflict between equality and culture in South 
Africa 
The Constitution provides that in interpreting the Bill of Rights, 
courts must promote values that are based on human dignity, 
equality, and freedom and consistent with international law.45  The 
courts are also obliged to promote the spirit, purport and objects of 
the Bill of Rights in order to harmonise domestic legislation with 
principles of international law principles.46  However, because the 
Constitution has made African customary law subject to the 
Constitution, it results in a conflict between the right to equality 
and the right to culture.47  South African courts were confronted 
with this tension within a short period of time as illustrated by a 
number of cases.   
 
An early case on this issue was the case of Mabena v Letsoalo,48 
where the court, per Langa DCJ, stated that it was not only 
constitutional to develop customary law but the court had to accept 
‘living’ as opposed to official customary law and especially if such 
recognition was in accordance with the 'spirit, purport and objects' 
of the Bill of Rights.49 The Constitutional court upheld the 
importance of applying customary law as it evolves and develops 
with social practice as opposed to patriarchal customs.50 To 
achieve a different result, the court could have sought to develop 
the customary law in question as provided in section39(2) which 
provides that: ‘when interpreting any legislation, and when 
developing the common law or customary law, every court, 
tribunal or forum must promote the spirit, purport and objects of 
the Bill of Rights.’ However, the court reasoned that the 
primogeniture rule as applied to the customary law of succession 
could not be reconciled with the current notions of equality and 

                                                            
45 S.39 (1) (a) (b) of the Constitution. 
46 S.39 (2) of the Constitution. 
47 S v Makwanyane 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) at para 373. 
48 1998 (2) SA 1068 (T). 
49 Bhe v Magistrate, Khayelitsha supra at para. 111. 
50 Para. 82-83.  
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human dignity as contained in the Bill of Rights.51 The court 
therefore decided that the rule of primogeniture would impose a 
limitation on the rights of its subjects, which was not reasonable or 
justifiable in a democratic society and thus declared it 
unconstitutional.52  
 
While developing customary law in accordance with the spirit and 
purport of the constitution, the court in Mabena v Letsoalo53 
constitution recognized living customary law as lived by the 
people in place of the official version, documented by writers. The 
court in that case upheld evidence to the customary principle that 
allowed a woman to negotiate and receive the bride price (lobolo) 
on behalf of her daughter.54   
 
To make out what the living customary law is at a particular time, 
the court must inquire into the existing social practice based on the 
socio-economic and cultural changes within a given community.  
The Constitutional Court in the Alexkor case, applied this standard, 
established in the case of Amodu Tijani v The Secretary Southern 
Nigeria, when it stated that: 
 

“To ascertain how far this latter development of 
right has progressed involves the study of the 
history of the particular community and its usages 
in each case. Abstract principles fashioned a priori 
are of but little assistance, and are as often as not 
misleading.”55  

 
Once the court is sure of the current state of the law, it should 
apply this version as opposed to the official law.  Where it cannot 

                                                            
51 Para. 95 at 622G-623A. 
52 At para. 95. 
53 1998 (2) SA 1068 (T) at 1074-5.  
54 Page 1074.  
55 See Alexkor Limited and Another v The Richtersveld Community and Others 
2004 (5) SA 460 (CC) at para 56.  
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establish living customary law, it would have to rely on the known 
law.  This would place oral customary law, as lived by the people, 
in the position of the official law and the written version as a guide 
on what the law used to be.  
 
In the case of Mthembu v Letsela & Another,56 however, the court 
did not apply the indirect horizontal principle but instead upheld 
the primogeniture rule of succession, which allows only legitimate 
male children to inherit from the father. This case was later 
overruled by Bhe v Magistrate, Khayelitsha (CGE as Amicus 
Curiae); Shibi v Sithole; SAHRC v President of the RSA,57 which 
held that the principle of primogeniture was in violation of the right 
of women to human dignity entrenched in section 10 of the 
constitution. The Constitutional Court stated that: 

 
“What needs to be emphasised is that, because of 
the dynamic nature of society, official customary 
law as it exists in the textbooks and in the Act is 
generally a poor reflection, if not  a distortion of 
the true customary law. True customary law will be 
that which recognises and acknowledges the 
changes which continually take place”. 58 

 
In the Bhe Case59, the daughters of the deceased man applied to be 
appointed the sole heirs to his estate under section 23 (1) of the 
Black Administration Act of 1927. They argued that the principle 
of primogeniture in customary succession was against their human 
dignity and right to equality. On final appeal, the Constitutional 
Court contrasted official customary law with living customary law 
and declared the provisions of section 22 unconstitutional and 
invalid.60   
                                                            
56 2000 (3) SA 867  (SCA) paras.  at 31-40. 
57 Bhe v Magistrate, Khayelitsha (CGE as Amicus Curiae); Shibi v Sithole; 
SAHRC v President of the RSA 2005 (1) SA 580 (CC). 
58 At para. 85. 
59 Supra.  
60 At para. 80.  
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Declared The Court held that the exclusion of women from 
inheritance on the basis of gender is a clear violation of the right to 
equality in section 9 of the Constitution.61 Declared It noted that 
the primogeniture rule was a form of discrimination, which 
entrenched past patterns of disadvantage among a vulnerable 
group, exacerbated by ‘old notions of patriarchy and male 
domination incompatible with the guarantee of equality under this 
constitutional order’.62    
 
In Shilubana & Others v Nwamitwa,63 the South African 
Constitutional Court affirmed the obligation of a traditional court 
to develop its customs and traditions to promote gender equality in 
accordance with the provisions of the Constitution.  In that case, 
the court was asked to decide whether a community has the 
authority to restore the position of traditional leadership, which 
was removed by reason of gender discrimination and the rule of 
male primogeniture.   
 
The court stated that section 211(3) of the Constitution demands 
that all courts should apply customary law subject to the 
Constitution.  It also relied on section 39 (2) of the Constitution in 
developing customary law in accordance with the spirit, purport 
and aims of the Bill of Rights.  The court further held that 
customary law is to be developed in a way that reflects 
contemporary practice and not stay rooted in the past.64  The court 
clearly sought to align living customary law with constitutional 
values and upholds equality.  In this case, the court enforced the 
position of Ms Shibulana, one of the daughters of the late Chief 
Fofoza of the former Hosi of the Valoyi community, as chief, 
holding that: 

 

                                                            
61 2005 (1) SA 580 (CC) at para. 91 and 92.  
62 Para. 91 at 621 E-F. 
63 2009 (2) SA 66 (CC). 
64 Supra at paras. 68, 74 and 55.  
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“Though in the past it was not permissible by the 
Valoyis that a female child be heir, in terms of 
democracy and the new Republic of South Africa’s 
Constitution, it is now permissible that a female 
child be heir since she is also equal to a male 
child.”65 
 

In both the Bhe and Shilubana cases therefore, the Constitutional 
Court developed customary law, by calling evidence on existence 
living customary law to replace old official customs.66 This was 
done in line with section 39 (2) which provide that the courts ‘must 
promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. In 
order to guarantee the constitutionality of the custom, the Court 
tested it against the conditions in sections 36 (1) and (2). The 
limitation clause in section 36 (1) requires that the custom in 
question must be weighed against the right it potentially conflicts 
with to ensure that it is ‘justifiable in an open and democratic 
society based on human dignity, equality and freedom….67 The 
Court held that section 23 of the Black Authorities Act68 (BAA) 
violated the rights to human dignity and equality which are 
important and most valuable rights and it was not justifiable in an 
open and democratic society.69 
 
The right to equality before the law in traditional courts was also 
considered in the cases of Bangindawo and Ors v Head of the 
Nyanda Regional Authority and Another70 and Mhlekwa and Feni 
v Head of the Western Tembuland Regional Authority and 
Another.71  The court in the Bangindawo case72 held that the 

                                                            
65 Supra at para. 4. 
66 See Himonga, C. and Bosch, C. (2000), ‘The Application of African 
Customary Law under the Constitution of South Africa: Problems Solved or Just 
Beginning?’ 2 SALJ at 306. 
67  See s. 36 (1) of the Constitution. 
68  No. 68 of 1951. 
69 Shibulana case, para 95.  
70 1998 (3) SA 262 (Tk). 
71 2001 (1) SA 574 (Tk). 
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differences between formal and informal courts justify an 
infringement of the right to equal treatment in traditional courts.  In 
Mhlekwa, however, the court held that the existence of different 
procedures in formal and traditional courts violates the right to 
equality and does not provide a fair trial for the parties to a case.73  
 
Declared The disparity between these two decisions must be 
emphasised. In the Bangindawo case, the Court sought to enforce 
the right to culture without developing it in line with the provisions 
of the Constitution, while the Mhlekwa case did the opposite. The 
Mhlekwa decision can be likened to that in the Bhe case, where the 
High Court held that the Constitution guarantees equal rights to 
women based on the principle of non-discrimination. It is 
submitted that the Mhlekwa and Bhe cases and other similar 
precedents have advanced a jurisprudence that is increasingly 
reflective of the evolution of customary law in line with 
constitutional principles of equality. In the next section, a few 
cases decided under customary and religious law in West Africa 
are discussed to further draw out the kinds of challenges that must 
be worked through in administering justice in plural normative 
contexts in Africa.  
 
Comparative Case Law 
The complexities involved in determining and applying the law in 
cases occurring within plural normative systems in Africa is 
further demonstrated by a variety of decisions in a sample of cases 
from other African jurisdictions, briefly discussed in this section.    
 
In the Ghanaian case of Mami v Paulina & Anor.,74 a custom in the 
Krobo ethnic group precluded a married woman from inheriting 
any portion of her father’s property on the grounds that she was 
considered as belonging to her husband’s family.  However if the 

                                                                                                                                     
72 Bangindawo and Others v Head of the Nyanda Regional Authority supra at 
278-279. 
73 2001 (1) SA 574 (TK). Also see Mhlekwa at 620-1. 
74 [2005-06] SCGLR 1116; 6 CHRLD 143-279. 
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woman had born children before marriage, she could inherit from 
her father’s estate in trust for the children.  The family head and 
subsequently a divisional chief had disinherited the appellant in 
this case, confirmed by the circuit court and the Court of Appeal.  
On further appeal, the Supreme Court held that a custom that 
disinherited a married woman from her father’s property deserved 
to be abolished. However, it was not on that ground that the appeal 
was allowed, but rather on the ground that considering that the 
appellant had children before her marriage, she was still entitled to 
inherit within that custom.  The previous rulings were therefore 
held to be incorrect and damaging to the justice of the case.  It is 
important to note that the Supreme Court chose not to abolish the 
custom, expressing the somewhat controversial view that a custom 
could not be abolished by the courts unless it actually encouraged 
the commission of crimes.  It stated further that earlier case law 
had established that a custom could only be changed by 
Parliament, the President and the people who practice the 
custom.75 
 
In Nigeria, some decisions are liberal and progressive, while others 
remain pedantic on the interpretation and application of customary 
law in a jurisdiction where all citizens are subject to constitutional 
provisions. 
 
In the case of Uke v anor. v Iro76 the plaintiff-respondent had got 
judgment from the Customary Court at Okigwe, south-east Nigeria 
in respect of ownership of a piece of land in dispute.  On appeal to 
the Customary Court of Appeal by the defendants-appellants, the 
judgment of the Customary Court was confirmed.  The defendants-
appellants further appealed to the Court of Appeal and lost.  One of 
the grounds of appeal was that the lower courts had wrongfully 
admitted evidence given by a woman in respect of a land matter, a 
fact that was allegedly in violation of the customary law of the 

                                                            
75 See Mami v Paulina & Anor in Commonwealth Human Rights Law Digest 
(CHRLD), Vol 6 No.2 pp.156-7. 
76 (2002) AHRLR 155 Court of Appeal. 
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area.  Further, one of the issues for determination framed by the 
plaintiff- respondent was whether a married or widowed woman 
could be sued for a trespass committed by her.  Clearly therefore, 
on both sides of the case, the issue of women’s status under 
customary law cropped up for adjudication in a Court of Appeal 
established under the English legal system.  In coming to its 
decision on the first issue, the Court of Appeal applied section 
39(1) of the 1979 Nigerian Constitution which was in force when 
the case commenced, and section 41(1) of the 1999 Nigerian 
Constitution which replaced it, both on the freedom from 
discrimination.  Consequently, the Court of Appeal held that the 
customary law position that disentitles a woman from giving 
evidence in a land matter was contrary to the constitutional 
provision guaranteeing equal rights and protection.  Although the 
evidence given by the female witness in this case was considered 
inadmissible, it was not because she was a woman, but because her 
evidence was found to be contradictory, hearsay and as such, 
unconvincing.   
 
n Ukeje v Ukeje,77 the Court of Appeal held that the rule of Igbo 
customary law of south-east Nigeria which disentitles a female, 
regardless of the circumstances of her birth, from a share of her 
deceased father’s estate is void as it conflicts with section 42(1) 
and (2) of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria. 
 
In terms of pluralism introduced by religious law, the case of 
Safiyatu Hussaini Tungar Tudu decided in the Upper Sharia Court 
Gwadabawa, north-west Nigeria in 2002 is illustrative.  In that 
case, the accused was convicted of the offence of adultery (zina) 
and sentenced to death.78  On appeal to the Sokoto State Sharia 
                                                            
77 (2001) 27 WRN 14. 
78 Safiyatu Hussaini v Attorney-General Sokoto State, decided by the Sharia 
Court of Appeal on March 25 2002.  This was an appeal from the Upper Shari’a 
Court Gwadabawa, Sokoto State, in suit No.  U.S.C/GW/CR/F1/10/2001 dated 
the 3rd day of July 2001.  All the court proceedings and judgments in the case are 
reported in Ostien, P. (ed.) (2007) Sharia Implementation in Northern Nigeria 
1999–2006: A Sourcebook Vol. V, Ibadan, Spectrum Books, Chapter 6, pp.17-
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Court of Appeal, the judgment was overturned based on the court’s 
findings that there were errors in the proceedings.  A similar 
pattern of conviction, death penalty, appeal and acquittal followed 
in the case of Amina Lawal Kurami, who was also accused of 
adultery while Safiyatu’s case was on.  A complex web of 
meetings, consultations and analyses went into determining the 
right strategy for proceeding with these two cases given that at 
least two parallel normative systems applied in this case, namely 
statutory law and religious law.  Describing this process in relation 
to Amina’s Case, Aliyu Musa Yawuri  who was the lead defence 
counsel in that case and a co-defence counsel in Safiyatu’s case, 
observed that: 
 

“I recall that during the meeting someone suggested 
that instead of pursuing the appeal through the 
Sharia courts of Katsina State, we should instead 
file a summons for declaratory judgment in the 
State High Court, seeking to nullify Amina’s 
conviction and sentence on the ground that the 
application of Islamic criminal law by Katsina State 
was per se unconstitutional…. It is conceivable that 
had the High Court declared the application of 
Islamic criminal law to be in itself unconstitutional, 
and nullified Amina’s conviction and sentence on 
that ground, there would have been an uproar.”79 
 

                                                                                                                                     
51, accessed at http://www.sharia-in-africa.net/media/publications/sharia-
implementation-in-northern-nigeria/vol_5_3_chapter_6_part_II.pdf on 29 
August 2011.  In particular, the Sharia Court of Appeal judgment is found on 
pp.32-51. 
79 Yawuri, A. M. (2007) ‘On Defending Safiyatu Hussaini and Amina Lawal.’ in 
Ostien, P. (ed.) Sharia Implementation in Northern Nigeria 1999–2006: A 
Sourcebook Vol. V, Ibadan, Nigeria: Spectrum Books, 2007, Part VII, Chapter 6,  
pp.129–139 at 133, accessed 29 August 2011, http://www.sharia-in-
africa.net/media/publications/sharia-implementation-in-northern-
nigeria/vol_5_8_chapter_6_part_VII.pdf 
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Besides, the accused had “persistently maintained that she had no 
quarrels with the Sharia law per se….  She believed that the Sharia, 
under which she was convicted and sentenced to death, should 
contain some mechanism that could allow her appeal and set her 
free….”80   
 
These cases demonstrate that the quandary posed by the plurality 
of legal systems in Africa is not one which confronts courts alone.  
Individual litigants and multiple parties to disputes are also faced 
with decisions on choice of law – an issue which they may not 
have given much prior thought to. 
 
Conclusion 
This paper has sought to highlight current challenges that arise in 
the effort by courts to administer justice in Africa’s plural 
normative settings, typified by the constitutionally recognised 
traditional court system in South Africa.  In particular, the 
prevalence of various customary law regimes over the lives of a 
significant portion of the population means that for countries that 
have become constitutional democracies such as South Africa, 
Ghana and Nigeria, there is an ongoing judicial struggle to identify 
the leaning of the weight of justice in the complex web of 
relationships and transactions that are conducted under customary 
norms and religious law.  In Ghana, there is judicial recognition 
that certain customs are deserving of abolition, in Nigeria, the 
strategy of identifying and applying ‘self-correcting’ mechanisms 
seems to have worked so far in stemming the tide of conviction of 
women for adultery under Sharia law while the Court of Appeal 
seems increasingly inclined to adjudicate in ways that open up 
socio-economic spaces for women. 
 
In South Africa, the inclination of the Constitutional Court has 
been to uphold substantial equality as distinct from formal 
equality.  Formal equality requires that laws and policies treat men 
and women in a neutral manner, while substantive equality 
                                                            
80 Ibid at 133. 
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demands that the state should alleviate the inherent disadvantage 
experienced by vulnerable groups.81  Furthermore, the principle of 
living customary law has been recognized and applied repeatedly 
by the courts in view of its dynamic element which makes it 
amenable to the recognition and protection of the rights of women 
in traditional African societies.  As opposed to official customary 
law, living customary law stems from the ‘current social context 
and is more in touch with the customs of the people, particularly 
women’.82  Furthermore, with the growing cultural acceptance of 
women in traditional councils and other leadership structures in 
South Africa, women’s participation in dispute resolution is 
growing, allowing for greater access to justice. 
 

                                                            
81 See ‘UN Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights’ (CESCR), 
General Comment 16, UN Doc E/C.12/2005/4 (11 August 2005) accessed at 
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/43f3067ae.html on 29 February 2012. 
82 ‘Submissions to Portfolio Committee on Justice and Constitutional 
Development on the Traditional Courts Bill 2008’ by the Women’s Legal Centre 
op. cit. at 9 in The Traditional Courts Bill of 2008: Documents to Broaden the 
Discussion to Rural Areas op. cit. at 243. 
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Introduction 
This article will examine the principle of proportionality as a twin 
pillar of juvenile justice and situate it as a cardinal framework for 
juvenile justice administration in Nigeria. The decision to treat the 
principle as one of the twin pillars of juvenile justice is based on 
the fact that together with the principle of the best interests of the 
child, it incorporates and encapsulates all other principles of 
children’s rights to construct the framework of juvenile justice. As 
a central pillar of juvenile justice and the fact that it aggregates 
other guiding principles of children’s right are corroborated in the 
fact that the overriding aim of juvenile justice is to protect the best 
interest of children in conflict with the law to the extent that 
children do not receive disproportionate punishment to their 
offence and degree of culpability.  
  
Although the Committee on the Rights of the Child has classified 
the guiding principles of children’s rights beyond the principle of 
proportionality, proportionality in the context of this article is 
situated within juvenile justice and pertinent to the fair and 
equitable treatment of children in conflict with the law. 
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While analyzing the conceptual elements of the principle, this 
article also reviewed the theoretical perspectives of proportionality 
including consequentialist and deontological theories with the 
conclusion that juvenile justice in Nigeria is a hybrid of 
consequentialist and deontological proportionality. 
 
Bearing in mind that the principle of proportionality encompasses 
and permeates other principles of children’s rights in setting the 
tone for juvenile justice, its hierarchy over and above other guiding 
principles of children’s rights in the treatment of children in 
conflict with the law is endorsed by this article. This endorsement 
is predicated on the grounds that the philosophy behind the 
prohibition of discrimination against children, the need to ensure 
that children participate in matters concerning them and the 
promotion of their rehabilitation and integration into the society 
after being in conflict with the law are entirely meaningless if they 
are subject to punishment disproportionate to the gravity of their 
offences and blameworthiness.  
 
Conceptual Overview of Proportionality 
Proportionality is a universal legal principle that is essential in the 
adjudication of rights in liberal democracies worldwide. The 
principle is said to have “ancient historical roots from the lex 
talionis of Hammurabi to the songs of Gilbert and Sullivan and 
presupposes that penalty should be proportionate to the crime.1 
According to Singer, the principle of proportionality first arose in 
respect of Anglo American jurisprudence from the Magna Carta 
whereby it was stated that “[a] free man shall not be amerced 
[penalized] for a small fault, but after the manner of the fault; and 
for a great crime according to the heinousness of it.”2  
 

                                                            
1 Ristrophe,  A. (2005) ‘Proportionality as a Principle of Limited Government’, 
55 Duke LJ 263. 
2 Singer, R .(2010) ‘Proportionate Thoughts About Proportionality’, Ohio State 
Journal of Criminal Law, Vol. 8. 
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Writing on the functions of proportionality in European Union law, 
Harbo states that the principle reflects the philosophy of the anglo-
American heritage and applied in judicial proceedings to manage 
disputes involving an alleged conflict between two ‘rights claims, 
or between a rights provision and private/public interests’3. 
Apparently, the principle of proportionality is not exclusively 
associated to any one particular legal spectrum; rather it spans the 
ambit of constitutional law, criminal law, administrative law, 
public and private international law, human rights law, etc. 
Whether the issue is in the area of criminal law, constitutional law 
or administrative law, writers such as Jackson argues that the 
principle is fast becoming a universal standard of rationality.4 
 
Since the principle of proportionality is subject to a multiplicity of 
application, Bagaric argues that it applies to and is a relevant 
concept to several areas of law other than criminal law and 
sentencing guidelines.5 Transcending many areas of law, the 
universal and crosscutting nature of the principle makes it a tool in 
the hands of courts while hearing cases in criminal, constitutional, 
administrative and other areas of law. In the context of 
constitutional law, Kumm holds that the hallmark of the principle 
is ‘equilibrium’ which is applied to weigh judicial remedy against 
a perceived wrong and limits the level of permissible retribution.6  
In the determination of constitutional issues, Waldron argues that 
the principle serves the court to make an analysis of whether the 
limits imposed on the realization of certain constitutional 
guarantees are justified and whether punishment imposed for a 
                                                            
3 Harbo, T. (2010) ‘The Function of Proportionality Principle in EU Law’ 
European Law Journal, Vol 16, No.2. 
4 Jackson, V. (2004) ‘Being Proportional about Proportionality’, 21 Const. 
Comment. 803-04. 
5 Bagaric, B, (2001) ‘Proportionality in Sentencing: its Justification, Meaning 
and Role’, 12 Current Issues Crim. Just. 
6 Kumm, M. (2009) ‘Democracy is not enough: Rights, Proportionality and the 
Point of Judicial Review’, New York University Public Law and Legal Theory 
Working Papers, No. 118. 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1356793>  accessed 
December 2011.  
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particular offence serves ‘traditionally recognized penological 
goals.’7  
 
Despite the role of proportionality in mitigating the harshness of 
judicial sentencing and the intrusion to rights by penal sanctions, 
the principle has been sternly criticized as being subject to 
multifarious interpretations, clogged with factual and moral 
misjudgements and incapable of withstanding scrutiny. Bagaric is 
among the critics of the principle. He argues that the principle “sets 
the maximum and minimum sentence that may be imposed for any 
offense” but “does not give any more fine-tuning to the appropriate 
sentence than that.”8 He argues further that the principle does not 
facilitate uniform sanctions for like offences and does not provide 
meaningful guide to sentences because of its weak definition and 
application.  
 
Several erudite writers and proponents of proportionality including 
Hirsch have counteracted such arguments that are directed to 
discredit and castrate the potency of the principle of 
proportionality. As a leading proponent of proportionality in 
general and a strong advocate of deontological proportionality, 
Hirsch argues vehemently that the deontology theory advert 
attention to the severity of the punishment being imposed on the 
defendant and flags off moral dimensions of blameworthiness.9 As 
a deliberate design to ensure its general application, the principle 
of proportionality in all intents and purposes is constructed with an 
inbuilt flexibility mechanism to ensure its effective and 
multifaceted application. As an essential and veritable tool in 
judicial sentencing, it is not prescriptive of the exact quantum of 
punishment because of the multiplicity of scenarios, facts and 
actors. Rather, as a sentencing tool and a veritable platform for 

                                                            
7 Waldron, J (2009) ‘Judges as Moral Reasoners’ 7 International Journal on 
Constitutional Law.   
8 Ibid. (n 5).  
9 Hirsch, A. (1978) ‘Proportionality and Desert: A Reply to Bedau’ The Journal 
of Philosophy, Vol 75, No 11. 
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courts in setting the scale of penalty, the principle is essential in 
interpreting the ‘nuance considerations of actual and definite 
punishment to be inflicted on the offender.’ 
 
Under the Common Law and particularly in Australia, the principle 
of proportionality is one of the main objectives of sentencing, so 
important that it cannot be trumped even by the goal of community 
protection.10 While the principle has been accorded statutory 
recognition in several jurisdictions,11 it has however suffered 
several statutory setbacks in some others where a deliberate 
government policy is targeted at tougher sentences for children in 
excess of what is proportionate to their offence and 
blameworthiness.12 On the basis of the trend of tougher sentences, 
Hirsch maintained that the primary criterion for punishment should 
be the gravity of the crime.13 He defended the proportionality 
calculus and counteracted the claim that ‘no sacrifice of equity 
occurs when one relegates the principle of proportionality to the 
margins’. According to Hirsch, the ‘principle of parsimony which 
states that doubts about the degree of punishment should be 
resolved in favour of less punishment does not exclude desert, 
rather, it guides the application of desert in the scaling of 
punishment.’ 
 

                                                            
10See the ‘Australian law Reform Commission, Sentencing Report’ no. 44, 
Canberra, (1988) pg. 15-16; ‘New South Wales Law Reform Commission, 
Sentencing’ (Discussion Paper No. 33, 1996) pg. 62; Great Britain, Home Office 
(1990), ‘White Paper: Criminal Justice and Protecting the Public’ (HMSO), pg. 
5. 
11 Victoria Sentencing Act 1991 provides that one of the purposes of sentencing 
is to impose just punishment and in sentencing an offender, the court must have 
regard to the gravity of the offence, the offender’s culpability and degree of 
responsibility. Under the Crime Sentencing Act 2005, Sentences must be ‘just’ 
and ‘appropriate’. 
12 See the Australian Sentencing Act 1991 where indefinite jail term is 
permissible for ‘serious offences’ where the court is satisfied ‘to a high degree 
of probability’ that the offender is a serious danger to the community. 
13 Hirsch, A (1981) ‘Utilitarian Sentencing Resuscitated; The American Bar 
Association’s Second Report On Criminal Justice’, 33 Rutgers L. Rev. 
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Other eminent writers on proportionality that highlighted certain 
other ingredients of the principle as a tacit support to the 
proportionally calculus include Lovegrove. According to him, the 
principle of proportionality relates to sentencing goal of 
punishment in line with just deserts. It is used in the ‘allocation of 
sanctions, requiring commensurability between offence seriousness 
and sanction severity”.14 The weakness in Lovegrove’s tacit 
endorsement of the proportionality calculus is based on his 
argument that the principle is not an exclusive consideration, since 
under certain circumstances prescribed legislatively or approved 
judicially; it can be overridden in the interests of crime control or 
the rehabilitation of the offender. Buttressing the view that crime 
control and rehabilitation are immaterial in the application of the 
principle of proportionality Hirsch noted that “the more one looks 
away from the gravity of the conduct towards its predictive 
features in deciding how much to punish, offenders will be meted 
with undeserved punishment due to an extraneous and arbitrary 
interpretation of recidivism.”  
 
Just Desert 
Proportionality according to Sweet and Matthews implies that 
‘punishment should fit the crime.15 On the part of Balmer, 
proportionality is described as a vital ingredient of modern ‘just 
desert’ which underlines the nexus between crime and the moral 
gravity of its punishment.16 While Bruce argues that the principle 
is an attempt to ensure that penalty is fair and proportionate as 
possible,17 Kumm underlines the fact that the principle of 
proportionality is the foundation of any legitimate system of state 

                                                            
14 Lovegrove, A. (2000) ‘Proportionality, sentencing and the multiple offender: 
Towards a numerical framework, Punishment and Society’ Vol. 2:4 . 
15 Sweet, S. & Matthews, J.(2008) ‘Proportionality Balancing and Global 
Constitutionalism’ 47 Columbia Journal of Transitional Law, 73. 
16 Balmer, T. (2008) ‘Thoughts on Proportionality’, Oregon Law Review, Vol, 
87. 
17Bruce, C (2002) ‘Proportionality Review: Still Inadequate, But Still 
Necessary’ Capital Defense Journal, Vol 14:2.   
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punishment and prohibits punishment that is excessive in relation 
to the crime committed.18  
 
Elaborating further on what may be called the ‘injustice’ inherent 
in a disproportionate punishment, James contended that 
“proportionality is rooted in retribution and questions whether an 
offender has received a ‘just deserts’ for an offence vis-à-vis the 
offenders moral culpability and harm inflicted on the individual or 
society.19 On the basis of the forgoing, it is argued that as a core 
component of just desert, the effects of crime control and 
rehabilitation are immaterial to the application of the principle of 
proportionality. As such, ‘equal treatment of the equally deserving 
and proportionate treatment of the unequally deserving is clearly 
an immediate requirement of justice.’  
 
The linkages between Bruce and Kumm’s ‘just desert’ 
understanding of the principle of proportionality was reemphasized 
by Poole when he contended that in order to render punishment 
compatible with justice, the principle further demands that 
‘punishment for crime ought to be graduated and proportionate to 
the offence.20 Elucidating further on the ingredients of 
proportionality and connecting the link between an offence, the 
degree of blameworthiness and the degree of punishment deserved, 
Burgh noted that:  

 
“…it is not enough that we restrict punishment to 
the deserving, but we must, in addition, restrict the 
degree of punishment to the degree that is deserved. 

                                                            
18 Kumm, M. (2004) ‘Constitutional Rights as Principles: On the Structure and 
Domain of Constitutional Justice’ 2 International Journal of Constitutional law, 
574 – 596. 
19 James, M (1984) ‘Eight Amendment Proportionality Analysis: The Limits of 
Moral Inquiry’, 26 Arizona Law Rev.  
20 Poole, T. (2010) ‘Proportionality in Perspective Law Society Economy’, LSE 
Law, Society and Economy Working Papers No. 16/2010 
<http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/32900/1/WPS2010-16_Poole.pdf> accessed 4 May 201, 
pg. 5. 
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The idea is that, in committing an offence, we do 
not think of the offender as deserving unlimited 
punishment; rather we think of him as deserving a 
degree of punishment that is proportional to the 
gravity of the offence he committed… Justice, in 
other words, not only requires a principle of desert, 
but also requires a principle of proportionality 
between the gravity of the offence and the 
punishment deserved”.21 

 
As a penal alleviative measure, proportionality is predicated on the 
three prong consideration of offence, blameworthiness and 
punishment. The three prong mathematical proposition of 
proportionality is (P equals O minus B) where ‘P’ is punishment, 
‘O’ is offence and ‘B’ is blameworthiness) Based on the (P equals 
O minus B) formula, proportionality ensures that punishment must 
take into consideration the offence and the blameworthiness of the 
offender. Several leading writers on proportionality tacitly or 
vehemently endorse this formula. One of the vehement proponents 
of this proportionality calculus is Hirsch. He contends that the 
principle of proportionality is an indispensible tool in sentencing 
and ‘concerns how much punishment one deserves’22. Arguing that 
punishment not only attempts to express blame and repay the 
offender, Hirsch opines that the fundamental element of 
proportional punishment is that it should be ‘commensurate to the 
degree of blameworthiness of the conduct’ where blameworthiness 
in this sense connotes the harmfulness of the conduct and the 
degree of culpability of the offender.  
 
Proportionality in Judicial Sentencing 
In relation to this article and for the purpose of extracting and 
situating the role of proportionality in juvenile justice in Nigeria, 

                                                            
21 Burgh, R. (1982) ‘Do the Guilty Deserve Punishment?’ Journal of Philosophy 
79. 
22 Ashworth, A and Hirsch, A (1994) ‘Desert and the Three Rs’, 5 Current 
Issues Crim. Just. 9. 
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an examination of the principle in sentencing is pertinent. Noting 
that there is a stack draught of literature that examined 
proportionality in the context of judicial sentencing in Nigeria, 
reliance in this analysis will be placed on foreign literatures. The 
principle of proportionality in judicial sentencing is applied by 
jurists in evaluating the extent to which legislations or other 
government actions intrude on the paramount individual rights of 
citizens. In the realm of sentencing and according to Kirchengast, 
the principle of proportionality gained grounds in the 70s with the 
paradigm shift from harsh sentences to the consideration of other 
normative ideals such as the circumstances of the offence and 
offender.23  
 
Similarly, Morris opines that the principle of proportionality by 
allowing for the interplay of extra judicial considerations in 
judicial sentencing is a system through which criminal law seeks to 
maximize offenders and victims aggregate satisfaction.24  On the 
same line of thought, Fox added that the principle permits the court 
at the sentencing stage to reckon with the peculiar disadvantage 
and circumstances of the offender as an excusing and mitigating 
factor.25 Summarizing the importance of the principle in 
sentencing, Hirsch and Ashworth agreed that the principle is the 
central doctrine of sentencing which directs the courts in their 
efforts to balance competing interests. The principle ensures that 
the final sentence is commensurate with the totality of the 
subjective and objective circumstances of the offence.26 
                                                            
23Kirchengast, T. (2009) ‘Proportionality in Sentencing and the Restorative 
Justice Paradigm: “Just Deserts” for victims and Defendants Alike’, University 
of New South Wales Faculty of Law Research Series, Paper 15 
http://law.bepress.com/unswwps/flrps09/art15 accessed May 2011. 
24Morris, H. (1981) ‘A Paternalistic Theory of Punishment’, 18 Am Phil. Q. pg. 
263 (advocating that punishment carry a communicate component which 
‘convey[s] to the wrong doer …that the deprivation is imposed because of 
wrongdoing.  
25 Fox, R. (1999) ‘When Justice Sheds a Tear: The Place of Mercy in 
Sentencing’, Moash University Law Review Vol  25 No 1. 
26 Hirsch, A. and Ashworth, A. (2005) ‘Proportionate Sentencing: Exploring 
Principles’, (5th edn, chapter 3). 
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It should be noted that the application of the principle involves the 
interpretation and calibration of the offence and the offender. It is 
on this basis that Mullender argued that the effects of 
proportionality in sentencing is that the potential and likely penalty 
due to a particular crime would ordinarily be less than the sentence 
handed down based on an extensive empirical analysis of the 
objective facts personal to the offender.27  Other writers such as 
Mackenzie, Wyles and Thomas support the view that in 
sentencing, the court resolves the proportionality question by 
making a threshold balancing of the crime committed28 the 
sentence imposed, and weighs whether the punishment was cruel 
and usual under the ‘evolving standards of decency’.29  
 
Further light on the role of proportionality in sentencing was 
ignited by Gunn when he argued that in some instances, the 
principle is equated to a rule of restraint that can consistently 
integrate the norm of fairness in articulating judicial remedies and 
sanctions that ‘fit the legal harm’.30 Conceding that the principle 
sets the lower and upper ceiling of punishment and limits 
excessively lenient as well as overly severe response, Mackenzie 
argues that the principle does not prescribe the ‘exact matching of 
crime and punishment’ but however delimits the parameters 
outside which a punishment may be deemed unjustified.31   
 
The principle of proportionality is distinguishable from judicial 
discretion of mercy, which Fox describes as ‘an act of grace and a 
                                                            
27Mullender, M. (2000) ‘Theorizing the Third Way: Qualified Consequentialism, 
the Proportionality Principle, and the New Social Democracy,’Journal of Law 
and Society Vol. 27. 
28Mackenzie, ‘G. (2002) ‘Achieving Consistency in Sentencing: Moving to Best 
Practice’ 22 University of Queensland Law Journal.  
29Wyles, P. (2009) ‘Building a Human Rights Youth Justice System, Youth 
Justice Australia’  Vol 28 Number 3.  
30Gunn, J, (2005) ‘Deconstructing Proportionality in Limitations Analysis’, 19 
Emory International Law Review, 465, (describing the increasing importance of 
proportionality in international jurisprudence. 
31 Mackenzie, G. (2002) ‘Achieving Consistency in Sentencing: Moving to Best 
Practice’ 22 University of Queensland Law Journal 74. 
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gift’ subject to an unconstrained discretional sentiment and devoid 
of principled application.32 Akin to the principle of proportionality, 
mercy aids the determination of the weight to be ascribed to a 
mitigating factor, and gives impetus to certain consideration not 
visibly captured by the criminal law and procedural rules. Unlike 
judicial mercy, the application of the principle of proportionality in 
criminal law in general and juvenile justice in particular is guided 
by procedural rules. In contrasting the role of proportionality and 
mercy in criminal sentencing in general and juvenile justice in 
particular, judicial mercy has been recognized as a mitigating 
factor that has been allowed for in satisfying the principle of 
proportionality.  
 
Irrespective of the wide chasm of argument for and against 
proportionality as a tool in judicial sentencing and coupled with the 
fact that the principle is capable of been widely applied in multiple 
areas of law, for the purpose of this article, proportionality will be 
interpreted and situated within the context of human rights in the 
administration of juvenile justice. As a working definition, the 
principle will be defined as a legal framework that enjoins and 
assists juvenile courts in the fair and equitable disposition of 
juveniles in conflict with the law. As one of the bedrock of 
fundamental juvenile justice, proportionality obliges the courts to 
consciously juxtapose the nuanced circumstances of the juvenile 
offender against the offence.33  
 
Theories of Proportionality  
Like other legal doctrines, the principle of proportionality 
according to Tonry is constructed on some theories all of which 
aim at glossing punishment policies and practices.34 Two of such 
classical theories, which are very relevant to the subject of juvenile 
                                                            
32 Fox, R. (1999) ‘When Justice Sheds a Tear: The Place of Mercy in 
Sentencing’, Moash University Law Review Vol  25 No. 
33 Ashworth, A. (2005) Sentencing and Criminal Justice, 4th edn Cambridge 
University 14 -149. 
34 Tonry, M (2005) ‘Obsolescence and Immanence in Penal Theory and Policy’, 
Columbia Law Review, Vol. 105 
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justice and which are under consideration in this chapter are the 
consequentialist and deontological theories of proportionality. In 
the consideration of the theories of proportionality in this 
subchapter, the choice to narrow down to just the consequentialist 
and deontological theories is deliberate. It is in appreciation of the 
unique roles played by these two theories in the discus of 
proportionality, particularly in the context of common law legal 
systems and most especially in the domain of juvenile justice. The 
primacy of the consequentialist and deontological theories of 
proportionality accords with the view held by Hirsch to the effect 
that consequentialist and deontological theories are two main 
sentencing theories with divergent appreciation and application of 
proportionality as a notion of justice.35 While accentuating the 
primacy of these two theories, he argued that the consequentialist 
theory is applied through utilitarian rationale and the deontological 
theory is applied through ‘just desert’ or retribution rationale.  
 
Regardless of the fact that both the consequentialist and 
deontological theories are mutually reinforcing and present a twin 
perspective on the retention of punishment, they do however have 
striking and inherent differences that relate to their irreconcilably 
posture on the necessity and justification of punishment. Ironically, 
there is apparently no identifiable literature in Nigeria that 
discusses juvenile justice in Nigeria either in its consequentialist or 
deontological shape. While focusing on the consequentialist and 
deontological theories, efforts will be made to highlight a new 
paradigm and hybrid in the theory of proportionality apparently not 
also examined in Nigeria. It will be contended that the hybrid 
version of the theory of proportionality accords more with the 
philosophy of juvenile justice in Nigeria and to that extent, this 
article will ultimately situate the application of the theory of 
proportionality in the juvenile justice in Nigeria within the hybrid 
version of consequentialist and deontological theories. 
 
                                                            
35 Hirsch, A (1991) ‘Proportionality in the Philosophy of Punishment: From 
“Why Punish?” to “How Much?’ 25 Isr. L. Rev. 
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Consequentialist Theory of Proportionality: Utilitarianism 
Consequentialist theory of proportionality is in other words called 
utilitarian proportionality. According to Thomas, consequentialist 
proportionality supports the proposition that punishment can only 
be justified and rationalized to the extent that the imposition of 
punishment will secure benefit to the society at large and that such 
a benefit must outweigh the harm imposed on and suffered by the 
wrongdoer.36 As a deterrent focused theory that is more concerned 
with ‘crime preventive benefits of punishment;’ consequentialist 
proportionality derives from the ‘spontaneous human tendency to 
retaliate against aggression’ but however justifies such retaliation 
on the propensity of benefits accruable to the society and as a 
mechanism for crime prevention and control.   
 
Consequentialist theory of proportionality as a forward looking 
theory of punishment justifies social measures based on the extent 
to which it promotes aggregate satisfaction. Describing the 
consequentialist theory as merely an application of the utilitarian 
theory of morality to the specific issue of punishment, Bagaric 
corroborates the proposition of Bentham to the effect that 
punishment is justified because the good consequence it produces 
to the society outweighs the counterpart bad consequences it 
inflicts on the society as well.37 He argues that consequentialist 
theory of punishment is forward looking to the extent that the 
commission of a criminal act does not on its own justify 
punishment; rather, punishment is warranted and inevitable if some 
net good to the society is derivable from it.  
 
Providing further understanding to the consequentialist 
proportionality, Dolinko describes the theory as a forward looking 
theory that justifies the imposition of punishment in so far as its 
beneficial effects to the society at large outweighs the harm it 
produces on the individual offender. In other words, the “benefits 

                                                            
36 Thomas, T. (2007) ‘Proportionality and the Supreme Court’s Jurisprudence of 
Remedies’, Hasting Law Journal, Vol. 59.  
37Ibid. (n 5). 
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of punishment” must include the prospect of preventing future 
crime and strong focus on the reduction in crime for the safety and 
protection of the public.38  Corroborating the futuristic lens of 
consequentialist proportionality and the fact that moral 
blameworthiness of the offender on its own does not justify the 
imposition of punishment, Smith contends that punishment 
imposed on an offender is only justifiable if it is imposed 
specifically with the sole aim and as a mechanism of averting 
future social harm to the society at large.39  
 
The consequentialist theory of aggregate satisfaction as a measure 
of punishment as propounded by Bentham was later reformulated 
by subjecting punishment to ‘cost benefit analysis’ which is 
predicated on the notion that punishment must maximally balance 
its beneficial and detrimental consequences between the offender, 
the victim and the society at large.40 As such, consequentialist 
proportionality supports the thesis that the state is only justified to 
impose punishment on an offender only if the said punishment can 
secure benefits for the society as a whole. According to Thomas, 
the punitive goals of deterrence and mere incapacitation are not 
enough to impose punishment on an offender. Rather, punishment 
must be based on the delicate balancing of the benefits of the 
positive and negative consequences of punishment.41  
 
Unlike the deontological theory, proportionality in the 
consequentialist sense seldom focuses retrospectively on the nature 
of the offence as a determinant of the quantum of punishment, but 
rather on prospective and future oriented matters such as 
deterrence; rehabilitation, etc. Consequentialist theory does not cap 
                                                            
38 Dolinko, D. (1991) ‘Some Thoughts about Retributivism’, 101, ETHICS 537. 
39 Smith, S. (2004) ‘Proportionality and Federalization’, Virginia Law Review, 
Public Law and legal Theories Working Paper Series Paper 13 Vol. 91, No. 4 
<http://bpress.com/uvalwps/uva_publiclaw/art11> accessed February 2011. 
40 Corlett, A.  (2009) ‘Responsibility and Punishment’, Springer Library of 
Ethics and Applied Philosophy, 3rd edn. 
41 Thomas, T. (2007) ‘Proportionality and the Supreme Court’s Jurisprudence of 
Remedies Hasting’, Law Journal, Vol. 59. 
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the degree of punishment that can potentially be imposed on an 
offender. Since the harm and benefit equilibrium is the sole 
determinant of the quantum of punishment for any crime, the 
balancing of the harm and benefit is done by calibrating and 
juxtaposing the harm imposed on the wrongdoer against the 
benefits secured by the society at large.42 Although Farrell, Gilbert, 
Sullivan and Scalia examined proportionality from the lens of the 
Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution, their finding 
is relevant to the contextual understanding of consequentialist 
proportionality in this article. They maintained that the concern of 
consequentialist proportionality is the achievement of a just 
outcome and the maximization of some measure of aggregate 
social benefit through punishment.43  
 
Unlike deontological proportionality, a just punishment under the 
consequentialist platform is one that maximizes the costs of crime 
and ensures that the criminal conduct must be so atrocious that 
societies’ interest in deterring the offender wholly outweighs any 
other consideration. Similarly, Dirk van Zyl Smit rationalized the 
consequentialist’s theory on the grounds that punishment is 
desirable on the sole basis that its imposition must generate 
beneficial consequences to the society over and above the harm it 
inflicts on the offender.44 
 
Consequentialist theory of proportionality in its original form of 
‘aggregate satisfaction’ and its revised version of ‘cost benefit 
analysis’ according to Hirsch, ‘does not aid the determination of 
the quantum of punishment and potentially visits offenders with 
more or less implicit censure than prescribed and deserved by the 

                                                            
42 Burns, J and Hart, A. (1970) ‘Jeremy Bentham: An Introduction to the 
Principles of Morals and Legislation’, (ed) (Chapter XIV 1970). 
43 Farrell, I., Gilbert I. & others (2009) ‘Philosophy, Proportionality and the 
Eighth Amendment’, From the Selected Works of Ian P Farrell 
http://works.bepress.com/ian_farrell/1 accessed January 2011. 
44 Smit, D. (2006) ‘Life Imprisonment: Recent Issues in National and 
International Law’, International Journal of Law and Psychiatry, 29. 
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reprehensibleness of their conducts.’45 The position that the 
revised cost benefits analysis reformulation of consequentialist 
proportionality of punishment still portends an affront to justice 
and capable of supporting disproportionate punishment is to hereby 
concede to.46  
 
In further criticizing the forward looking and anticipated behavior 
of consequentialitst proportionality, which predicates the quantum 
of punishment not only on the gravity of the criminal conduct, but 
more on the prospects of the offender reoffending, Hirsch holds 
that consequentialist theory produces outcome that are not 
proportionate. Similarly, in negating the philosophy of 
consequentialist proportionality, Hirsch argues that while the 
consequentialist notion of punishment may achieve some 
preventive gains, however, the fact that the effect of punishment is 
to censure and condemn makes it apparent that in other to ensure 
that offenders do not receive more that the adequate punishment 
commensurate to their offence, such a condemnation that is 
inflicted through punishment should be reflective of the 
blameworthiness of the conduct.47 
 
On the basis of the foregoing, it is pertinent to contend that the 
‘preventive efficacy of consequentialist proportionality is an 
ineffective tool for measuring and apportioning the quantum of 
punishment. The disapproval of consequentialist proportionality as 
an ineffective tool for determining the degree of punishment is also 
conceded to by Hirsch to the effect that preventive efficacy of 
punishment should not be the sole basis for the institution of 
punishment and the fundamental determinant of the quantum of 
punishment to be imposed. Since the severity of a sanction 
expresses the stringency of condemnation or blame, thus punitive 
                                                            
45 Braithwaite, J. and Pettit, P (1990) Not Just Deserts: A Republican Theory of 
Criminal Justice (Oxford University Press). 
46 Hirsch, A. (1992) ‘Proportionality in the Philosophy of Punishment’, 16 
Crime and Just. 55.  
47 Hirsch, A (1981) ‘Utilitarian Sentencing Resuscitated; The American Bar 
Association’s Second Report On Criminal Justice’, 33 Rutgers L. Rev. 
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‘sanctions should be proportionate in severity to the degree of 
blameworthiness of the conduct’. According to Hirsch, 
consequentialist application of proportionality produces 
disproportionate results because it juxtaposes the preventive gains 
of punishment against the pains it inflicts on the human person. 
Although not entirely irreconcilable with blameworthiness of 
offence and offender, consequentialist proportionality attempts to 
insulate blame from the degree of sentence.48  
 
On the grounds of foregoing analysis and pursuant to the contrary 
reasons adduced above, the consequentialist proportionality is not 
the most suitable sentencing rationale in the context of juvenile 
justice. While being averse to the deontological theory of 
proportionality which is retributive in nature, the consequentialist 
theory will not be made the thrust of this article because it is 
inconsistent with the notion of ‘justice’ for juvenile offender 
because it seldom caps the limit to punishment in general and 
juvenile in particular, thereby accommodating various 
disproportionate degrees of punishments in so far as the ‘benefit 
outweighs the cost and provided it achieves a future goal of crime 
prevention or deterrence.’ 
 
Deontological Theory of Proportionality: Retributivism  
Deontological theory of proportionality otherwise known as 
retributive proportionality or “just desert” underlines the fact that 
persons who willfully choose to commit morally blameworthy acts 
deserve punishment. As a corollary, deontological proportionality 
which is akin to the proposition that punishment should ‘fit the 
crime’ advocate for penal rationale that is humane and not in 
excess of what is necessitated by the crime committed.49 From the 
deontological perspective, although punishment is acceptable, it is 
however unjust if such punishment does not serve the desired end 
                                                            
48 Hirsch, A and Ashworth, A. (1992) ‘Not Just Deserts: A Response to 
Braithwaite and Pettit’, Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, Vol 12, No1. 
49 Fontaine, R. (2008) ‘Social Information Processing, Subtypes of Violence and 
a Progressive Construction of Culpability and Punishment in Juvenile Justice’, 
International Journal of Law and Psychiatry, 31. 
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or is unnecessary for the attainment of its goals.  Corroborating this 
view, Fontaine contends that a punishment is unjust if its impact is 
greater than what is required to achieve the desired punitive goal.   
 
Contributing to the debate on the theories of proportionality, 
Pinncoffs argues that the deontological theory is generally based 
on the premise that “the return of suffering for moral evil 
voluntarily done is itself just or morally good’.50 In his view, the 
deontological theory is a necessary corollary of the principle of 
desert and as such the ‘moral wrongdoing determines who should 
be punished and the degree of wrongdoing determines the amount 
of that punishment’. Consequently, it is hereby adduced that 
punishment which is a coefficient of the moral gravity of the 
offense and the harm caused must fit the seriousness of the 
offence. Holding similar view, Tonry writes that the deontological 
proportionality is particularly concerned with the moral 
appropriateness of individual punishment in relation to offender’s 
culpability and aimed at the achievement of ‘just’ outcome in 
individual cases as ends in themselves.51 Tonry argues further that 
‘Just’ punishment in the context of deontological proportionality 
takes into consideration and ‘appropriately’ balances two elements 
in contest, to wit: the offender and the offence.  
 
In the same line of thought, Braithwaite and Pettit argue that the 
deontological proportionality is encapsulated in ‘penal desert’ and 
opines that ‘penalties should be scaled to reflect the 
blameworthiness of offences’.52 Emphasizing on the strong 
interconnectedness between “blameworthiness” and “penalty”, 
Hirsch argues that as a basic requirement of fairness, the desert 
rationale of deontological proportionality accords sentencing its 
most dominant role. Its double barreled effect is that “equally 
                                                            
50 Pincoffs, B. (1991) ‘Philosophy of Law: A Brief Introduction’, (Wadsworth 
Pub. Co, 73).  
51 Tonry, M (2005) ‘Obsolescence and Immanence in Penal Theory and Policy’, 
Columbia Law Review, Vol. 105. 
52 Braithwaite, J. and Pettit, P (1990) Not Just Deserts: A Republican Theory of 
Criminal Justice (Oxford University Press). 
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blameworthy conduct be punished equally and that penalties be 
ranked in severity to reflect the relative seriousness of criminal 
behavior”.53 In another of his work, Hirsch contends that 
deontological theory is a tool for scaling punishments and any 
deviation from matching the severity of penalties with the gravity 
of the offense must be adequately justified.54 Supporting this view, 
Braithwaite and Pettit notes that if a sentence connotes blame, it 
should be scaled in accordance with the level of ‘blameworthiness’ 
of the conduct in issue and thus graduated proportionately to 
justify the gravity of the criminal conduct.55 
 
Distinguishing the deontological proportionality from other future 
oriented sentencing theories, Hirsch’s view to the effect that “the 
gravity of past conduct and not the likelihood of future behavior” 
should be the preeminent basis of punishment is hereby strongly 
endorsed. In the context of juvenile justice, the appropriate 
sentencing framework must reflect deontological considerations.  
While responding to the criticism of imprecision leveled against 
deontological proportionality, Hirsch blanketed all judgments as 
approximate and imprecise, noting that the while the ‘law works 
with standard templates it however allows limited deviations for 
the ever evolving unusual situations’.56  
 
Writing on deontological proportionality in the philosophy of 
punishment, Hirsch also noted and it is hereby conceded to that 
approximate deontological judgments are much preferred to other 
sentencing theories in terms of achieving fairness. This is because 
judges as legal and not social science experts are in a better 
position to evaluate crime seriousness than they are to gauge 

                                                            
53 Hirsh, A (1984) ‘Commensurability and Crime Prevention: Evaluating Formal 
Sentencing Structures and their Rationale’, The Journal of criminal law and 
Criminology Vol 74 No. 1. 
54 Hirsch, A. (2001) ‘Proportionate Sentences for Juveniles: How Different than 
for Adults?’ Punishment and Society, 3: 221-236. 
55 Ibid (n 52). 
56 Hirsch, A. (1990) ‘Why have proportionate sentences: A reply to Professor 
Gabor’ 32 Canadian J. Criminology.  
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offender’s dangerousness and treatment potentials and needs. 
Expatiating further on this, Wood argues that since the 
deontological measures are by their very nature necessarily harsh 
and unpleasant to the recipients, consequently, such intrusive 
measures are solely needed for their backward looking retributivist 
and not the forward focused reformative purpose.57  
 
Supporting that deontological proportionality advocates fair and 
equal ‘pay back’ for the blame to the offender’s conduct, it is 
hereby argued that for punishment to be justifiable, its severity 
must connote and convey the amount of blame directly in 
consonance with the alleged misconduct. Unlike any other theory 
of proportionality, the key question in arriving at a fair punishment 
from a deontological sense is “how much to punish convicted 
offenders for the crimes committed and not crimes foreseen to be 
committed.”  
 
Another gap also exists in Hirsch argument on the desirability of 
whether deontological proportionality for juveniles should be 
given principal emphasis in the determination of sanctions for 
juveniles. He summarized the distinguishing factors in 
deontological proportionality sentencing between adult and 
juvenile offenders to be the “normative expectations and lack of 
cognitive skills and capacity for moral reasoning of juveniles”.58  
As against the views of Hirsch, the ideal argument for reduced 
punishment of juvenile offenders ought to be hinged on the 
“juveniles lesser degree of culpability exemplified in their lesser 
capacity to appreciate the harmful effects of criminal action”; “the 
punitive bite of juvenile penalty and the special tolerance for 
juvenile age as time for ‘testing’ and ‘experimentation’ fraught 
with mistakes”. It is on this basis that it is argued that severe 
punishment for juvenile offenders overstate blame because its 
responds to them with culpability far beyond what is proportionate. 

                                                            
57 Wood, D. (2002) ‘Retribution, Crime Reduction and Justification of 
Punishment’, Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, Vol 22  No 2. 
58 Ibid. (n 56). 
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Other erudite scholars bring additional perspectives to the debate 
of deontological proportionality. According to Feld, because the 
idea of deserved punishment emphasizes the culpability and 
blameworthiness, the criminal law confronts in a special way the 
case of those who are criminally responsible and yet manifestly 
impaired, mentally ill or developmentally different from competent 
adult offenders.59 He further noted that as several areas of law  
recognize that young people are less competent decision makers 
and require greater protection than adults because of their 
immaturity, the developmental limitation that impinge on the 
culpability of mentally retarded defendants applies to juvenile 
offenders as well. Feld concluded that considerations that diminish 
the culpability of mentally ill offenders such as “susceptibility to 
peer influences”, “propensity to act impulsively without due 
regards to consequences” and “immaturity of judgment” equally 
affect the criminal responsibility of juvenile offenders. In 
supporting this dictum, a United States Supreme Court Justices 
held that:  
 

“[L]ess culpability should attach to a crime 
committed by a juvenile than to a comparable crime 
committed by an adult… Inexperience, less 
education, and less intelligence make the teenager 
less able to evaluate the consequences of his or her 
conduct while at the same time he or she is much 
more apt to be motivated by mere emotion or peer 
pressure that an adult. The reasons why juveniles 
are not trusted with the privileges and 
responsibilities of an adult also explain why their 
irresponsible conduct is not as morally 
reprehensible as that of an adult.”60  

 

                                                            
59 Feld, B. (2003) ‘Competence, Culpability, And Punishment: Implications of 
Atkins For Executing And Sentencing Adolescents’, Hofstra Law Review Vol 
32 No 1. 
60 Thompson v Oklahoma, 487 U.S. at 835 
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This position is corroborated by Feld’s argument to the effect that 
notwithstanding the fact that juveniles are capable of inflicting 
blameworthy harm by their conduct, their actions connotes and 
carries less culpability than that of adults. The logic behind this 
argument is that if the law acts paternalistically to impose 
contractual disabilities on young person vis-à-vis adults because of 
the young person’s inexperience and immaturity, it will amount to 
inconsistency if the law treats the culpability of adults and young 
offenders equally. Noting that that young persons are not seized 
with the ‘rational – cognitive capacity nor the self control and 
volitional capacity equivalent to adults, it is inappropriate to hold 
them equally accountable and responsible for their conducts like 
adults.’ 
 
Ristroph equally added some perspectives to deontological 
proportionality in juvenile justice. Although his conception of 
proportionality was adduced in the specific context of the 
constitutionality of the State of California’s 3 strikes out policy, it 
is however relevant to an understanding of proportionality in 
juvenile justice. According to him, proportionality in context of 
juvenile justice presupposes that all sentences are ameliorable to 
the extent that punishment which would normally be regarded as 
commensurate to the gravity of an offence may be alleviated in 
consequence of the factors personal to the offender’s 
circumstances. In other words, factors personal to the offender’s 
circumstance in respect of juvenile justice are the age, immaturity 
and blameworthiness of the juvenile offender. These serve to 
mitigate the harshness of retributive justice, provides a blueprint 
for an effective, fair and humane approach towards juvenile 
justice, bearing in mind the balancing act involved vis-à-vis the 
offender and the offence. 
 
Juvenile Justice: Hybrid of Consequentialist and Deontological 
Proportionality 
In its general application and in its simplistic meaning in the 
context of criminal justice, proportionality presupposes that 
punishment must fit the crime. Applying the generic meaning of 
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proportionality in the particular context of juvenile justice 
administration, the principle is affected by the theoretical and 
conceptual dichotomy between the consequentialist and 
deontological theories of punishment. Although based on a 
different jurisdiction, Woods argument is relevant in the context of 
Nigeria. He argued that that proportionality in juvenile justice 
reflects both the deontological and consequentialist theories 
although it is more closely linked to deontological account of 
punishment.61   
 
A distinguishing feature of both theories is the fact that they 
apportion differing weights to the purpose and goal of punishment. 
While the deontological proportionality in the context of juvenile 
justice demands that the punishment of a juvenile offender must fit 
the moral gravity of the offence committed and the 
blameworthiness of the offence, consequentialist proportionality 
demands that for a juvenile punishment to be proportionate, it must 
take into consideration and balance the beneficial consequences 
that flow to the society at large from punishing a juvenile offender 
against the harm inflicted on the juvenile. 
 
Whether in the deontological or consequentialist theories, 
proportionally in the context of juvenile justice is inclined towards 
drawing the boundaries of what an adequate punishment is for a 
juvenile offender. Under the African human rights framework, 
Malley noted that it is obvious that in juvenile proceedings, even 
when the law is tempered by equity, substantive justice can 
apparently suffer miscarriage for the juvenile offender through 
procedural and structural variables.62 As such, the principle of 
proportionality is a key modality in averting and mitigating the 
harshness and potentially the ‘unintended consequences’ of 
substantive and procedural laws applicable to juvenile 

                                                            
61 Wood, D. ‘Retribution, Crime Reduction and Justification of Punishment’, 
Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, Vol 22  No 2. 
62 O’Malley, T. (2003) ‘Sentencing Values and Sentencing Structure’, Judicial 
Studies Institute Journal, Vol. 3. 
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delinquency. The principle also connotes an element of fairness 
which is the substratum of justice in general and juvenile justice in 
particular.  
 
Consequentialist and deontological theoretical strains of 
proportionality are manifest in juvenile justice in Nigeria, 
particularly through a holistic reading and interpretation of Section 
215 of the 2003 Child’s Rights Act. As such and on the basis of the 
Act, the two theories have mutually rubbed off on each other with 
the result that in Nigeria, consequentialism has blended into 
deontological theoretical underpinning of punishment for juvenile 
offenders. The forward looking disposition of consequentialist 
proportionality and the backward looking nature of deontological 
proportionality combine to make both appropriate and essential 
ingredients of effective and efficient juvenile justice administration 
in Nigeria. So for purposes of this article, proportionality in the 
context of juvenile justice in Nigeria will be situated within tine 
parameters of the intersection of deontological and 
consequentialist proportionality. 
 
Despite the foregoing visible tread of hybrid consequentialist and 
deontological proportionality in juvenile justice in Nigeria, it is 
however contended that proportionality in the context of juvenile 
justice in Nigeria is more inclined to deontology than it is to 
consequentialism. On the basis of the foregoing and for the 
purpose of this article, a working definition of deontological 
proportionality in the context of juvenile justice is inevitable. 
Deontological proportionality is hereby defined as the theory 
applicable in juvenile justice that advocates and ensures that the 
quantum of punishment meted to a juvenile offender must 
necessarily correlate with the degree of harm caused by the offence 
vis-à-vis the degree of blameworthiness of the juvenile. In other 
words, for a juvenile punishment to be considered to be 
commensurate to an offence, the penalty imposed on the offender 
must be in consonance with the totality of the offending conduct 
and the reprehensiveness of the juvenile. 
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Normative Framework of Proportionality in Juvenile Justice 
The principle of proportionality is a key feature and central plank 
of juvenile justice jurisprudence. Like other legal principles, 
Farrell, Gilbert, Sullivan and Scalia contend that the principle is 
based on a normative framework articulated through several 
international and regional human right norms and child specific 
instruments.63 The principle of proportionality in the context of 
juvenile justice is situated at the intersection of consequentialist 
and deontological theories, although with a stronger inclination to 
deontological conception of proportionality. This is apparently so 
because human rights provisions are by their very nature 
deontological. In the context of human rights in the administration 
of juvenile justice, the principle was introduced as a basis of 
ensuring fairness in the treatment of children in conflict with the 
law.  
 
International Norms 
The principle was adopted by the international community in the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child.64 Article 40(4) enjoins state 
parties to: 
  

“Treat every child alleged as, accused of, or 
recognized as having infringed the penal law in a 
manner appropriate to the well-being of the child 
and proportionate both to their circumstances and 
the offence”.  

 
The fact that the Convention enjoined state parties to treat every 
child in an “appropriate” and “proportionate” manner having 
regard to the offence and well being of the child lends credence to 
the primacy of the principle in juvenile justice administration. It 
further accentuates the deontological inclination of juvenile justice 

                                                            
63 Farrell, I., Gilbert I. & others (2009) ‘Philosophy, Proportionality and the 
Eighth Amendment’, From the Selected Works of Ian P Farrell 
http://works.bepress.com/ian_farrell/1 accessed January 2011. 
64 Convention on the Rights of the Child, article 40(4). 

http://works.bepress.com/ian_farrell/1
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under the CRC. Furthermore, the underlying normative strength of 
Article 40(4) of the CRC according to Balmer is the phrase 
‘manner appropriate to the well-being of the child and 
proportionate both to their circumstances and the offence’. This 
normative framework enjoins consideration by the court of 
circumstantial issues including the culpability and 
blameworthiness of the juvenile offender, the immediate 
environment of the juvenile offender, his or her mental state, the 
nature of the injury to the victim, and ultimately the quantum of 
the punishment to be imposed.  
 
Furthermore and in confirmation of the deontological inclination 
also of the United Nations Minimum Rules for the Administration 
of Justice, Commentary 5.1 refers to the ‘principle of 
proportionality’ as one of the most important objectives of juvenile 
justice. The Rule considers the principle as an instrument for 
curbing punitive sanctions, mostly expressed in terms of just 
deserts in relation to the gravity of the offense. The Commentary 
went further to elaborate further on the deontological inclination of 
the Rule to the effect that:  
 

“The response to young offenders should be based on the 
consideration not only of the gravity of the offence but also 
of personal circumstances. The individual circumstances of 
the offender (for example social status, family situation, the 
harm caused by the offence or other factors affecting 
personal circumstances) should influence the 
proportionality of the reactions (for example by having 
regard to the offender's endeavour to indemnify the victim 
or to her or his willingness to turn to wholesome and useful 
life)”65. 

 
By the same token and acknowledging that there is an apparent 
possibility that certain reactions aimed at ensuring the welfare of 
young offender may go beyond necessity and therefore infringe 
                                                            
65 Commentary to Rule 5.1 
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upon the fundamental rights of young offenders, judicial reaction is 
enjoined to accommodate the tripartite of the offender, the offence 
and the victim. Rules 6 (1) provides that:  
 

“In view of the varying special needs of juvenile as well as 
the variety of measures available, appropriate scope for 
discretion shall be allowed at all stages of proceedings and 
at different levels of juvenile justice administration, 
including, investigation, prosecution, adjudication and 
follow-up dispositions.”66 

 
The United Nations Minimum Rules for the Administration of 
Justice combines several important, fair and human features of 
juvenile justice administration to allow the exercise of 
discretionary powers and by extension proportionate balancing at 
all stages of judicial processing. This is to enable those who are 
seized with decision making to take the necessary actions deemed 
to be most appropriate in each individual case. Also, pursuant to 
Rule 16 and to provide deontological guidance to a competent 
authority in the exercise of these discretionary powers, the courts 
are:  
 

“Enjoined prior to sentencing and in a bid to ensure proper 
adjudication of the case, to inquire into the background and 
circumstances in which the juvenile is living or the 
conditions under which the offence has been committed”.67   

 
On the other hand, the hybrid of deontology and consequential 
proportionality which in practice is the hall mark of juvenile justice 
could be deciphered from Rule 17 of the United Nations Minimum 
Rules for the Administration of Justice. Under that Rule and in all 
cases of adjudication and disposition, the competent authority shall 
ensure that the reaction taken shall always be in tandem not only 

                                                            
66 United Nations Minimum Rules for the Administration of Justice, 
Commentary to Rule 6.1 
67 United Nations Minimum Rules for the Administration of Justice, Rule 16. 
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with the circumstances and the gravity of the offence, but also with 
the circumstances and the needs of the juvenile as well as to the 
needs of the society.68  
 
Regional and National Norms 
Like the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the articulation of 
the principle in respect of the African Charter on the Rights and 
Welfare of the Child although couched differently and with an 
implied mention of proportionality is also deontological in nature. 
To affirm the deontological root of the African Charter on the 
Rights and Welfare of the Child, Article 17(1) enjoined state 
parties to treat every child having infringed the penal law in a 
special manner consistent with and focused on the child’s sense of 
dignity and worth. While proportionality is expressly mentioned in 
Article 40(4) of the CRC, the reverse is the case with respect to all 
the articles of the Charter and particularly in the section relating to 
the administration of juvenile justice where the principle was also 
not mentioned. Article 17(1) states that:  
 

“Every child accused or found guilty of having 
infringed the penal law shall have the right to 
special treatment in a manner consistent with the 
child’s sense of dignity and worth and which 
reinforces the child’s respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms of others”. 

 
Although the African Charter did not specifically mention the 
principle of proportionality in Article 17(1) and other provisions 
relating to juvenile justice, the principle  in the African juvenile 
justice normative framework can be deduced from the phrase ‘the 
right to special treatment in a manner consistent with the child’s 
sense of dignity and worth’ The “treatment in a special manner 
consistent with the child’s sense of dignity and worth” envisaged 
under Article 17(1) of the Charter presupposes the application of 
several principles most especially the principle of proportionality. 
                                                            
68 Ibid. (Rule 17). 
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Furthermore, the ‘special manner consistent with and focused on 
the child’s sense of dignity and worth’ is hereby considered an 
elastic and African centric phrase for proportionality.  
 
It may be that the age long and unwritten African traditional 
belief and practice of mitigated response to childhood misdeed on 
the basis of their emotional immaturity and development of the 
child may have accounted for the reason why the drafter of the 
Charter did not see the need to expressly use the term 
‘proportionality’ in the Charter. It is argued that the non inclusion 
of the principle in the Charter is by no means an indictment of the 
relevance of the principle in the African juvenile justice 
framework. Compared with the Convention, despite the fact that 
the principle is not expressly couched, it is none the less not an 
indictment of the relevance of the principle in the regional 
juvenile justice jurisprudence. In Africa, proportionality plays a 
pivotal role in the adjudication of rights of children in conflict 
with the law and the need and importance of the principle in 
delinquency adjudication cannon be overstated69. 
 
While it has been argued by one school of thought that the 
articulation of the principle under the African Charter on the 
Rights and Welfare of the Child may not be adjudged perfectly 
adequate, the same cannot be said of the United Nations 
Minimum Rules for the Administration of Justice. The 
deontological slant of the United Nations Minimum Rules for the 
Administration of Justice can potentially be extracted from Rule 
5 and its Commentary. In essence and as a mechanism for 
ensuring proportionality, Rule 5 calls for no less or more than fair 
reaction in any given cases of juvenile delinquency and crime. It 
provides that:  
 

                                                            
69 Krug, P. (2002) ‘Prosecutorial Discretion and Its Limits’, The American 
Journal of Comparative Law, Vol. 50, Supplement: American Law in the Time 
of Global Independence: U.S National Reports to the 16th International Congress 
of Comparative Law pg. 643-664. 
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“The juvenile justice shall emphasize the well-being of the 
juvenile and shall ensure that any reaction to juvenile 
offenders shall always be in proportion to the 
circumstances of both the offender and offence”.70  

 
In the context of the Child Rights Act enacted in 2003 by the 
Nigerian National Assembly, Section 215 of the Act mainstreamed 
the principle of proportionality in child juvenile system in Nigeria. 
The Act clearly adopted the principle of proportionality prescribed 
in international human right instruments thus:  
 

“The reaction taken is always in proportion not only to the 
circumstances and the gravity of the offence but also to the 
circumstances and needs of the child and the needs of the 
society”. 

Therefore and based on the above provision,  the treatment of 
juvenile in conflict with the law must be proportionate to the age, 
needs and circumstances of the child, the gravity of the offence and 
the needs and circumstances of the society.  

Normative Analysis 
While the proportionality principle under the foregoing 
international, regional and national instruments may have taken 
account of the ‘child’s individual levels of responsibility and 
impulsivity’, the finding is that what is crosscutting in these norms 
is their inclination to deontology. This conclusion is based on the 
premise that the forgoing instruments impose an obligation on the 
courts or other bodies to evaluate and analyze the idiosyncratic 
characteristics of every juvenile offender. Through the 
consideration of the extraneous characteristics and circumstances 
of the juvenile offender, juvenile sanction in Nigeria should view 

                                                            
70 United Nations Minimum Rules for the Administration of Justice, Rule 5.1. 
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desert as necessary but not sufficient to justify punishment that is 
without recourse to the blameworthiness of the juvenile offender.71 
 
It may be noted that the normative framework of proportionality in 
general and juvenile justice in particular have been criticized on so 
many fronts. Some of the strongest criticisms relate to the fact that 
the relevant articles of the regional and international instruments 
that enunciated the principle, including the 2003 Child’s Rights 
Act may not have provided clear-cut criteria for construing and 
constructing how to apply the principle as a mechanism for 
balancing the ‘offence’ and ‘offender’ elements in delinquency 
adjudication. They argue that this apparent and potential ‘uncertain 
application’ of the principle ought to be construed as a gap in the 
normative foundation of proportionality.  
 
Conceding that the proportionality provisions in these instruments, 
particularly the 2003 Child’s Rights Act may have provided 
simplistic guidance in mainstreaming the prevailing circumstances 
of the juvenile offender; and how his or her personal circumstances 
may be brought to weigh on the courts delinquency findings, it is 
however pertinent to emphasize that the principle is not just a 
sentencing guideline, but rather a guiding theory which 
presupposes an element of the rule of law. In this sense, for the 
finding of delinquency in Nigeria to be in accordance with the law, 
the said sanction or punishment is expected not to exceed the 
maximum or jurisdictional limits prescribed by enabling law 
having regards to the totality of the juvenile offenders’ 
circumstances and the prerequisite need for his or her 
rehabilitation. It is on these bases that this article postulates that the 
content of the proportionality provisions in the 2003 Child’s Act 
need not necessarily be so detailed to numerically enumerate the 
essential ingredients and stiff parameters within which the 
principle should be applied by courts of law. The language and 

                                                            
71 Fontaine, R. (2008) ‘Social Information Processing, Subtypes of Violence, 
and a Progressive Construction of Culpability and Punishment in Juvenile 
Justice’ International Journal of Law and Psychiatry, 31. 
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purport of the Act is such that the normative strength of the 
principle of proportionality which is equated to the ‘balance’ or 
‘equilibrium’72 enjoins the courts in delinquency proceedings to 
vehemently consider any and all mitigating factors that may 
potentially reduce the subjective culpability of the delinquent, 
bearing in mind the degree of rationality with which the offence 
was committed.  
 
Defining proportionality as the limitation on the scope and 
quantum of penal options available to a court in delinquency 
proceedings, it is concluded on the strength and result of the 
critical analysis of the forgoing human rights instruments and 
Nigerian Child’s Rights Act that the normative framework of 
proportionality in juvenile justice is more deontological than 
consequentialist. The centrality of deontological normative 
framework of the principle of proportionality in juvenile justice is 
further buttressed by the fact that juvenile justice is within the 
human rights framework and human rights by their very nature are 
inherently deontological. 
 
Conclusion  
The findings so far support the postulation that the principle of 
proportionality is a mitigating factor in juvenile justice 
internationally and in Nigeria. Anchored on the age and immaturity 
of the juvenile offender, it shapes the fairness of the juvenile 
justice system and its response to juvenile delinquency by 
imposing punishment that is proportionate to the blameworthiness 
of the juvenile offender. Fundamentally, the assumption of juvenile 
justice is that young offenders are not morally blameworthy or 
accountable for their faults because of their reduced mental 
development. Moral blameworthiness in the case of juvenile 
justice and as a two dimensional concept determines both who can 

                                                            
72 Frase, R. (2005) ‘’Excessive Prison Sentences, Punishment Goals, and the 
Eights Amendment, “Proportionailty” Relative to What?’’  89 Minn. L. Rev. 
571. 
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be adjudged delinquent and what nature of rehabilitative programs 
to be imposed.  
 
The fair blameworthiness of juvenile offenders in Nigeria should 
not be measured only by the amount of harm caused by the 
juvenile offender or the impact of his or her offence on the victim 
or society, but on his or her mitigated culpability. In the finding of 
blameworthiness of the juvenile offender, the fundamental issue 
confronting the court should be to determine to what extent and in 
what ways the immaturity of the juvenile offender could be taken 
into consideration in determining the appropriate and mitigated 
punishment. The court’s tool at arriving at the appropriate 
blameworthiness and the amount of punishment desired by the 
juvenile offender is found in the principle of proportionality.  
 
As a pillar of human rights in the administration of juvenile justice, 
the principle directs that punishment meted to a juvenile offender 
should be proportionate not only to the penal sanction and the 
amount of harm caused to the victim and society at large, but also 
to the culpability and blameworthiness of the offender. Noting the 
justification for retribution in justice generally and juvenile justice 
in particular, the contemporary argument is to the effect that strict 
sense retribution of juvenile offenders is no longer a fashionable 
policy and apparently disconnected with the reality of civilized 
world.  
 
It is on this basis that the benefits of the hybrid application of both 
the deontological and consequentialist theories compensate for any 
perceived or real inadequacies of each of these theories when they 
stand alone. Relying on real life practice, the principle of 
proportionality in the context of juvenile justice globally is a 
central principle that combines the deontological and 
consequentialist theories into the integration and balancing of 
extrinsic and intrinsic values. With Nigerian not being an 
exception, the principle both in its deontological form and in the 
hybrid mixture of deontological and consequentialist elements are 
applied to assist juvenile courts in binding together and 
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aggregating incidental and ancillary values towards the 
determination of the adequate level of restriction and constraints to 
be imposed on juvenile offenders. 
 
On the strength of Section 215 of the 2003 Child’s Rights Act, it is 
therefore contended that in the supervening interest of justice, 
juvenile offenders in Nigeria should not be held to the same 
evaluative standards by which adult culpability and punishment are 
judged, but rather should receive proportionately less punishment 
than adults for the same crimes because they are disproportionately 
immature in their neurological, psychological, and social 
functioning. 
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Introduction 
One of the central ideals in the Constitution of any country is an 
aspiration to an open democracy. For the realization of an open 
democracy, people should be empowered to participate in 
government and the government should be required to account to 
them for its decisions. In order to participate meaningfully in 
government and in order to hold government to account, the right 
of access to information is a central factor. The apartheid era was 
characterized by secrecy which prevented the public from gaining 
access to information held by government institutions. This led to 
abuse of power, human rights violations and corruption. In the new 
constitutional democracy, there is a constitutional commitment to 
openness and transparency in government. South Africa has the 
oldest and until recently, the broadest regime of access to 
information in Africa.1 Section 32 of the Constitution of 1996 
states:  
 

“Everyone has the right of access to (a) any information 
held by the state, and (b) any information that is held by 
another person and that is required for the exercise or 
protection of any rights; (2) National legislation must be 
enacted to give effect to this right, and may provide for 
reasonable measures to alleviate the administrative and 
financial burden on the state”.  

                                                            
∗ LLB, LLM (UCT), PhD Candidate (Wits), Researcher, Supreme Court of 
Appeal, South Africa. 
1The new Kenyan Constitution and other progressive FOI laws across the 
African continent are more recent developments which have drawn from the 
South African experience. 
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Section 32 offers a robust formulation of the protection of the right 
of access to information, with everyone enjoying access to 
government held information subject to the exceptions provided in 
the Promotion of Access to Information Act (PAIA) 2000, the 
legislation established in terms of s 32 as well as information held 
by another person, so long as such information is necessary for the 
exercise or protection of a right. As a result, aside from the 
participation in government and holding government to account, 
PAIA can also be used to exercise and protect socio economic 
rights in the South African Constitution which includes the right to 
adequate housing, healthcare services, sufficient food, water and 
social security and the right to basic education. Despite its 
potential, usage of the South African Act has been limited over the 
last twelve years. There are various factors responsible for this 
dismal record and these are discussed in this paper as ‘access to 
justice’ problems.  
 
The notion of access to justice has been defined as the right of 
every individual to require the state to provide a means of dispute 
resolution that is equally accessible and socially just.2 This 
definition goes to substance and form and requires not only 
affordable procedures but also the administration of the law based 
on social justice principles that takes into account the social, 
cultural and economic disadvantage of litigants.3 This definition 
has been used to argue that the concept of access to justice includes 
the right of access to courts (including tribunals) and the right to a 
fair hearing before a court.4 The Constitutional Court of South 
Africa has developed the notion of what it terms ‘open justice’ and 
it did so in the context of transparency and access to court 
proceedings. In Independent Newspapers (Pty) Ltd v Minister for 

                                                            
2Cappelletti M. and Garth R. (1978) ‘Access to Justice: The Worldwide 
Movement to Make Rights Effective’, A General Report,  in Mauro Cappelletti 
and Robert Garth (eds) ‘Access to Justice: A World Survey; Vol 1 Milan, Dott. 
A Guiffre Editore at 6. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Budlender G. (2004) ‘Access to Courts’, 2 SALJ at 340. 
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Intelligence Services5, the dismissal of the Head of Intelligence 
Services by the President was being challenged on constitutional 
grounds. Some of the documents that were being used in this case 
had been classified. The documents had been previously made 
available to the public but later withdrawn from the public domain. 
The majority judgment in the case referred to the constitutional 
rights of freedom of expression, access to information, access to 
courts, and the right to a public trial as embodying the right to open 
justice. The court found on the notion of open justice that the right 
to access court proceedings existed but stated that this right could 
be legitimately limited in some instances, in this case, on grounds 
of national security. 
 
Applying the notion of access to justice as understood above to the 
issue this paper seeks to discuss, the right of access to information, 
it is imperative to look at the architecture of the PAIA in terms of 
the procedure, the obligations of the supplier of information in 
meeting the exercise of the right, and the challenges that may 
constrain the demand for information by the public.  
 
The first section provides an overview of PAIA and the challenges 
faced in the exercise of the right that PAIA seeks to govern, 
measures introduced to improve the usage and to what extent they 
have been effective. The second section looks at how the courts 
have developed the access to information regime in the context of 
access to justice. This will be followed by an analysis of the trend 
of the usage of the law, and lastly, a discussion of the role and 
challenges facing the South African Human Rights Commission 
(SAHRC), the body tasked with the responsibility to ensure 
compliance with the Act. The objective of this paper is to discuss 
ways of  addressing the problem of access to justice and to 
consider whether there should be an alternative to the judicial 

                                                            
5 Independent Newspapers (Pty) Ltd v Minister for Intelligence Services 
(Freedom of Expression Institute as Amicus Curiae) In re: Masetlha v President 
of the Republic of South Africa and Another (2008) 5 SA 31 (CC).  
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enforcement model of resolving disputes relating to access to 
information outside the forum of the courts. 
 
PAIA: Overview & Challenges of Implementation 
PAIA applies to records of a public or private body which means 
any recorded information regardless of form or medium, in the 
possession or under the control of a public or private body and 
whether or not it was created by that public or private body.6 The 
Act does not impose any obligations on public or private bodies to 
create or retain records.  
 
Public and private bodies in terms of the Act must have both an 
information and deputy information officer, an information manual 
containing the prescribed procedure for accessing information, 
voluntary disclosure mechanisms for automatically available 
information, a system for internal appeals as well as a system for 
reporting to the Human Rights Commission, the body tasked with 
ensuring compliance with the Act.7 Anyone can ask for records 
from a public body for any reason and anyone including the 
government can ask for records from a private body but the record 
must be needed for the exercise or protection of a right.8 For 
private bodies, the requester must also go through the same process 
applicable to public bodies but must however specify why the 
record is needed.  
 
The mandatory exempted information which must not be given in 
terms of PAIA includes private information about someone else, 
certain records of the revenue service, commercial information 
about someone, information that was given in confidence to 
government by a foreign state, police dockets in bail proceedings, 
privileged legal records and information about someone else’s 
research.9 Other information which are exempted but are deemed 

                                                            
6 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000 (PAIA, the Act). 
7 Ibid. 
8 S. 32 of the 1996 Constitution. 
9 Ibid. Part 2, Chapter 4. 
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non-mandatory exemptions in terms of the Act are information 
about defence, security and international relations, information on 
law enforcement and legal proceedings, information about 
commercial and financial interests of public bodies, research 
information about public bodies and information about operations 
of public bodies.10 Many of the exemptions must be balanced 
against a public-interest test that require disclosure if the 
information shows a serious contravention or failure to comply 
with the law or an imminent and serious public safety or 
environmental risk.11 
 
If a government department refuses to give access to a record, 
there is first an internal appeal process.12 After this, the requester 
can take the matter to court. If a private body or any other public 
body refuses a request, the requester can take the matter straight to 
court.13 South Africa’s law is laden with bureaucratic hurdles that 
must be crossed for the effective realization of access to 
information from both the demand side (the public) and the supply 
side (the public body). All these affect the right of access to justice 
of the public. The problem of access to justice in South Africa 
however must be explored in the historical context of the country 
and other relevant factors such as the procedure and costs of 
accessing the justice system. The next section discusses these 
factors and possible measures for addressing these problems.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
10 Ibid. 
11 S. 46 of PAIA. 
12 Ibid. Part 4 Chapter 1. 
13 Ibid. Part 4 Chapter 2. 
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Challenges of Implementation 
The proposition has been made that the right of access to 
information should be a process that is managed in its social 
circumstances 14 which in the South African case would include 
the ability of public entities to comply with their obligations in 
terms of PAIA, the ability of the public to make the demand given 
their social and economic circumstances. The annual reports of the 
South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC), the body 
tasked with ensuring PAIA compliance by both public and private 
bodies, shows that compliance levels have never reached the 50 
percent mark in the last 10 years with an equally low level of 
awareness and usage of the Act by the public.15As far as the supply 
of information from the side of the government is concerned, the 
level of internal administrative readiness such as weak or non-
existent institutional policies on accessing information by the 
public, poor records management and the lack of compliance with 
other legislative requirements all affect the levels of compliance by 
government institutions. The SAHRC cannot enforce compliance 
with these obligations in the absence of provisions penalising non-
compliance in PAIA.16  
  
On the demand side of information by the public, the exercise of 
the right of access to information by the general public is 
constrained by a lack of awareness of the existence of the right as 
well as poor knowledge of its usefulness and relevance in realizing 
other tangible socio-economic rights. 17 This is an unfortunate 
                                                            
14 Kearney & Stapleton (1998), quoted by C. Darch and P. G. Underwood in 
‘Freedom of information legislation, state compliance and the discourse of 
knowledge: The South African experience’, The International Information & 
Library Review (2005) 37 at 78. 
15 While the author worked for ODAC, a national department in South Africa 
responded to a request for access to information exactly a year later indicating 
they were still in the process of implementing PAIA procedures, hence, the 
request could not be granted. 
16 Kisoon C. (2010), ‘Ten years of Access to Information: Some Challenges of 
Implementation’, Commissioned Paper by the Open Democracy Advice Centre 
(ODAC) for the Open Democracy Charter Process. 
17 Ibid. 
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situation as access to information is a means of realizing socio-
economic rights and not merely a luxury right that is of no value to 
ordinary people.18 
 
The statutory requirement that allows a public body to deal with an 
information request over a period of 60 days also waters down the 
attractiveness in using this right for the exercise and protection of 
other rights.19 This 60 day period applies before the 
commencement of an inevitable prolonged dispute in court where 
there has been an appeal against an adverse decision. In Stefaans 
Brummer v Minister of Social Development20 the journalist who 
made an initial application for access to information in 2009 is still 
in court challenging the refusal of access to documents. This goes 
to the heart of the principle of justice delayed is justice denied. 
 
As previously argued in an earlier work, the most important barrier 
to exercising the right of access to information is the enforcement 
model in South Africa which is judicial based. Enforcement 
powers rest with the courts and given the harsh economic realities 
not only in South Africa but generally across the continent, an 
infringement of the right of access to information will most likely 
go unchallenged by requesters of information because while the 
doors of the courts remain open for recourse, high legal fees and 
long-time delays bar entry to the courts.21  
 
Recognising the challenges that requesters of access to information 
are confronted with which includes the expertise needed to 
overcome government bureaucracy in accessing information, the 
financial resources needed to litigate access to information disputes 
and the lacunae of knowledge on the subject, an NGO in South 
                                                            
18 Ibid. 
19 Section 25 & 26 of PAIA. 
20 2009 (6) SA 323 (CC). 
21 Adeleke F., ‘Domestication of the Right of Access to Information: Retrospect 
and Prospects’, Paper delivered at the African Network of Constitutional 
Lawyers (ANCL) Conference on the Internationalisation of Constitutional 
Rights, Feb2-4 2011, Rabat Morocco. 
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Africa in partnership with a University Law Clinic came up with 
the idea of using clinical legal education to address the socio-
economic needs of communities.22 Using law students as legal 
consultants, community members were consulted about their 
various socio-economic problems with the aim of using the right of 
access to information to initiate the first step towards the 
realization of the rights of these community members. In one case, 
over 200 families were assisted in seeking information from 
government about the realization of their right of access to housing 
and in another community; the activities of the clinic assisted over 
500 persons. Using law clinics to assist communities exercise 
PAIA rights is a significant way of addressing access to justice 
problems since the law clinic offers its expertise free of charge to 
communities that would otherwise not have the resources or the 
knowledge to utilize FOI in realizing socio-economic rights. The 
replication of this model if successfully implemented not only in 
South Africa but other African states could radically change the 
nature of social justice as we know it and grant greater access to 
courts for ordinary citizens. 
 
The next section evaluates the impact of court decisions on the 
exercise of the right of access to justice in the context of FOI 
disputes.  
 
Elaborating the PAIA procedural regime through the courts 
In Stefaans Brummer v Minister of Social Development23, the 
Constitutional Court ruled on s. 78(2) of PAIA which allowed an 
applicant only 30 days to institute proceedings before a court 
should such applicant wish to challenge an adverse decision that 
refused the release of the information sought. The applicant in this 
case argued that s. 78(2) limited the right of access to court and the 
amicus curiae in this case; NGOs and the SAHRC affirmed this 

                                                            
22 The Open Democracy Advice Centre executed an initiative of the Open 
Society Initiative by partnering with the University of the Western Cape Law 
Clinic to develop a ‘FOI Law Clinic’. 
23 (2009) 6 SA 323 (CC). 
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argument. A unanimous court held that ‘delays in litigation hamper 
the interests of justice.’24 According to the court: 
 

“Whether a time bar provision is consistent with the 
right of access to court depends upon the 
availability of the opportunity to exercise the right 
to judicial redress. To pass constitutional muster, a 
time bar provision must afford a potential litigant an 
adequate and fair opportunity to seek judicial 
redress for a wrong allegedly committed. It must 
allow sufficient or adequate time between the cause 
of action coming to the knowledge of the claimant 
and the time during which litigation may be 
launched…Both NGO and individual requestors 
have a critical role to play in ensuring that our 
democratic government is accountable, responsive 
and open. Indeed, the Constitution contemplates a 
public administration that is accountable and 
requires that “[t]ransparency must be fostered by 
providing the public with timely, accessible and 
accurate information” Thus the public and the 
NGOs must be encouraged and not obstructed in 
carrying out their civic duties.”25 
 

The court subsequently found that s. 78(2) did not afford litigants 
‘an adequate and fair opportunity to seek judicial redress’ hence it 
limited not only the right of access to court but also the right of 
access to information guaranteed in the Constitution.26 Here, it is 
important to note the direct link made by the highest court on the 
importance of access to justice and how the violation of procedural 
rights is equally a violation of substantive rights. 
 

                                                            
24 Para. 64. 
25 Para. 51 and 55. 
26 Para. 56 and 57. 
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In Sumbana v Head, Department of Public Works, Limpopo 
Province27, a High Court considered the constitutionality of the 
internal appeal requirements of PAIA in respect of a public body. 
The Court dismissed challenges to constitutionality of the internal 
appeal mechanisms in PAIA. The court in dismissing the 
application held that the Act envisaged an approach to the court 
only after the exhaustion of the internal appeal procedure which 
was mandatory.28 The court dismissed the application of the 
applicants because they had launched the application without going 
through the internal appeal procedure in terms of PAIA for access 
to the documents.  
 
In Garden Cities Inc v City of Cape Town and Another29, the city 
manager of the respondent in terms of the Municipal Systems Act 
ruled that according to the credit control and debt collection policy 
of the city, the applicant was due to pay up certain accounts in 
respect of properties owned by the applicant. The applicant 
requested the respondent to make available to it, documents used 
in the appeal process on the basis of which the City Manager made 
his determination in respect of rates, electricity, water and 
sewerage accounts in respect of each property identified in the 
request for information. This information was refused because the 
records could not be accessed and on application to the court, the 
High Court determined that the failure of internal system on the 
part of a municipality receiving a request for access was an invalid 
ground for refusal of access to record in terms of PAIA.30  The 
Court held that there is a duty on organs of state, in adopting 
systems and measure that are meant to facilitate service delivery, 
not to adopt measures that are likely to compromise the citizens’ 
rights of access to information.31 
 

                                                            
27 2009 (3) SA 64 (V). 
28 Para. 21. 
29 2009 (6) SA 33 (WCC). 
30 Para. 25. 
31 Para. 24. 
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While PAIA can be lauded as a ground breaking piece of 
legislation in South Africa given the unique objectives that the Act 
aims to fulfil, users of the Act have criticised aspects of the law for 
its procedural deficiencies. The Brummer judgment cures the 
problem of stringent timelines in reviewing a decision in terms of 
PAIA in the courts but an attempt to declare the internal appeal 
procedure when requesting information from public bodies was not 
so successful in the Sumbana case. The internal appeal mechanism 
is only applicable to public bodies and not private bodies as a 
requester of information from a private body can approach the 
court directly for relief after receiving a decision on the request for 
information. Most users of PAIA feel that decisions by the original 
officer dealing with the request for information are often upheld in 
an internal appeal because in most instances, the original decision 
maker often consults with his/her superior officer before a request 
is dealt with. Hence, the argument goes that the internal appeal 
procedure serves no use in practice other than to prolong the 
requesting process. This is however not the default position in all 
internal appeal rulings but importantly highlights the frustration 
most users of PAIA experience when dealing with public bodies. 
The Garden Cities case discussed above is case in point where the 
failure of the internal systems of a public body led to the denial of 
access to information reinforcing the important linkage between 
access to justice considerations and the exercise and protection of 
other rights. The next section below looks at three cases where the 
court in looking at substantive provisions that restrict access to 
information through statutory grounds of exemptions, gave 
restrictive interpretations of the exemptions in favour of access to 
information and through that, championed access to justice claims 
of FOI users. 
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Dealing with the exemptions to access information in PAIA 
In Minister for Provincial & Local Government v Unrecognised 
Traditional Leaders, Limpopo Province, Sekhukhuneland32 the 
Supreme Court of Appeal determined that the provisions in PAIA 
limiting access to information should be construed in the light of 
the Constitution. The Premier of the then Northern (now Limpopo) 
Province established the Ralushai Commission to investigate 
disputes relating to irregularities and malpractices in the 
appointment of certain traditional leaders in that province. The 
Commission was also required to make recommendations on how 
such disputes could be resolved. It presented its interim report to 
the Premier in 1997 and that report was made public. It later 
presented its final report which was not made public. The Premier 
referred the final report to the Minister for Provincial and Local 
Government who intended to use it in developing a national policy 
on traditional leadership. The ‘Unrecognised Traditional Leaders 
of the Limpopo Province’ was formed by 46 traditional leaders 
who were not recognised by the government. The association 
requested and was allowed access to the interim report of the 
Ralushai Commission. It was however refused access to the final 
report. The information officer in the Department of Provincial and 
Local Government informed the association that access was denied 
in terms of s 44(1) PAIA which empowers such officers, in 
appropriate circumstances, to refuse access to information held by 
the State for the purpose of formulating policy. The association of 
traditional leaders successfully applied in the Pretoria High Court 
for an order directing the Minister to allow it access to the report. 
The proper interpretation of s 44 (1) (a) depends largely on the 
meaning to be ascribed to the phrase ‘obtain for the purpose of 
formulating a policy’ said the court.33 Court found that there are no 
indications in the Act itself, either textual or purposive, which 
point in one direction or the other.34 The court held however that 
the genesis of the legislation was the Constitution and the Act must 

                                                            
32( 2005) 2 SA 110 (SCA). 
33 Ibid.  para. 15. 
34 Ibid. 
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be interpreted with due regard to its terms and spirit.35 It subjected 
s 44 to the limitations analysis of s 36 of the constitution which 
provides that a constitutional right can only be limited on a 
reasonable and justifiable basis.36 In so doing, the court arrived at a 
restrictive interpretation to s 44.  The Court held that on a proper 
interpretation of s 44(1) (a), the relevant document, a report held 
by the particular office not for the purpose of formulating policy, 
needed to be disclosed.  
 
In Public Service Accountability Monitor & Another v Director-
General, Office of the Premier, Eastern Cape Provincial 
Government37, the applicants brought an application in terms of 
PAIA seeking an order to compel the respondents to provide the 
applicants with a copy of the full, unabridged, 2006 Rapid 
Assessment Survey (“RAS”) of approximately 12, 200 households 
into the Eastern Cape residents’ perception of government 
performance and service delivery as compiled by the University of 
Fort Hare Institute for Socio Economic Research.  The Court held 
that PAIA was enacted to be able to give expression to s 32 of the 
constitution and s 44 relied on by the respondents curtails that right 
hence it ought to be restrictively interpreted.38  The Court further 
held that it would also be preferred to avoid curtailment of access 
to information for reasons such as an alleged inhibited debate and 
an alleged reasonable expectation of frustrating a deliberative 
process, when such reasons are not supported by evidence.39 
According to the court, the provisions of s 44 may not to be 
invoked for purposes of convenience, or because full disclosure 
would attract criticism, cause embarrassment or because it is 
believed that a sanitized version of the report in question would 
better serve the interests of all concerned.40 The High Court 
subsequently ordered full disclosure.  
                                                            
35 Para.16. 
36 Ibid. 
37 (Case No. 6407/07) (Eastern Cape High Court, 29 May 2008). 
38 Ibid. para 22. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Para. 24. 
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In Transnet Ltd and Another v SA Metal Machinery Co (Pty) Ltd41, 
Transnet invited tenders for a two year contract for the removal of 
galley waste from ships in Table Bay Harbour. Tenderers included 
Inter Waste, a Johannesburg company, and a previous successful 
tenderer, SA Metal Machinery, a company based in Cape Town. 
This time Inter Waste won the contract. Subsequently, SA Metal, 
relying on PAIA, asked Transnet to disclose the monetary rate 
which Inter Waste was charging for each item of the contract work. 
Transnet refused disclosure. SA Metal then successfully applied to 
the Cape High Court for an order granting access to the 
information. Transnet appealed to the Supreme Court of Appeal. 
Upholding the Cape High Court decision, the SCA held that 
Transnet’s reliance on Inter waste’s claim to privacy and 
confidentiality was erroneous. Transnet had argued that s 36 and 
37 of PAIA applied which protected the commercial and other 
confidential information of a third party and other confidential 
information of a third party. The court held in determining the 
wording of s 36 that what was intended was something between a 
probability and a possibility but concluded that the legislature 
intended that those consequences should be probable looking at the 
linguistic intention of the provision as well as the context.42 
Further, the Court held that disclosure could not be expected to 
cause Inter Waste commercial harm nor would it breach a 
confidentiality clause to which tenders had been subject.43  The 
Court also held that parties could not subvert the purposes of PAIA 
by relying on confidentiality clauses.44 Once the contract was 
awarded, Inter Waste’s tender price and its composition could not 
be protected by the confidentiality clause.45  
 
Despite the criticisms levelled against the judicial enforcement 
model due to the many daunting challenges such as high legal fees, 

                                                            
41 (2006) 6 SA 285 (SCA). 
42 Para. 39 and 41. 
43 Para. 55. 
44 Para. 56. 
45 Para. 55. 
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time barriers and procedural hurdles, the courts in South Africa, 
when accessible, seem to favour accessing information rather than 
restricting access.  In fact, the three cases discussed above show a 
restrictive interpretive approach taken by the courts when it comes 
to the exemptions to granting access to information in terms of 
PAIA.  The courts acknowledge that PAIA serves to give effect to 
the constitutional right of access to information in a broad sense 
and not to curtail the right.  The courts have taken a ‘big brother’ 
approach where public bodies have failed to give access. Section 
46 of PAIA provides for information that is exempted from 
disclosure to be nevertheless disclosed if such disclosure is in the 
public interest and the disclosure of the information outweighs the 
contemplated harm.  This provision has been observed in the 
breach by public bodies that rely heavily on the exemptions and 
seldom see a justifiable need to grant access.  Restriction of access 
to information seems to be the default position of public bodies; 
otherwise some of the cases cited above would not have proceeded 
to litigation.  In Centre for Social Accountability v Secretary of 
Parliament46, the meaning of the words 'the unreasonable 
disclosure of personal information' as used in s 34(1) of PAIA was 
the subject of dispute before the court. The case dealt with whether 
information regarding the abuse of the parliamentary travel 
voucher system was exempt from disclosure when this information 
was bought by Parliament from one of the travel agencies 
implicated in the scam. Parliament refused to disclose the 
information requested which included a copy of the debtor's book 
reflecting the claims purchased by Parliament and the identity of 
the respective debtors on the ground that it constituted protected 
personal information as intended in s 34 of PAIA.47 The court held 
that the right to disclosure of information held by pubic bodies was 
generally limited by the right to privacy but to rely on this ground, 
the court held that it would have to be shown that the information 
sought to be disclosed fell within the legal and constitutional realm 
of privacy, the individual concerned must establish a subjective 

                                                            
46 2011 (5) SA 279 (ECG). 
47 Para. 36. 
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expectation that the information would be protected and this 
expectation was objectively reasonable in societal terms.48  The 
Court held that while the details of the personal lives of members 
of Parliament were protected, information relating to their official 
activities was not, and claims in respect of travel vouchers issued 
to them in their official capacities clearly fell into the category of 
official activities.49  The Court further held that the conduct in 
question was in any event of such a nature that it warranted 
disclosure in the public interest as intended in s 46 of PAIA. The 
court stated that although s 46 was written in restrictive language, 
it had to be read as requiring disclosure where it was shown that it 
would, on a balance of probabilities, reveal evidence of a 
substantial contravention of the law50. The court accordingly 
ordered the respondents to furnish the applicant with the required 
information. 
 
PAIA also provides for the voluntary disclosure of information by 
public bodies. The bizarre decision by the public bodies to refuse 
access to the final report in the unrecognised traditional leaders 
case as well as the unabridged report in the public service 
accountability monitor case show that this statutory requirement 
has also been observed in the breach. The conduct by public bodies 
not to disclose information in the public interest or comply with 
voluntary disclosure mechanisms gives added weight to the 
argument that a body separate from the courts should have 
enforcement powers to order compliance with the Act to achieve 
the objectives of openness and transparency.  Although the courts 
have ultimately been progressive in their interpretation of 
transparency and access to information, reliance on the judicial 
process is constrained by long delays and high legal costs and a 
more timely resolution of FOI disputes through an affordable 
means would be more ideal.  
 

                                                            
48 Paras. 72, 76 and 81. 
49 Para. 80. 
50 Para. 90. 
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In fairness, it must be noted that the Constitutional Court has been 
responsive on the issue of high legal costs. In the case of Trustees, 
Biowatch Trust v Registrar: Genetic Resources & Others51, after a 
number of unsuccessful requests for information from 
governmental authorities responsible for monitoring the 
development of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs), 
Biowatch, a public interest non-governmental organisation (NGO) 
launched an application in the North Gauteng High Court for an 
order requiring the furnishing of the information.  The High Court 
granted eight out of eleven requests.  The Court held that the non-
disclosure constituted an infringement of Biowatch’s 
constitutionally protected right of access to information but granted 
costs against Biowatch.52  The Constitutional Court, in dealing 
with the costs issue, held that it was clear that the High Court had 
misdirected itself in not giving appropriate attention to the fact that 
this was a constitutional matter in which Biowatch was seeking to 
exercise constitutional rights.53 The general rule in constitutional 
litigation is that an unsuccessful litigant in proceedings against the 
State ought not to be ordered to pay costs, unless the application is 
frivolous or vexatious or in any other way manifestly 
inappropriate.54 Despite this laudable approach taken by the 
Constitutional Court however, the reality is that poor individuals 
who are most likely to seek the enforcement of their socio-
economic rights through requests for access to information do not 
have the resources to take on the state when they are denied access 
to documents.  This has led to the trend where most access to 
information disputes that have been heard in the courts of South 
Africa have been brought by NGOs acting in the public interest 
rather than private individuals.  In line with this, the next section 
briefly discusses the use of PAIA as well as the users who have 
generated the robust jurisprudence on access to information in 
South Africa over the past 12 years. 
                                                            
51 (2005) 4 SA 111 (T). 
52 Trustees, Biowatch Trust v Registrar: Genetic Resources, and Others 2005 (4) 
SA 111 (T) para. 66. 
53 Para. 57. 
54 Para. 24. 
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The Major Users of PAIA: Civil Society and the Media 
NGOs in South Africa have been instrumental to the development 
of PAIA through challenges of the law in the courts. Aside from 
offering pro bono legal services as was done in the Brummer case, 
participation as amicus curiae and direct litigation on PAIA as in 
the Biowatch Trust and Public Service Accountability Monitor 
cases are ways in which PAIA provisions have been invoked.  
 
Community groups have however been absent as major users of 
the PAIA.  This is indeed an unfortunate situation because when 
PAIA came into force, information activists within civil society in 
South Africa visited India to learn from its rich experience of using 
law to assist community groups in an attempt to replicate such 
success in South Africa. Unfortunately, such success has been 
minimal in South Africa and the reality is that without a credible 
alternative for rights assertion, public bodies in South Africa may 
relax in the knowledge that refusal of access to information will 
most likely go unchallenged by requesters of information and the 
status quo of secrecy will remain. 
 
Access to information is expected to aid the work of the media as a 
force that holds government accountable, but in practice, PAIA is 
still underutiliszed by the media in South Africa.55 This is 
attributable to the bureaucratic process of accessing information 
prescribed in PAIA and the evasive habit of public bodies which 
frustrates access on the basis of frivolous exemptions. This is 
further complicated by the statutory requirement that allows a 
public body to seek an additional extension of 30 days over and 
above the prescribed 30 day requirement to deal with requests for 
information. News is a perishable commodity and its delayed 
publication, even for a short period, may well deprive it of all its 

                                                            
55 There have been two significant cases initiated by a particular media entity 
however, the Mail & Guardian, in President of the Republic of South Africa v 
Mail & Guardian CCT03/11 and Mail & Guardian v Local Organising 
Committee 09/51422. These cases have significantly contributed to the FOI 
jurisprudence in South Africa. 
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value and interest.56  In this respect, journalists in South Africa 
have not found PAIA media-friendly.  
 
The case of Brummer discussed earlier demonstrates the 
ineffectiveness of using PAIA to access timely information that 
would be of public interest but also positively illustrates the role of 
the media in developing South Africa’s PAIA regime. The 
journalist in the Brummer case is still in court in 2012 seeking to 
access information for a request that was originally lodged in 2008. 
While this case reflects the flaws in relying on the judicial 
enforcement model to promote access to information, through 
challenges of PAIA by the media, successful challenges like in the 
Brummer and Independent Newspapers cases already discussed 
have nevertheless expanded the procedural regime of the court.  
 
Ensuring Compliance with PAIA: The Role of the Human 
Rights Commission  
PAIA creates an elaborate framework for the public to access 
information but does not create a separate information commission 
to oversee the implementation of the system. PAIA rather 
mandates the South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) 
to ensure the effective implementation and operation of the law. It 
requires the SAHRC to take a lead in educating and informing the 
public about the way the PAIA works.57 The SAHRC is further 
required to compile and regularly update a guide on how to use the 
Act and the guide must be published in each official language of 
the Republic.58 It also requires that the SAHRC commission 
monitor the implementation of the Act and submit detailed annual 
reports to the National Assembly on the number of cases lodged in 
terms of the Act, their outcomes and how many decisions were 
appealed internally or to the courts.59 The SAHRC lacks 
enforcement powers in relation to ensuring compliance by public 
                                                            
56 In Sanoma Uitgevers BV v Netherlands 38224/03 European Court of Human 
Rights. 
57 PAIA Part 5. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid. 
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and private bodies in terms of the Act.  The Commission, 
handicapped by the lack of enforcement powers and the absence of 
provisions penalising non-compliance by public bodies cannot 
sanction these bodies when they flout their mandatory obligations.  
This has led to the call for an information commission similar to 
the Indian model. The Protection of Personal Information Bill 
currently before Parliament recommends the establishment of an 
Information Protection Regulator which will have enforcement 
powers over both data protection and access to information. It 
remains to be seen whether this proposal will be carried forward. 
 
Conclusion 
It is the responsibility of relevant and interested stakeholders to 
ensure to the fullest extent possible, that governments comply with 
their obligations in terms of the applicable freedom of information 
laws to deliver on the constitutional promises that will improve the 
lives of their citizens.  This duty can however not exist in isolation.  
People need to be educated about the usefulness of the right of 
access to information in order for them to assert it in a non-violent 
manner for the realization of other rights.  To achieve this, where 
access to information requests are ignored or refused by public 
entities, the requester should be able to approach a dispute forum 
to lodge a grievance and have it addressed in a timely and 
affordable manner.  
 
South African courts have demonstrated a commitment to the task 
of promoting access to justice in the context of FOI where it has 
been called to do so.  However, despite this success, the litigants 
on FOI have largely been the media and civil society organisations 
who can afford the resources to go to court.  There is a long way to 
go, firstly in equipping ordinary citizens with the necessary 
knowledge to use PAIA effectively to exercise and protect other 
socio-economic rights and secondly in providing the opportunity to 
dispute the outcome of decisions that are adverse to an information 
requester who does not have the luxury of time or money for 
litigation. Use of FOI laws will be more attractive if the procedural 
hurdles in accessing information or disputing the outcome of 
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decisions are not onerous. It could be argued that South African 
courts have perhaps been successful in their responsibilities 
because they have greater access to resources than the judiciary in 
other African states. The South African jurisprudence has been 
slowly shaped over the course of 12 years. As new FOI laws are 
passed in other African states, the slow pace in the development of 
FOI laws in the case of South Africa need not be replicated 
elsewhere. An enforcement model separate from the courts for 
access to information disputes should be a standard feature of FOI 
laws. Such a model would take into account the unique African 
context where access to justice through the courts presents a clear 
and present challenge. It is important that the political will of the 
government is kept strong through the work of “information 
champions” who without procedural and bureaucratic constraints, 
will campaign for openness and public participation for the 
realization of a widening spectrum of human rights. 
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A Review of the Nigerian New Legal Aid Act 
                
 

C. K. Nwankwo∗ 
 
 
Introduction 
The poor are disadvantaged in respect of rights in many developing 
States.1 In a democratic society where the governed relinquish a 
portion of their autonomy, the legal system is the guardian against 
abuses by those in positions of power. Citizens agree to limitations 
on their freedom in exchange for peaceful co-existence and they 
expect that when conflicts between citizens arise, there is a place 
that is independent from undue influence, that is trustworthy and 
that has authority over all the parties to solve the disputes 
peacefully. 
 
The courts in any democratic system are a place of refuge.2  The 
fundamental value in every system of justice is that the stability of 
the society depends upon the ability of the people to readily obtain 
access to the courts. This is because the court system is the most 
effective mechanism recognized and accepted by all to peacefully 
resolve disputes. Laws should be applied equally to all persons 
who come before the courts, regardless of wealth, family history 
and social position as well as gender, race, religion, national, 
origin, ancestry and other personal distinctions that are irrelevant 
to the determination of the legal issues before the court.  
 

                                                            
∗ LL.M, Senior Lecturer and formerly the Head of Department, Department of 
Commercial and Industrial Law, Abia State University, Uturu. 
1 Golub S., (2007), ‘The Importance of Legal Aid in Legal Reform: Access to 
Justice in Africa and Beyond Making the Rule of Law a Reality’ Penal Reform 
International and Bluhm Legal Clinic, Chicago, Northwestern School of Law, p. 
xv. 
2 Grey Roberts J., Anita G., (2004), Access to the Courts; Equal Justice for All, 
Ed., Washington DC, U. S. Department of State, p. 6.  
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In the light of the above factors which are crucial reasons for the 
provision of legal aid, it is no longer debatable that the provision of 
legal aid to the poor and indigent is justifiable venture for the 
development of any society. This implies that mechanisms must be 
put in place to ensure the greatest possible access to the law and its 
institutions, to legal services and to full information about the 
nature and content of the rights involved.  
 
In Nigeria, government controlled legal aid scheme is provided for 
in the Legal Aid Act3. This is the main statute on legal aid in 
Nigeria. Other statutes include: 
1.       The Constitution4 
2.       The Criminal Procedure Act5 
3.       The Criminal Procedure Code6 
4.       The Supreme Court Act7 
5.       The Court of Appeal Act8 
6.       The High Court Civil Procedure Rules9 
7. State laws establishing legal aid agencies.10 

                                                            
3  The new Act was signed into law on the 3rd day of June 2011 and repealed the 
Legal Aid Act Cap. L9, Laws of the Federation 2004. It is hereinafter called the 
Act) 
4 Cap C LFN, 2004. See sections 17(2)a-e, 35(2), 36(1) and (6) and 46(4)b(1) 
and (11) which emphasise the need for indigent persons to have access to legal 
aid.  
5 Cap C41, LFN, 2004. Section 352 which provides that where a person is 
accused of a capital offence and is not defended by a legal practitioner, the court 
shall, if practicable, assign a legal practitioner to defend him.    
6 Cap. 30 Laws of Northern Nigeria, 1963. See section 186 which is similar to 
section 352 of the CPA. 
7 2004. Section 28 which empowers the Supreme Court to assign counsel to an 
appellant if it appears desirable in the interest of justice that the appellant should 
have legal aid and that he has not sufficient means to enable him to obtain that 
aid.  
8 (2004) Section 26 which is similar to section 28 of the Supreme Court. 
9Most High Court Rules contain provisions on proceedings in forma pauperis 
which is meant to afford to sue and defend a suit to indigent parties who cannot 
afford to engage the services of a legal practitioner. See Order 47 The High 
Court of Lagos State (Civil procedure) Rules 2004 under which the Chief Judge 
has the power to grant legal aid to an applicant who qualifies under the Order. 
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It is in consideration of the importance of legal aid that on the 10th 
November 1976 the then Military Government promulgated the 
Legal Aid Council of Nigeria Decree11. By the Legal Aid Decree 
(Appointed Day) Order 197712  the Legal Aid Council of Nigeria 
was established. The Decree has been amended and later codified 
into what is now known as the Legal Aid Act.13 The Legal Aid 
(Amendment) Act14 was symbolic in that it expanded the 
jurisdiction of the Council to include damages for breach of 
fundamental rights as guaranteed under Chapter 4 of the 
Constitution. However the Act made restriction on persons entitled 
to legal aid which was fixed at the earning capacity of N5, 000.00 
per month coupled with the limitation on the scope of offences 
covered and the problem of funding amongst others.  The current 
enabling law of the Council is the Legal Aid Act.15  
 
This article is therefore intended to review the provisions of the 
new Legal Aid Act in Nigeria in terms of its summary of contents, 
structure and organization of the Legal Aid Council, scope, 
eligibility, operations and challenges. The article will also offer 
recommendations for reform. 
 
Summary of Contents 
The summary of the contents of the Act is provided in the 
Explanatory Memorandum which states: 
 

“This Act repeals the Legal Aid Act Cap. L9, Laws of the 
Federation of Nigeria, 2004, enact the Legal Aid Act, 2011 

                                                                                                                                     
10Legal Aid Agencies such as the Directorate of Citizens Rights, Office of the 
Public Defender and the Citizens Mediation Centre have been established in 
Lagos State to render legal assistance to indigent persons.  
11 Decree No. 56 of 1976. 
12 (L.N.30 of 1977). 
13  Cap. 205, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1990.  
14  No. 22 of 1994. This was later incorporated into the Legal Aid Act, Cap L9 
LFN 2004 . 
15 See the Legal  Aid Act, 2011. See also Akinlami, N. L., Otteh J, C, (1999-
2007) Legal Aid Reforms. Reforming for Justice. A Review of Justice Sector 
Reforms in Nigeria, (ed.) Lagos, Access to Justice, p.28. 
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in line with international standards, provide for the 
establishment of legal aid and access to justice fund into 
which financial assistance would be made available to the 
Council on behalf of the indigent citizens to prosecute their 
claims in accordance with the Constitution and further to 
empower the existing Legal Aid Council to be .to justice in 
certain matters or proceedings to persons with inadequate 
resources in accordance with the provision of this Act.” 

 
The Act has 25 sections and two schedules. Some of the sections 
are broken into subsections. The First Schedule deals with 
supplementary provisions relating to the Council such as tenure of 
office, proceedings of the Council and Committees, while the 
Second Schedule provides for the proceedings in respect of which 
legal aid may be given.  It is divided into five parts. The 
interpretation section is contained in section 25. Part 1 provides for 
the establishment of the Council. Part 2 provides for the scope of 
legal aid. Part 3 provides for the financial aspects of legal aid. Part 
4 provides for legal practitioners while Part 5 makes provision for 
miscellaneous and supplementary matters. 
 
Structure and Organisation of the Legal Aid Council 
Section 1 of the Act establishes the Legal Aid Council which is 
charged with the responsibility of regulating legal aid in Nigeria. 
The Council is an agency of the federal government. It is a body 
corporate with perpetual succession to offer legal aid in certain 
proceedings provided by the Act. The Council shall comprise of 
the Governing Board which is made up of a Chairman and 
members, the Director-General of the Council and supporting legal 
and other staff.16 The Governing Board is headed by a Chairman 
and representatives from several agencies as members.17  The 
functions of the Governing Board shall include the establishment 
of broad policies and strategic plans of the Council in accordance 

                                                            
16 Section 1(4) a - c. 
17 See Section 2(1). 
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with the provisions of the Act.18  The day to day running of the 
affairs of the Council is the responsibility of the Director General 
who is the Chief Executive Officer.19 The Council is empowered 
to established a zonal office in each of the geo-political zones to be 
headed by a Zonal Officer who shall be a lawyer and responsible 
for the coordination of State offices and their activities.20 There 
shall be established one office in each State of the Federation to be 
headed by an officer who shall be responsible for provision of 
service in the State and reports to the Zonal Officer within the 
jurisdiction of the State.21  
 
Each State office of the Council shall operate three legal service 
units namely: 
 

1. Criminal Defence  
2. Unit.Civil Litigant  
3. Unit.Community  
4. Legal Services Unit 

 
The Council is the only federal institution empowered by law and 
charged with the onerous responsibility of providing legal 
representation to indigent Nigerians whose income when taken 
individually do not exceed the national minimum wage and as 
well, others whose individual incomes are above the minimum 
wage but cannot afford the services of private legal practitioners of 
their own choice.22 
 
Scope of Legal Services and Offences Covered by the Act 
According to section 8(1) of the Act, the grant of legal aid, advice 
and access to justice shall be provided by the Council in three 
broad areas, namely, Criminal Defence Service, Advice and 
Assistance in Civil matters including legal representation in court 
                                                            
18 Section 3. 
19 See Section 4(1). 
20 Section 6(2). 
21 Section 6(4). 
22 See section 10(1) and (2).   
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and Community Legal Services subject to merits and indigence 
tests for the parties. Section 8(5) of the Act provides for the type 
of legal aid to be afforded the applicant which shall consist of:  
 

a) The assistance of a legal practitioner including all such 
assistance as is usually given by a legal practitioner in the 
steps preliminary or incidental to any proceedings. 

b) Representation by a legal practitioner before any court and 
c) Such additional aid including advice in civil causes and 

matters as may be prescribed. 
 
The scope of legal aid available under the Act is provided for in 
section 8(2) which states that under the Criminal Defence Service 
the proceedings in connection with which legal aid may be granted 
shall be in respect of criminal and civil matters specified in the 
second schedule to the Act, access to such advice, assistance and 
representation as the interest of justice requires and no legal aid 
shall be granted in respect of proceedings not specified. The 
second schedule provides for the categories of proceedings in 
respect of which legal aid may be given which are as follows: 
 
A.  Proceedings in a court or tribunal whether at first instance 

or on appeal wholly or partly in respect of crimes of the 
following description or as near to those description as may 
be respectively in any criminal code or penal code that is to 
say 

1. Murder of any degree or culpable homicide punishable 
with death 

2. Manslaughter or culpable homicide not punishable with 
death 

3. Maliciously or willfully wounding or inflicting grievous 
bodily harm or grievous hurt. 

4. Assault occasioning actual bodily harm or criminal force 
occasioning actual bodily hurt. 

5. Common assault. 
6. Affray. 
7. Stealing. 
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8. Rape. 
9. Armed robbery 

 
The service also covers aiding and abetting or counseling or 
procuring the commission of, or being an accessory before or after 
the fact to or attempting or conspiring to commit any of the 
offences listed above in the schedule. The Council is empowered 
to undertake civil claims in respect of accidents including 
employee’s compensation claim (under the Employee’s 
Compensation Act,23 for damages for breach of fundamental rights 
as guaranteed under Chapter Four of the Constitution of the 
Federal Republic of Nigeria24 and civil claims arising from 
criminal activities against persons who are qualified for Legal Aid 
under this Act. 
From the above provisions, an accused person is not entitled to 
legal assistance for any offence outside the foregoing. 
 
An applicant for legal aid must usually show to the satisfaction of 
the Director-General that he has reasonable grounds for asserting a 
claim or defending a claim and may also be refused legal aid if it 
appears unreasonable that he should receive it in the particular 
circumstances of the case25 
 
Section 9(a) of the Act establishes a fund for the Council known as 
the Legal Aid General Fund for the activities of the Council. The 
sources of the fund under the provision are the Federal and State 
Government subventions as appropriated annually by the National 
Assembly pursuant to section 46 of the Constitution. The Legal 
Aid General Fund consists of the Legal Aid Fund and Access to 
Justice Fund.26 The Council can also realize funds through 
contributions in accordance with the Act and gifts from 
philanthropic persons and bodies. Such gifts acceptable upon trust 

                                                            
23 Act No. 13 of 2010. 
24 See Section 46(4)b of the 1999 Constitution. 
25 See Section 8(5) of the Act and Section 46(4)(b)(1) and (11). 
26 See sections 9(a) and 23(1)(c). 
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must not be on condition that will infringe the realization of the 
objectives of the Act or inconsistent with the functions of the 
Council. For the purposes of accountability, the account of the 
Council is subject to audit each financial year by auditors 
appointed by the Board27 
 
Eligibility  
According to section 10(1) of the Act, legal aid shall only be 
granted to a person whose income does not exceed the national 
minimum wage and those whose earning exceeds the national 
minimum wage but may in exceptional circumstances be granted 
legal aid and also on contributory basis.28 What this means is that 
the Board has the right to ask an applicant for legal aid to make 
financial contribution in respect of the funding for the legal 
assistance that is being given to him.29  The national minimum 
wage is fixed at N18, 500.00 (Eighteen Thousand Five Hundred 
Naira) following the agreement between the Nigerian Labour 
Congress and the Federal Government. 
 
Where cost is awarded against a party to a suit to whom legal aid 
is given, the Council shall not in any way be liable to pay such 
cost.30 In the ascertainment of the annual income of an applicant 
for legal aid, the Council is required to take into account the 
personal income and the personal and real property of the 
applicant in order to determine his qualification for legal aid.31  To 
assist the Council in the rendering of legal aid, the Council is 
empowered to maintain a list of Panels of legal practitioners 
willing to act for persons receiving legal aid for different purposes, 
for different courts and for different districts in the country.32 Any 
legal practitioner may apply and the remuneration shall be in 
accordance with the prescribed manner. However a legal 
                                                            
27 See Sections 12 and 13. 
28 See sections 10(2), (3) and (4). 
29 See Section 9(2) (3). 
30 See Section 10(4).  
31 See Section 11(1). 
32 See Section 14(1). 
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practitioner engaged for a legal service is forbidden from 
collecting any money from the beneficiary. Also legal practitioners 
for the time being serving in the National Youth Service Corps 
(NYSC) may offer their services to the Council free of charge 
without payment except stipend and travelling allowance.33   
 
Participants under the Legal Aid Council scheme include salaried 
lawyers who are members of staff employed by the Council. They 
are civil servants under the Federal Government of Nigeria and are 
paid normal monthly salaries and are also entitled to such staff 
welfare packages as are available in the civil service. The Council 
is also empowered to maintain a register of non-governmental 
organizations, law clinics and may grant licences to persons who 
have undergone the services of such course in paralegal services to 
render such services in appropriate situations.34 Furthermore the 
Council mandatorily requires legal practitioners who institutes or 
conducts pro bono cases on behalf of persons entitled to legal aid 
to register such cases with the Council for record keeping and 
monitoring of such cases by the Council. Legal practitioners who 
apply for the position of Senior Advocates of Nigeria are now 
required to do at least three pro bono cases in the legal year 
immediately preceding the application.35 
 
Section 19 of the Act provides for prison monitoring and review of 
cases of awaiting trial inmates by the Council. Police Officers and 
the Courts are also under obligation to inform suspects of their 
entitlement to legal assistance. The Council and the lawyers 
designated by it shall be entitled to have access and be present 
during interrogation of suspects. 
 
Section 20 of the Act makes provision for the prohibition of the 
disclosure of any information furnished by any person to the 
Council. It is a punishable offence to do so except with the consent 

                                                            
33 See Section 16. 
34 See section 17(1) and (3). 
35 Section 18(1) and (2). 
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of the applicant for legal aid. It is equally an offence for a person 
receiving legal aid to furnish false information to the Council.36 
 
The Council is required to make an annual report with respect to 
its operations, transactions and statement of accounts to the 
Attorney General of the Federation and the Governing Board is 
empowered to make regulations generally for better carrying out 
of the purposes of the Council.37 The First Schedule to the Act 
makes provision for the tenure of office, committees and 
proceedings of the Governing Board. 
 
The Legal Aid Regulations is a subsidiary legislation which makes 
regulations with respect to circumstances where legal aid may be 
given, application for legal aid, eligibility for legal aid, the 
determination of the means and needs of an applicant for legal aid, 
the valuation of the asset of an applicant, contribution of money to 
the Council by an applicant, choice of a legal practitioner by an 
applicant from the list of legal practitioners maintained by the 
Council, referral of monetary claims to the Council by legal 
practitioners, rendering services to the Council in respect of 
applicants benefiting from legal aid and receipt of monies  by legal 
practitioners. The Regulations further provide for the termination 
of legal assistance, notice of termination of legal aid, duties of 
legal practitioners, payment of legal practitioners and terms and 
conditions of matters assigned.38  
 
Procedure for Application for Legal Aid 
An eligible applicant for legal aid has to obtain a form39 from the 
relevant legal aid council office or court, or prison as the case may 
be and complete and return the form to the legal aid office for 
consideration. If the Council is satisfied that the applicant cannot 
afford the services of a legal practitioner and that his annual 
                                                            
36 See Section 21. 
37 See Sections 22 and 23(1)-(5). 
38 Malemi Ese, (2009), The Nigerian Legal System, Third Edition, Lagos, 
Princeton Publishing Co., pp. 430-431. 
39 Section 2(1) and (2) of the Legal Aid Regulations. 
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income is less than the national minimum wage which is fixed at 
N18, 500.00 even though not stated in the Act as such, legal aid is 
granted to him. According to Malemi40, where the applicant is a 
person who has been arraigned or standing trial in a relevant 
offence or civil proceedings, then the presiding Judge or 
Magistrate has to decide whether or not to grant legal aid, and to 
contract a legal practitioner who is willing and ready to provide 
the requisite legal aid on behalf of the Council which will make 
the necessary payment. 
 
Challenges 
There is no doubt that the laudable provisions of the Nigerian 
Constitution on fundamental human rights41 have the ultimate 
objective of providing effective access to justice,42 seek to ensure 
that person’s below the minimum income bracket and the class of 
less privileged ones of society generally do not suffer any 
disadvantage and are able to have an effective real time, 
qualitative, unrestricted and unconditional access to professional 
assistance in form of legal representation.43 
 
Section 36(1) of the Nigerian Constitution guarantees the right to 
fair hearing and provides that in the determination of the civil 
rights and obligations including any question or determination by 
or against any government or authority, a person shall be entitled 
to a fair hearing within a reasonable time by a court of other 
tribunal established by law and constituted in such a manner as to 
secure its independence and impartiality. Unfortunately the 
Constitution does not define the meaning of the expression 

                                                            
40 Malemi, op. cit., p. 431. 
41 See generally Chapter 4 of the Constitution. 
42Adedamola K., (2004), ‘Pre action Notices and Access to Courts in Nigeria’, 2 
(2) Nigerian Bar Journal, p. 205-207. See also Sections 17(2) a and e and 
46(b)ii. 
43 See Ojukwu-Oba et al, (2008), ‘Access to Justice and Realities in Justice 
Administration in Nigeria’;  Oji  S. I.(ed.) Philosophical Legacy on Issues in 
Nigerian Public Law, Sokoto, Faculty of Law, Usman Danfodiyo University, 
Sokoto, p. 3.  
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reasonable time. The importance of reasonable time connotes that 
cases must be disposed of without delay for justice delayed it is 
said is justice denied. Considering the relative nature of reasonable 
time the Supreme Court held in the case of Pam v Mohammed44  
that a reasonable time is a time justified by reason. Reasonable 
time in its nebulous content cannot be determined in vacuo but in 
relation to the fact of each case. This is because what constitutes 
reasonable time in one case may not necessarily constitute a 
reasonable time in another case45 and it may depend for instance 
on the length of the delay, the reasons given by the prosecutor for 
the delay, the responsibility of the accused for asserting his rights 
and the prejudice for which the accused may be exposed. 
 
Furthermore the difficulty in ascertaining what is reasonable time 
is also compounded by the provisions of section 36(6) b of the 
Constitution which provides that every person who is charged with 
a criminal offence shall be entitled to be given adequate time and 
facilities for the preparation of his defence.  According to 
Okogbule46 the guiding principle has been to ensure that an 
accused person is allowed to utilize the available opportunities to 
properly present his defence in a criminal trial. The effect therefore 
is that applications for adjournment on the ground of non-
representation of an accused person charged with an offence is 
likely to be granted to enable the accused person secure the 
services of a legal practitioner. Equally the court is likely to grant 
such an accused person an adjournment when he requires a 
particular document or court process for his defence and these are 
not immediately available. 
 

                                                            
44 [2008] ALL FWLR (Pt. 436) 1868 at 1914. 
45  See also the case of Gozie Okeke  v  State (2003) 15 NWLR (Pt. 842) 25. 
46  Okogbule N. S., (2005) ‘Access to Justice and Human Rights Protection in 
Nigeria. Problems and Prospects’, Sur International Journal on Human Rights, 
No. 3, Year 2, English Edition, p. 102. 
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The above provision despite their good intentions has resulted in 
prolonged delays and has often been abused. Okogbule47 is of the 
view that while ordinarily the application of the rule should not 
result in undue delay, the peculiar circumstance of Nigeria with the 
ubiquitous Nigerian factor has made it so. 
 
Also in the interpretation of section 36(6)C of the same 
Constitution it has been held that the constitutional provision 
which gives right to fair hearing to a litigant in any proceedings to 
have the services of a counsel of his own choice only applies to a 
person charged with a criminal offence and does not apply to civil 
cases.48 The Court further held that in such cases where it is 
appropriate under the law, the Court can or in some cases interfere 
with the choice of a counsel by the litigant in the circumstances of 
a particular case and in the interest of justice. The duty of courts to 
interfere with the choice of counsel stems from the rules of 
practice and procedure applied in civil cases in the interest of 
justice. According to Adamu JSC49 from the clear and 
unambiguous wordings of the above provisions, the true intention 
of the framers of the Constitution is to make the choice of counsel 
a right only in criminal matters. Thus the right of choice of counsel 
by a party or litigant is only regarded as a constitutional or 
fundamental right in cases where the party or person is charged 
with a criminal offence. Since the Constitution is silent on other 
cases that are civil in nature, the intention of the legislature (ie 
framers of the 1999 Constitution) is therefore to make the parties 
or litigants thereto not entitled to counsel of their choice as a right. 
On the other hand the Supreme Court has held that every litigant is 

                                                            
47 Okogbule N. S.,( 2004) ‘The Nigerian Factor and the Criminal Justice 
System’,   University of Benin Law Journal,  No. 7,  p. 165 cited in Okogbule N. 
S. op.  cit., p. 102. 
48 See the case of Ikpana v Registered Trustees of P. C. N. (2006) ALL FWLR 
(Pt. 310) 1720 paras E-G. 
49 Ikpana supra.  p.1720. 
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entitled to defend himself or present his case either in person or by 
a counsel of his choice.50 
 
It is also important to note that the right to legal aid for an indigent 
citizen whose right has been infringed has itself been elevated to 
the level of a constitutional right. The 1999 Constitution of Nigeria 
provides that the National Assembly shall make provisions for the 
rendering of financial assistance to any indigent citizen of Nigeria 
where his right under this chapter has been infringed or with a 
view to enabling to engage the services of a legal practitioner to 
prosecute his claim and for ensuring that allegations of 
infringement of such rights are substantial and the requirement or 
need for financial or legal aid is real. According to Adeyemi51 this 
constitutional provision has introduced a rather unique dimension 
to the concept of legal aid. Rather than seeking to assign or to 
provide a lawyer for an accused person, it seeks to provide him 
with financial resources with which he can exercise his right to 
counsel. On the other hand, the provision of Section 9(a) of the 
Legal Aid Act which provides for the establishment of a Legal Aid 
General Fund which shall be paid such sums as shall be 
appropriated annually by the National Assembly in accordance 
with the said section of the Constitution appears to be 
contradictory.  However the efficacy of this provision will be 
dependent on the effective application of the provision by the 
National Assembly to give life to these objectives.52 
 
The Legal Aid Act53  makes provision for the procedure for 
obtaining legal aid and is managed by the Legal Aid Council. The 
first challenge is the explanatory memorandum or preamble to the 

                                                            
50Nwambe v State (1995) 3 NWLR (Pt. 384) 385. See also the case of Registered 
Trustees of ECWA Church v. Ijesha (1999) 13 NWLR (Pt. 635) 368. 
51Adeyemi A. A., (2007), A Demand Side Perspective on Legal Aid. What 
Services Do People Need? The Nigerian Situation, Access to Justice in Africa 
and Beyond, op. cit.  p. 118.  
52See Ojukwu-Oba et al, Access to Justice and Realities in Justice 
Administration in Nigeria, Oji S. I.(ed.) op. cit., p. 4. 
53 (2011). 
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Act which has been described as self-defeating.54 This is because it 
creates the impression that legal aid scheme is designed only for 
the poor people and based on the faulty assumption that it is only 
poor people who lack access to law. However the Legal Aid 
Council is charged with the onerous responsibility of providing 
free legal representation to indigent Nigerians whose income when 
taken individually do not exceed the national minimum wage and 
as well others whose individual incomes are above the national 
minimum wage but cannot afford the services of private legal 
practitioners of their own choice.55 The memorandum in line with 
the above responsibility of the Council would seem to equate 
poverty with income deficiency which is to a large extent 
erroneous. According to Barbara Brudno56 poverty in the context 
of legal aid should rather be seen from the perspective of 
inequality and not on the ground of a so called officially poor 
people.  
 
The Act further provides for the composition of the Council which 
shall comprise of the Governing Board made up the Chairman and 
members, the Director-General of the Council and such supporting 
legal and other staff engaged for the purposes of the efficient 
performance of the duties and obligations of the Council under or 
pursuant to this Act. The Governing Board is composed in a 
manner suggestive of fair representation across board. However 
the composition reveals the exclusion of potential beneficiaries of 
the legal aid scheme. For instance, one would have expected 
special position to be reserved for some members of the 
underprivileged class whose interest the Council is to serve and 
protect.57 In the American and British legal systems, the various 
Boards of the Legal Advice and Assistance Council reserve 
sizeable seats for the prospective beneficiaries whose interests are 

                                                            
54 Banire M A., op. cit., p. 96. 
55 Akinlami N.  L, op. cit., p. 30. 
56 ‘Poverty ,Inequality and the Law: Cases, Commentary Analysis’, American   
Casebook Series, 1976 Edition,  p. 6, cited in Banire M. A., op. cit., p. 96. 
57 Banire, ibid. p. 97. 
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to be protected.58 According to Banire59 the inclusion of the 
beneficiaries on the Board makes it people oriented, thereby 
granting the required confidence for the patronage and also 
facilitates the process of determining the eligible people as well as 
reflecting fairness on the application of the set criteria. 
 
The Legal Aid Council is empowered to establish such state 
branches in the States for the purposes of its services to be headed 
by an officer of appropriate rank.60 The Council is based in Abuja 
and has State offices in the 36 States of Nigeria.61 
 
For administrative purposes six zones have been set up in each of 
the six geo-political zones to act as zonal headquarters for clusters 
of states legal aid offices.62 This practice is retrogressive and 
inhibits access to legal aid by prospective beneficiaries.  In the 
British and American legal systems, legal advice and assistance 
centres are under the control of local authorities.63 There is also the 
challenge of the limited scope of legal aid to be given in respect of 
both criminal and civil cases as specified in the second schedule 
which is unsatisfactory and limits the impact of the Council.64 The 
                                                            
58 See Equal Justice Journal, American Legal Services Program, p. 4, cited in 
Banire, ibid. 
59 Ibid.   
60 See Section 6(4). 
61 At present the Legal Aid Council only has provision for one lawyer in each of 
the state offices across the country. Even for the smallest state one lawyer is 
certainly not enough to cope with the demand of legal aid services. See 
Akinseye-George Y., (Feb. 12-14 2004), ‘Challenges of Providing Free Legal 
Aid Through University Law Clinics in Nigeria’, Paper presented at the 3-day 
National Conference on Clinical Legal Education, organized by the Network of 
University Legal Aid Institutions (NULAI) and the Open Society Justice 
Initiative (OSJI), Abuja, Nigeria,  p.12.  
62 See section 6(2).  
63 See the Community Legal Service under Section 1 of the Access to Justice 
Act, 1999 of England and the American Neighbourhood Law Firm System 
which is annexed to the neighbourhood. See also  Martin J., (2005), The English 
Legal System, 4th Edition, London, Hodder and Arnold,  p. 263.  
64 The Legal Aid Council can defend only cases of murder, manslaughter, 
malicious or wilful wounding or inflicting grievous bodily harm, assault 
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effect is that an indigent person accused of any of the several other 
offences not provided for or any plaintiff or defendant in most civil 
cases may not be able to claim any right to have counsel assigned 
to him by the State or Legal Aid Council. The Nigerian legal aid 
scheme does not however cover offences like treason, treachery, 
treasonable felony, armed robbery and obtaining by false 
pretences.65 Even though in the above cases, the Court can appoint 
counsel for the accused person66 this is a great gab in the Nigerian 
legal aid scheme service delivery model. According to Adeyemi67 
if stealing can be covered, its sister offence of false pretences 
ought also to be covered. If common assault can be covered, then 
treasonable felony which in fact is attempted treason and robbery 
should also be covered.        
  
Section 8(5) of the Act appears to have enlarged the scope of legal 
services to be rendered to deserving beneficiaries of legal aid 
which includes all such assistance as is usually given to by a legal 
practitioner in the steps preliminary or incidental to any 
proceedings, representation by a legal practitioner before any court 
and such additional aid as may be required. This is in line with the 
Legal Aid Regulations which made provisions for free legal 
assistance and advice in any office of the council, court, police 
stations or prisons in any civil or criminal matter. However, there 
is no evidence that the public has benefited appreciably from this 
provision as many accused persons and detainees are often not 
provided such assistance.68 According to Bowen69, the emphasis 
                                                                                                                                     
occasioning actual bodily harm, common assault, affray, stealing and rape and 
armed robbery as well as aiding, abetting or counseling or procuring the 
commission or being an accessory before or after the factor attempting or 
conspiring to commit any of the offences listed above and civil claims in respect 
of accidents including employment compensation claims, civil claims to cover 
breach of fundamental rights guaranteed under the Constitution and civil claims 
arising from criminal activities against persons who are qualified for legal aid 
under the Act.  
65 See Adeyemi A. A., op. cit., p. 122. 
66 See Section 352 of the Criminal Procedure Act. 
67 Adeyemi, A. A., loc. cit.  
68 Akinseye-George, op. cit., p.11. 
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must be on providing legal aid as soon as possible after arrest 
otherwise the objective of fair trial may be defeated by an 
inadvertent self-incrimination during police interrogation. 
Furthermore section 8(6) appears to include another condition to 
the eligibility of being granted legal aid on the ground that the 
applicant must show to the satisfaction of the Director-General or 
other person authorized by the Council that he has reasonable 
grounds for taking, defending or being a party thereto otherwise 
legal aid may be refused. This condition leaves the determination 
on the discretion of the Director-General which may be abused. 
 
There is also the important challenge of inadequate funding for the 
operation of legal aid. Section 9 of the Act provides for the Legal 
Aid General fund which shall consist of a legal aid and access to 
justice fund. The sources of the fund shall be such sums as shall be 
appropriated annually by the National Assembly pursuant to 
section 46 of the Constitution and from time to time by the 
Government of each State of the Federation and the Federal 
Capital Territory. Section 9 of the Act appears to have made 
adequate provision for the purposes of funding by making it part of 
the annual appropriation by the National Assembly and the States 
of the Federation. and the Federal Capital Territory. However the 
sum appropriated by the National Assembly is made pursuant to 
section 46 of the Constitution which seeks to provide an applicant 
for legal aid with legal resources with which he can exercise his 
right to counsel instead of assigning a counsel for him. The 
Council may accept gifts of land, money or other property subject 
to section 12(2) where the conditions attached to the acceptance of 
the gifts are inconsistent with the functions of the Council.  
 
The issue of underfunding appears to be the major challenge that 
perennially confronts the Legal Aid Council. According to 

                                                                                                                                     
69 Bowen O. A., Omotola and Adeogun(1987),  An Operational Assessment of 
the Nigerian Legal Aid Scheme, Law and Development, Lagos, Unilag Press,  p. 
259. 
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Akinseye-George70 the funds allocated to the Council by the 
Federal Government constitutes 98 per cent of its funding. The 
declining resources of the Legal Aid Council do not augur well for 
the effective discharge of its responsibilities and leads to lack of 
confidence by the public in the work of the Council. The effect is 
the lower number of applications received by the Council which 
stood at 54,251 in its nearly three decades of existence. Of this 
number the Council granted 45,190 requests while it rejected 9,061 
for not being within the scope of the scheme. The Council admits 
that the few Nigerians who are aware of its existence are skeptical 
about the ability of the Council to deliver on its mandate.71 The 
effect of poor funding is also felt in the lack of infrastructure such 
as offices, vehicles, telephones and other facilities necessary for 
the effective discharge by the Council of its services. There is also 
the issue of staff salaries and allowances which add to the high 
administrative cost of running a legal aid scheme. In 2000, the 
Federal Government provided the Council with N20 Million Naira 
(about S200, 000 Dollars) for Nigeria’s 120 million people72. 
Furthermore there is no mention of a percentage of the budget that 
should be allocated to the Council for its activities. 
 
Another important challenge facing the legal aid scheme in Nigeria 
is the financial limitation for qualification for legal aid which is the 
national minimum wage or N18, 500 Naira per month as agreed 
between the Federal Government and the Nigerian Labour 
Congress.73 Even though this is a great improvement over the 
N5,000 per month of the earlier provision, it still leaves quite a 
sizeable portion of the population who earn more than N18,500 per 
month but are still unable to pay for private legal counsel 
uncovered by the scheme.74 The extreme situation is that one can 
                                                            
70Akinseye-George, op. cit., p. 10. 
71 See Information Brochure on Legal Aid Council, p. 7.   
72 See Information provided by the Chairman of the Governing Council of the 
Legal Aid Council at the Legal Aid Council of Nigeria Workshop on Legal Aid 
in the New Millennium in Abuja, Nigeria, 26-27, June.  
73 See Section 9. 
74 See Adeyemi A. A., op. cit., p. 122. 
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confidently assert that most persons may not be benefiting from the 
scheme except where there is fraudulent concealment.75   
 
A corollary to the above is the mode of ascertaining the means of 
an applicant for legal aid which is provided for in section 11(1) and 
(2) of the Act. The ascertainment of a person’s personal and real 
property in addition to his income as matters to be taken into 
account may pose some difficulty considering the lack of 
independent information which most times are manipulated.    
 
Section 14 of the Legal Aid Act requires the maintenance of a 
panel of legal practitioners. It provides that any legal practitioner 
may apply and the remuneration shall be in accordance with the 
prescribed manner. The section however forbids any legal 
practitioner engaged for a legal service from collecting any money 
from the beneficiaries. The above requirement may not be 
practicable. Laudable as this provision may appear, the enabling 
environment for compliance is absent.76 This is because the fees or 
remuneration payable to private legal practitioners leaves much to 
be desired and a full time counsel with the Council may not be 
paid for out of pocket expenses where he wishes to appear for the 
case or may have to wait for a long period. The alternative may be 
to request for money from the beneficiary. This practice has also 
resulted in the lack of commitment of many lawyers who handle 
legal matters. The little or no participation by prominent and more 
experienced legal practitioners is partly due to unattractive 
remuneration or bureaucracy.77 The Council attempted to cure this 
defect by relying on youth corpers in the provision of legal 
services as provided by the Act where the Council so directs to act 
for a person receiving legal aid.78 Whilst this may be cost saving, 
the use of inexperienced lawyers should be discouraged in 
sensitive and serious cases like murder in order to avert such 

                                                            
75 See Banire M. A., op. cit., p. 100. 
76 Banire, ibid. p.101. 
77 See Malemi, op. cit., p. 436. 
78 See Section 16. 
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consequences as happened in the case of Udofia v State79 where 
the murder conducted by a youth corp lawyer was set aside. 
 
There is also the challenge of imposing counsel on beneficiaries by 
the Council which is contrary to the fair hearing clause of the 
Constitution that an accused person should have a legal 
practitioner of his own choice. While the wealthy litigant or 
accused person can afford a legal practitioner of his own choice to 
handle his case, the poor applicant does not have this opportunity 
or privilege.80 
 
Furthermore there is the challenge of lack of nearness of legal 
services to the people. Most offices of the Council are located in 
the federal and state capitals and their services and addresses are 
hardly advertised. There is the challenge of reaching the people 
who need the services of the Council. The people are also not 
aware of the Council and its services. The rural population is 
completely excluded from coverage while a few persons in the 
urban areas where the legal aid lawyer is present may benefit.81 
The Council usually relies on application from persons seeking aid, 
references from courts, police, prisons and direct contact for its 
outreach. 
 
The provision of section19 of the Act which allows the Council to 
conduct inspection of prisons, police cells and other places where 
suspected persons are held in order to assess the circumstances 
under which they are they are detained is laudable. The challenge 
however is the lack of man power to undertake this onerous task 
considering the limited number of offices and men who work for 
the Council. 
 
 
 

                                                            
79 (1988) 3 NWLR (Pt. 84) 541. 
80 See Malemi, op. cit., p. 436. 
81 Ibid. 
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Proposals for Reform  
The following proposals are suggested for amendments in the new 
Act and operations of the Council for effective provision of legal 
aid. 
 
1. It is recommended that the use of the national minimum wage 

for the determination of eligibility should be removed from the 
provision of section 10 and instead a specified amount be 
inserted.  Furthermore to minimize the problem of funding and 
at the same time increase the scope of those that will benefit 
from the scheme, it is recommended that persons receiving 
legal aid should make such contributions to the cost of legal 
services as they are deemed able to afford having regard to 
their resources instead of restricting the grant of legal aid to 
persons whose income does not exceed the national minimum 
wage.  The focus should be on the merits of the claim instead 
of using the means test which will pose problems.  

    
2. It is recommended that there should be adequate legal 

assistance at all stages of the proceedings in capital cases and 
in cases where the interests of justice so require and the 
provision of a lawyer of experience and competence 
commensurate with the offence in order to provide effective 
legal assistance. The Criminal Defence Service in section 8(2) 
should cover all offences which carry death penalty in addition 
to the ones specified in the second schedule. 

 
3. It is recommended that section 9(a) of the Act should be 

amended by adding a provision to the effect that the sum 
provided for legal aid can also be used to provide or assign a 
lawyer for an applicant instead of making it pursuant to section 
46 of the Constitution which gives the impression that such 
sums are meant to be given to the applicants directly with 
which he can exercise his right to counsel.  
 

4. The legal profession could do more to enhance and promote 
pro bono provision of legal aid and the values it serves. There 
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should be mandatory provisions in the Act requiring some 
modest contribution to legal aid and public interest programs. 
The provision of section 18(2) appears to suggest that it is only 
when a legal practitioner is applying for the rank of Senior 
Advocate of Nigeria that evidence of conduct of pro bono 
cases is a condition. Evidence of conduct of pro bono cases can 
also be made a condition for elective positions at the bar and 
appointments to the bench.  
 
The following is also suggested for effective operations of the 
Council in the provision of legal aid: 

 
5. In Nigeria it is recommended that the operations of the Legal 

Aid Council be made more pro-active to meet the yearnings 
and aspirations of Nigerians through creating greater access to 
justice. This will necessarily entail the widening of the scope of 
the operations in terms of increase in the level and category of 
potential beneficiaries from the scheme, the subject matter 
coverage coupled with aggressive public enlightenment 
exercise. Offences such as treason, treachery, robbery and 
obtaining by false pretences should be included as a category 
of offences that can receive legal aid. This is because these 
offences constitute the source of arrests and convictions in the 
country.  Furthermore if common assault can be covered, then 
treasonable felony which, in fact, is attempted treason and 
robbery should also be covered. It is recommended therefore 
that the Second Schedule to the Act pursuant to section 8(2) on 
proceedings in respect of which legal aid may be given should 
be amended to include the offences cited above. In South 
Africa legal aid is provided for in all civil cases except a few 
like actions for defamation, breach of engagement, contract, 
infringement of dignity or privacy, seduction and adultery, 
while under the English legal system, the Legal Services 
Commission gives priority to child protection cases like the 
welfare of children, domestic violence cases and social welfare 
cases. 
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6. Nigerian law graduates in the National Youth Service Corps 
program could be seconded to the Legal Aid Council to assist 
as public defenders taking into consideration their experience 
and the seriousness of the offence involved. 
 

7. Those eligible for legal aid should have a free choice of 
lawyers. Where an applicant qualifies for legal aid in South 
Africa effect is given to the applicant’s choice of counsel 
where practicable. Lawyers offering legal services under the 
legal aid scheme must remain professionally independent and 
should be fairly and reasonably remunerated for work done 
under the legal aid scheme. The provision in section 14 for the 
preparation of panels of legal practitioners for different 
purposes and for different courts and districts is laudable but 
may be cumbersome. 
 

8. In the delivery of legal services, it is recommended that 
University legal clinics be adopted to complement the other 
models of delivery of legal services. Happily section 17 (1) of 
the Legal Aid Act of 2011 provides that the Council shall 
maintain a register of non-governmental organizations and law 
clinics that are engaged in the provision of legal aid or 
assistance to persons who are entitled to legal aid under the 
Act. However it is recommended that the Act in the said 
section should provide for the grant of licences to students in 
law clinics who have undergone a prescribed course in the 
provision of legal aid in the same way as paralegals in section 
17(3) of the Act. Most law clinics either require law students to 
work in a University law clinic or assign the students to an 
outside partnership organization where they can provide legal 
services under supervision. 
  

9. There is the need for awareness of individual rights and the 
willingness or ability to vindicate them. In many African 
societies, the campaign for the implementation of truly 
effective legal aid must acknowledge the need for a broadly 
based civic education program which will involve a variety of 
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strategies ranging from special sub courses as part of the 
ordinary school curriculum to street law projects and in giving 
community based programs. It is therefore recommended that 
there should be constant public awareness to solve the problem 
of massive lack of knowledge of the law. The purpose of the 
Community Legal Service Unit in section 8(7) which includes 
the provision of general information about the law and legal 
system and the availability of legal services is laudable but lack 
the means for implementation.    

 
 In view of the above problem the National Assembly should 
develop adequate mechanisms and oversight functions on how 
long it should take any Ministry or Institution to disseminate 
information on any laws passed in the country.  

 
 It is also recommended that the Legal Aid Council should establish 
offices in each of the Local Government Headquarters in Nigeria 
instead of concentrating in the urban areas. In view of this 
suggestion section 6 of the Act should provide for the 
establishment of a Legal Aid office in each of the Local 
Government Headquarters to be headed by Legal Officer and 
reports to the Officer responsible for the provision of legal aid in 
the State.    
 
Conclusion 
The Legal Aid Act is a law in realization and fulfillment of the 
lofty provisions of the Nigerian Constitution in respect of legal aid. 
The provisions are far reaching in actualizing this noble aim. 
However there are challenges both in the provisions and the 
implementation of the Act. These challenges are not without 
remedies which have been recommended for the effective 
provision of legal aid in Nigeria. 
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